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Abstract 
 

Scholars have recognized the importance of uncertainty as institutional context in 
collaborative water management, but the relationship between uncertainty and collaborative 
performance is mixed. On the one hand, increased uncertainty will positively enhance the 
performance of collaborative governance through new ties and innovations. On the other hand, 
certain types of uncertainties are negatively associated with collaborative performance. To 
understand the puzzle of uncertainty and collaborative performance, I take the problem of 
groundwater management for theory development and empirical testing. Aquifers are being 
depleted faster than they can recharge, leaving municipalities, irrigators, and ranchers vulnerable 
to ever-reducing water availability over time, but the management of groundwater problems is 
wicked because it involves complex social, ecological, scientific, administrative, and political 
issues. The effectiveness of collaborative governance depends in large part on the way in which 
stakeholders perceive, interpret, and use uncertain information. 

This dissertation fills the theoretical and empirical gap by using multi method research 
design. The first research question is: What are the nature and characteristics of uncertainty in 
collaborative governance? This question is addressed based on the in-depth case study of Upper 
San Pedro Watershed Partnership in Arizona, U.S. Based on the various sources of empirical data, 
including 22 in-depth interviews, policy reports, and local news articles, conceptual typology and 
theoretical propositions are proposed to develop theories of collaborative governance under 
uncertainties. Results suggest that scientific and managerial uncertainty are significant and tend to 
have negative effects on the performance of groundwater management, but the relationship 
between uncertainty and collaborative performance can be positively or negatively moderated by 
the quality of relation management including integrative leadership and cohesion building between 
participants. Results also suggest that levels and sources of uncertainty tend to change as 
collaboration evolves and thus the relationship between uncertainty and performance may shift 
over time. 

Having recognized that understanding scientific uncertainty is important in groundwater 
management based on the case study, this dissertation asks two questions: How and to what extent 
does scientific uncertainty affect collaborative performance? Do collaborative management tools 
have an impact on different types of collaborative outcomes, particularly under the condition of 
scientific uncertainty? This dissertation modified a groundwater game experiment where groups 
of 4-5 participants play a crop choice game for multiple rounds as resource users (Meinzen-Dick 
et al. 2016). The goal of this game for each participant is to grow as many profitable crops as 
possible under conditions where all users share groundwater resources with limited ability to 
recharge. But unlike the original game, where participants had full information about recharge rate, 
two treatments are introduced about scientific uncertainty in water recharge: uncertainty 
operationalized as a range of values (Treatment 1) and uncertainty operationalized as competing 
hydrological models (Treatment 2). Using quantitative and qualitative game experimental data 
from 30 groups, results suggest that more uncertain information tends to reduce individual earnings 
and thus increase shared resources. A range of uncertain information has a more significant impact 
on resource behavior than competing information. Finally, post-experimental analysis shows that 
diverse collaboration strategies tend to reduce distributional inequity among game participants. 
This dissertation contributes to the literature of collaborative governance and collective action by 
explicitly theorizing and modelling the relationship between uncertainty, collaboration process, 
and performance. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Water Scarcity Problem 
 
Water levels have declined significantly in the last few decades due to the worsening drought and 
increasing human use in semi-arid regions across the world (Theesfeld 2010). Water is recognized 
as the key resource for all lives on the planet earth. Anthropogenic climate change and global 
warming accelerates the trends of drought in many regions in Southwest U.S. and other parts of 
the world (Mann and Gleick 2015). There is a growing risk of unprecedented drought in the 
western United States mostly driven by the co-occurring of precipitation deficits and warm 
conditions (Diffenbaugh, Swain, and Touma 2015). UNICEF reports that approximately four 
billion people – almost two thirds of the world’s population – experience severe water scarcity at 
least one month each year (unicef.org). People who experience water scarcity tend to be the ones 
who have been marginalized in the world economy such as children and women in developing 
countries and communities with weak water infrastructure. 

Among water resources, groundwater decline is particularly concerning for many communities. 
Reliance on the groundwater system varies by region, but semi-arid regions rely more heavily on 
groundwater. Put it in the bigger picture, around the world, about 35 percent of water supply for 
human use is drawn from underground aquifers (Frankel 2015). In the United States alone, about 
115 million people – more than one third of the nation’s population – rely on groundwater for 
drinking water (USGS 2015). Groundwater has been used for irrigation, industry, and livestock on 
top of the drinking purpose.  

Despite such importance, many scientific sources have reported that the groundwater level has 
declined in the last couple of decades in places such as India, the Western U.S., Spain, and 
Australia (Ross and Martinez-Santos 2010; Megdal et al. 2015; Kulkarni, Shah, and Shankar 2015). 
Even regions with relatively high precipitation, groundwater depletion has been reported in various 
local regions (Kim 2010). 

One region’s water shortage problem, particularly the groundwater issue, is a wicked problem 
because the problem is connected to climate change, demographic change and migration, and 
macroeconomic forces. On the one hand, one could think that water conservation should be a 
straightforward matter since we can set the saving target and take measurable actions. However, it 
is a complicated issue. First, given that 20 percent of crops in the world use groundwater resources 
as their main water resource, groundwater level decline can cause severe food shortage problem. 
Furthermore, due to the global food supply and demand network, groundwater shortage problem 
in one country’s agricultural area can cause food crises in other parts of the world. For example, 
California’s groundwater shortage and crop failure have detrimental impact on importers such as 
China, Iran, Mexico, Japan, Bangladesh, Iraq (Cho 2018). 

While how different regions manage their groundwater system varies greatly, it is generally known 
that in many regions, groundwater governance is not effective, and it has become the main reason 
of groundwater depletion (UN-IGRAC.org). Groundwater management involves complex 
interaction between human activities and physical environment, which poses an extremely 
complex and hard problem to solve for the benefit of all.  Sources of complexity include a lack of 
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full and complete scientific knowledge about water system, multiple stakeholders with diverse 
interests in water system, and a lack of clear policy regimes. Some argued that fragmented 
governance has been the main reason for the overdraft of groundwater resources (Chen et al. 2018). 
Others pointed out implementation problems in many groundwater governance and regulations 
(Lopez-Gunn 2012). 
 
Despite its challenges and difficulties in groundwater governance, Arizona took the lead in 
adopting Arizona Groundwater Management Act (AMA) in 1980 (new.azwater.gov 2016). This 
law is a historic one in that it is one of the first comprehensive groundwater management 
frameworks among U.S. states. The law includes the designation of Active Management Area in 
major urban areas including Prescott, Phoenix, Tucson, Pinal, and Santa Cruz. The law also 
requires developers building in AMA must demonstrate the proof of water supply at least 100 
years (new.azwar.gov. 2022). The administration and enforcement of such law is still debated 
including the robustness of proof of future water supply, but it was an ambitious and historic policy 
to reduce uncertainty and conflict around proposed developments and their impact on groundwater 
demand and supply. More recently, California also adopted the Sustainable Groundwater 
Management Act (SGMA) as a solution to the problem of groundwater depletion especially in the 
Central Valley areas. (Kiparsky et al. 2017). The groundwater management act in California has 
prompted local agencies to form groundwater sustainability agencies and numerous management 
plans on how to manage groundwater basins. While the substance of two groundwater 
management acts differ to some degree, these statewide policies are important water management 
tools to prevent groundwater shortage problem in semi-arid regions (Allhands 2020). Other U.S. 
states also have varying levels of state and local level statues as well as individual irrigation or 
watershed level arrangements that govern how stakeholders should use and manage groundwater 
resources (Megdal et al. 2015). 
 
Two Prominent Approaches: Collaborative Governance and Collective Action 

Collaborative Governance (CG) and Collective Action (CA) are two approaches that have been 
developed to address complex governance problems such as groundwater depletion. There are 
similarities and differences between the two approaches. My goal in this dissertation is to engage 
in constructive conversation with two approaches to understand and examine social-ecological and 
governance aspects of groundwater management. 
 
Both approaches are interested in how multiple actors in the system of governance can sustain, 
maintain, and modify collective actions over time to solve wicked problems (Ostrom 1990; Ostrom 
2009b; Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2015; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012; Emerson and 
Nabatchi 2015a; Ansell and Gash 2008; Ansell and Gash 2018). A key research question for both 
research programs is how to balance private and public interests and how can multiple actors forge 
cooperation to prevent serious problems. While these approaches have similarities since they 
emphasize multi-actor governance and complementarity of different actors and institutions to solve 
complex problems, they differ in various aspects as well. 
 
Collaborative Governance 
 
Collaborative Governance (CG) is the approach and framework where participation and 
engagement of stakeholders are important to achieve desirable policy goals. While the definition 
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of collaborative governance varies by scholars, it assumes the situation where public actors engage 
with private and non-governmental actors to solve complex problems (Ansell and Gash 2008; 
Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). This study adopts the CG definition by Emerson, Nabatchi, 
and Balogh (2012) stated as “the processes and structures of public policy decision making and 
management that engage people constructively across the boundaries of public agencies, levels of 
government, and/or the public, private and civic spheres in order to carry out a public purpose 
that could not otherwise be accomplished.” 
 
Prominent CG frameworks and theories were proposed and developed by scholars (Ansell and 
Gash 2008; Ansell and Gash 2018; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012; Emerson and Nabatchi 
2015; Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2006; Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2015). These frameworks have 
similarities in that they have general external antecedent conditions, proximate initial conditions, 
internal processes, structural elements, and outputs and outcomes. These frameworks differ in 
which component is more emphasized, general assumptions put forth to build such framework, 
and the applicability of framework to different governance situations. 
 
Empirical research testing propositions provided by prominent frameworks suggest that 
collaborative approach tends to promote positive social and environmental outputs and outcomes 
(Scott 2015; Biddle and Koontz 2014), but the effects of collaboration varies by the types of 
performance (Ahn and Baldwin 2022). Different components of process variables are also 
differently important in various policy contexts (Emerson and Ahn 2021). These results suggest 
the need for explicit theory building and rigorous empirical testing to answer the question of why 
and how social-ecological and institutional context affects collaborative process and performance. 
 
CG tends to emphasize multi-dimensional characteristics of performance at different levels and 
stages of governance (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015). The main idea of the performance matrix is 
to systematically identify the effects of collaborative governance regime so that the cumulation of 
such performance matrix data can help theory building and further empirical analysis. Multiple 
data sources – interviews, reports, news coverage, peer-reviewed studies – are needed to measure 
the performance of collaborative governance. 
 
Process dimension is an important driver of positive performance in CG. Iterations of different 
process components – engagement, motivation, capacity – are the key components of the CG 
theories (Ansell and Gash 2008; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). Studies have identified 
that different drivers and process components –trust, leadership, commitment, internal legitimacy 
– tend to have immediate, intermediate, and long-term effects. But rigorous research linking 
outputs and outcomes is needed to further develop theories of collaborative governance (Bryson, 
Crosby, and Stone 2015; Emerson and Ahn 2021). 
 
CG approach has been applied to a variety of water contexts including various forms of U.S. 
watershed collaboration and E.U. water governance (Sabatier et al. 2005; Jager et al. 2016). 
Participatory approach to water governance has been advocated in many parts of the world and 
different ways to institutionalize participatory inputs and feedback became important in water 
governance. 
 
Collective Action 
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While the use of the term collective action means differently to different social science community, 
collective action approach in this dissertation is related to the decades of work developed by 
Ostrom and colleagues (Ostrom 1990; Ostrom 2009b). Collective action literature was first 
developed to provide theoretical and empirical evidence about the effectiveness and possibility of 
local self-governance as opposed to state-based hierarchical and free market approaches. 
 
Two prominent frameworks and design principles are popularly adopted and discussed in scholarly 
and practitioner community (Ostrom 2005; Ostrom 2009a). Institutional Analysis and 
Development (IAD) framework includes analyzing actors, norms, institutional settings, incentive 
structures, rules and more. Social-Ecological Systems (SES) framework further develops IAD 
framework and proposes multilevel, nested framework for analyzing outcomes. This framework 
includes resource systems, resource units, governance systems, and resource users and the 
interactions between systems and units. 
 
Ostrom’s design principles are diagnostic approach on how to design common pool resource 
management system. Design principles include clearly defined boundaries, proportional 
equivalence between benefits and costs, collective-choice arrangements, mutual monitoring, 
graduated sanctions, resolution mechanisms, minimal recognition of rights to organize, nested 
enterprises (Yoder et al. 2022; Ostrom 1990). 
 
Collective action literature tends to focus on natural resource management situations where well-
defined governance and resource boundaries exist. These situations include small-scale fisheries, 
forests, and water systems. Rights to use resources are also clearly allocated, defined, and 
monitored. Within clear boundaries and rights to use resources, self-governing rules are imposed 
and actors within the nested system play under fair rules. Ostrom’s self-governance theory 
suggests that with reciprocal social norms and proper sanctioning and monitoring, common pool 
resources can be managed in a sustainable fashion. 
 
Collective action also tends to have an emphasis on a fairly narrow set of cases that meet specific 
assumptions – largely homogeneous resource users within specific resource systems. Group 
homogeneity and heterogeneity are important conditions to be considered when designing 
governance processes. The heterogeneity of actors in a small group is likely to incur higher costs 
of interactions and the ability to forge cooperative actions and plans can be limited (Ostrom 2000). 

In collective action, ecological conditions that surround collaborative management regime are 
emphasized. Rules of the game are important to structure incentives for individual, group, and 
organizational behavior in environmental governance. These types of institutional context and 
rules affect the emergence of leadership, interaction patterns, strategy building, engagement, and 
the development of trust.  

CA approach has used water management as one of the key examples of common pool resource 
management since the beginning. Water governance institutions and the mobilization of collective 
action are studied in a variety of geographical and institutional contexts (Ostrom 1990; Abdullaev 
et al. 2010; Lopez-Gunn 2003; Bisung et al. 2014; Baldwin et al. 2018). 
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In sum, CG and CA approach are two promising approaches to understand the groundwater 
management problem in the U.S. southwest under conditions of uncertainty. The U.S. southwest’s 
water system encompasses complex land use and tenure patterns where federal, state, local and 
tribal lands dominate over private lands. Rivers or water systems often must deal with multiple 
stakeholders with vested interests. This region also has had rapidly increasing population and thus 
development as one of the top inbound states in the U.S. with greater number of migrants. 
Ecologically, direct impacts of climate change on semi-arid and desert landscapes have been 
visible in the last two decades with rising temperatures and extended droughts. 
 
Governance Puzzle 

While scholars have recognized the importance of uncertainty as institutional context in 
collaborative water management, the relationship between uncertainty and collaborative 
performance is mixed. On the one hand, increased uncertainty in governing environment will 
positively enhance the performance of collaborative governance by new ties and innovations 
(Logsdon 1991; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). On the other hand, certain types of 
uncertainties are negatively associated with collaborative performance (Bijlsma et al. 2011). As 
both arguments are supported by empirical evidence and justified by previous literature, the 
ambivalent relationship between uncertainty and collaborative performance constitutes the 
important puzzle in the study of collaborative governance and collective action. 
 
Studies examining the relationship between uncertainty and performance are twofold. Game 
experimental studies found that environmental variability significantly lowers levels of earnings 
and correlated with distributional inequality in irrigation game experiments (Andries et al. 2013). 
Game participants earn much less money when they have limited vision compared to the full vision 
in a foraging game (Janseen 2013). Case studies and other observational studies tend to capture a 
more complicated relationship between uncertainty and collaboration processes. Studies examined 
how various types of uncertainties in collaborative governance system – whether it be scientific, 
managerial, or relational – affect how stakeholders perceive each other, develop strategies, and 
make decisions (Ulibarri 2019; Bijlsma et al. 2011). In sum, studies have identified the general 
relationship between environmental uncertainty and outcomes, but there is the need for more study 
of why and how different types of uncertainty affect collaborative governance outcomes. 
 
When stakeholders lack needed knowledge about a range of expected or unexpected uncertainties 
in managing long-term collaboration and thus unprepared, they may experience costly mistakes – 
unnecessary frictions, misunderstandings between participants, and thus degrading environmental 
outcomes – that can in some cases pose irreversible damage to collective endeavor. But some 
levels of uncertainty can be beneficial for the natural environment too if stakeholders keep those 
resources intact due to the levels of uncertainty in the regrowth of that natural resource. 
 
While climate change and other disruptive environmental impact on water governance is enormous 
(Kundzewicz et al. 2018), we have little systematic evidence about its impact on stakeholder 
processes and outcomes. Recent studies suggest that what matters is people’s use of scientific 
information (Koontz and Thomas 2021). These different uncertainties in environmental 
governance are handled differently by different stakeholder groups (Bijlsma et al. 2011; Ulibarri 
2019). Understanding how stakeholders perceive, interpret, and use scientifically uncertain 
information is important for water governance and decision making. 
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Multi-dimensional characteristics of collaborative performance are important to correctly specify 
the relationship between context, process, and outcomes (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015). Studies 
have distinguished perceived measures from objective measures (Milliken 1987). The distinction 
of process, outputs, and outcomes are also important for systematic analysis (Thomas and Koontz 
2012). Different outcomes should be considered for empirical analysis including effectiveness, 
sustainability, and equity (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015). Collaborative performance can be shared 
at different levels such as individual organizations, groups or networks, and community (Provan 
and Milward 1995; Siciliano, Carr, and Hugg 2021). The research puzzle in part can be clarified 
with clear operationalization of performance variable. 
 
Collaboration process plays an important role in facilitating, resolving, or neglecting various 
uncertainties in institutional environment. While different components in collaboration process are 
emphasized, prominent frameworks include common factors such as trust, engagement, 
commitment, leadership, capacity building (Ansell and Gash 2008; Emerson, Nabatchi, and 
Balogh 2012; Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2015). In general, these frameworks and empirical works 
suggest that good quality collaboration process should improve collaborative outcomes, but the 
relationship may be conditioned upon potential interaction of process variables with contextual 
variables. 
 
Hence, systematic theory building, and rigorous empirical testing of well-formulated hypotheses 
are needed to advance the study of collaborative governance under various kinds and levels of 
uncertainties. While previous studies identify an array of different sources or objects of uncertainty 
in the development of collaboration (Koppenjan, Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004; Bijlsma et al. 2011; 
Ulibarri et al. 2019; Zandvoort et al. 2019), systematic theory building associating uncertainty 
factors with governance outcomes has not been an explicit focus of researchers. 
 
Scholars in common pool resource management and institutional analysis and development and 
social ecological system have developed a rich tradition of behavioral experimentation (Ostrom, 
Walker, and Gardner 1992; Cardenas and Ostrom 2004; Ahn, Ostrom, and Walker 2010; Janssen 
et al. 2010; Janssen 2013; Freeman, Baggio, and Coyle 2020). Some recent works have tested the 
performance of collective action under high uncertainty (Janssen 2013; Janssen, Tyson, and Lee 
2014; Janssen, Gharavi, and Yichao 2020). 
 
To address the puzzle, this dissertation asks three questions: (1) What are the nature and 
characteristics of uncertainty in collaborative watershed partnerships? (2) How and to what extent 
does scientific uncertainty affect the performance of collaborative governance? (3) Do 
collaborative management tools have an impact on different performance measures when 
collaborative groups face the condition of scientific uncertainty? 
 
To address these questions, I use a multi-method empirical strategy that includes both an in-depth 
case study and groundwater game experiments. A cross-boundary natural resource management 
system is first studied in the San Pedro case. I focus on scientific, managerial, and relational 
uncertainty and the role it plays in such collaborative system. Based on within-case analysis, I 
mimic field observations and findings and apply them to the behavioral experimental framework. 
I modify and develop groundwater-based crop-choice game developed by Meinzen-Dick et al. 
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(2016) to simulate collaborative groundwater governance in a more controlled environment. I 
simplify the complexity of real-world collaborative governance and emphasize scientific 
uncertainty in the setting where multiple actors need to balance individual and shared interests 
through collaborative interactions. 
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Chapter 2: Defining Concepts 

This chapter identifies key concepts used in subsequent chapters. Those will include collaborative 
performance, uncertainty, equity, leadership, and engagement. Each term’s definition will be 
provided with clear operationalization in different empirical contexts. 

Collaborative Performance 

Collaborative performance is the subject of debate in public management due to its complexity. 
The performance debate is especially contentious in water issues (Allhands 2020). But the 
consensus among scholars and practitioners is that performance is multi-dimensional construct and 
the identification of performance measures in each empirical context matters for further theoretical 
and empirical works. 

First, collaborative performance entails perceived and objective dimensions. The distinction is 
related to the epistemological issues and the sources of data used to measure performance. Second, 
the distinction of process, outputs, and outcomes is well-recognized in the literature (Thomas and 
Koontz 2012; Koontz, Jager, and Newig 2020). Third, collaborative performance includes a 
variety of outputs and outcomes including effectiveness, sustainability, equity (Emerson and 
Nabatchi 2015). Finally, the effects of performance are shared with multiple levels of governance: 
individuals, organizations, groups or networks, community (Provan and Milward 1995; Siciliano 
et al. 2021).  

In this dissertation, collaborative performance is broadly defined as multi-level outputs and 
outcomes in relation to the sustainable use of groundwater resources. Specification of 
performance differs in case study and behavioral experiment context. In case study, performance 
is operationalized as policy outputs and watershed outcomes in individual organization and group 
level. Policy outputs include joint management plans, new scientific studies, and implementation 
plans. This study also operationalizes watershed outcomes by examining perceived measures 
(effectiveness, legitimacy) and objective hydrologic conditions in the river basin. 

Behavioral experiment operationalizes performance in four different ways. First, game experiment 
operationalizes performance by participant’s total individual and group rewards. Second, 
collaborative performance is operationalized as water resource sustainability by measuring the 
remaining groundwater of each group at the end of the game. Third, this study operationalizes 
performance as distributional equity by examining the distribution of game rewards at the end of 
the game in each group. Finally, this study operationalizes collaborative performance by 
examining individual’s perceived satisfaction in collaboration process and game outcomes. 

This dissertation lays out clear definition and operationalization of collaborative performance in 
two different research contexts: real world watershed partnership and online groundwater game 
experiment. While defining performance is limited in unique empirical context, by clearly defining 
performance, results of the study should help contribute to the theory building in collaborative 
governance and collective action literature. 

Uncertainty 
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Uncertainty means differently to different people depending on different situations. In this 
dissertation, uncertainties located in the system context (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015) or in 
exogeneous conditions (Ostrom 2005) is differentiated from uncertainties located in the internal 
management of collaborative governance system. Second, uncertainty involves perceptual and 
objective dimensions. Uncertainty in environmental governance involves objective social-
ecological conditions, but it is also important to understand how stakeholders perceive and 
understand uncertainty (Abbott 2005). The external/internal distinction and perceived/objective 
distinction are important building blocks for the clarification of difficult concept such as 
uncertainty. 

Uncertainty has been operationalized in various ways in environmental governance. One study 
identifies scientific, strategic, and administrative uncertainty in hydro-relicensing context (Ulibarri 
2019). Other studies similarly identified substantive, strategic, and institutional uncertainty 
(Bijlsma et al. 2011; Koppenjan, Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004). Based on previous studies and the 
applicability of those concepts to groundwater governance, this dissertation also adopts scientific 
uncertainty, managerial uncertainty, and relational uncertainty. I specifically use the term 
relational rather than strategic because relational is a broader term that can include various 
interpersonal factors and associated uncertainties in collaboration process. Strategic factors are 
subsumed within the relational dimension. 

Based on the understanding about uncertainty in collaborative governance and collective action, 
this dissertation defines uncertainty as a (perceived) lack of knowledge about parts of collaborative 
water governance system related to scientific, managerial, and relational dimension. Based on 
this broad definition, case study identifies multiple dimensions within each type of uncertainty 
over time in watershed partnership context to clarify the sources and meanings of uncertainty. 
Behavioral experiment focuses on scientific uncertainty and operationalizes it by identifying two 
types of scientific uncertainty. One type is a range of estimates in scientific prediction and the 
other type is competing hydrologic models. The definitions and multiple ways of 
operationalization provide one way to link context, process, and performance for theory building. 

Equity 

Social equity has been importantly recognized, discussed, and included in public management and 
policy analysis (Wooldridge and Bilharz 2017; National Academy of Public Administration 2021). 
Scholars distinguish equitable access to decision making with equitable distribution of policy 
outcomes. Public management scholarship recognizes the important role of public manager to 
work proactively to address pre-existing inequities and imbalances (Denhardt and Catlaw 2014). 
These discussions of equity are also relevant in defining and operationalizing equity in 
collaborative governance. Emerson and Nabatchi (2015) defines equity as “the allocation of 
attention, effort levels, and resources to collaborative outputs, and specifically as the distribution 
of benefits, costs, and risks of actions among beneficiaries.” Another study operationalizes equity 
as the benefits of energy efficiency programs measured by the amount of energy savings in each 
sector: residential, commercial, and industrial (Ahn and Baldwin 2022). Based on these, equity is 
defined as the fair distribution of benefits within a group. While fair distribution of benefits (and 
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costs) is complicated that needs historical and structural analysis of who gets what over time, 
behavioral experiment defines it simply in the context of crop choice-based groundwater game. 

Leadership 

Appropriate leadership in the development of collaboration is one of the key factors for successful 
and sustainable collaboration (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015; Emerson and Ahn 2021). Leaders and 
leadership are critically important to convene relevant stakeholders, get through financial and 
technical challenges by forging collaboration with other leaders, and overcome the tensions 
brought by negative history between participants (Eldridge et al. 2018). While studies suggest that 
different qualities of leadership are needed for different challenging situations, shared leadership 
roles and the coordination between multiple leaders tend to lead positive performance (Emerson 
and Nabatchi 2015). 

This dissertation adopts Page (2010)’s conceptualization of integrative leadership because this 
work considers both rational choice and sociological perspective of leadership in collaborative 
governance and thus the conceptual framework is wholistic and comprehensive. Leadership tactics 
include agenda framing, convening stakeholders, and structuring deliberation. Frames are defined 
as “principles of organization which govern the subjective meanings we assign to social events.” 
(Cornelissen and Werner 2014; Goffman 1974). It is also the “schemata of interpretation” that 
enables individuals “to locate, perceive, identify, and label” occurrences within their life space and 
the world at large (Benford and Snow 2000; Goffman 1974). Thus, agenda framing in 
collaboration involves selecting information and heightening its salience for other participants to 
help them understand individual and collective problems (Page 2010). Convening stakeholders has 
to do with how leaders manage the scope of participation, exclusivity of the venue, collective 
decision-making authority that participants enjoy, and the fit among participants’ capabilities, 
agendas, and decision authority. Structuring deliberation is about a leader’s ability to maintain fair 
and transparent participation processes and to shape deliberation by providing appropriate 
technical and other resources. 

Based on the above, this dissertation defines leadership as integrative leadership by focusing on 
the variation in framing agenda, convening stakeholders, and structuring deliberation (Page 2010). 
In the case study, leadership includes all three aspects of integrative leadership and is particularly 
recognized under contentious periods. In behavioral experiments, leadership refers to the 
emergence of leaders who frame the problem(s), provide directions, and promote interactions 
among participants during the groundwater game. Although leadership is operationalized 
differently in case study and behavioral experiment, similar features are still shared such as 
framing problems and promoting interactions.  

Engagement 

I use the term engagement broadly to describe the process of collaboration that enables people to 
cooperate with each other to solve problems. Engagement is the interaction between stakeholders 
over time to develop agendas and to devise and implement strategies through sustained 
participation. In the case study, engagement is the formal and informal interactions between 
stakeholders to discuss watershed management issues. In the behavioral experiment, engagement 
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includes various collaboration strategies, and the breadth and depth of interactions in each game 
group to solve water dilemma. 
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Chapter 3. Methods 
 
In chapter 2, I described and defined key concepts used in this dissertation including collaborative 
performance, uncertainty, equity, leadership, and engagement. Based on these, theoretical and 
empirical arguments will be developed in Chapter 4, 5, and 6 in each empirical context. In chapter 
3, I will describe an overview of the methods I use in this dissertation. The multi-method approach 
is the methodological framework that includes and integrates different assumptions, logics, and 
data analysis from different methodologies to provide a unified and coherent inference about given 
research problem. Given the multi-method approach’s complexity, the details of individual 
methods will be described in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. 
 
Multi-method approach 
 
Mixed method approach is the research design that integrates different styles of analytic 
approaches to examine a particular public problem (Liberman 2005; Dunning 2011; Seawright 
2016). In the tradition of social science research, different styles of methods typically include 
quantitative and qualitative analyses. Despite the controversy about what is and is not quantitative 
and qualitative methods, mixed method approach combines different research traditions to answer 
critical research questions. 
 
The key benefits of the mixed method approach are manifold. Compared to a single methodology, 
well designed and executed mixed method research strengthens measurement validity, empirical 
relevance, and ultimately robust inference because it tends to combine and integrate multiple 
perspectives, data sources, and analytic techniques (Adcock and Collier 2001; Dunning 2012). 
Robust inference in public management can be made when studies involve qualitative and 
interpretive aspects of behavioral and structural characteristics as well as quantifiable information 
about research subjects. Combining interpretive/qualitative and statistically 
generalizable/quantifiable information helps us better understand the overall patterns of the given 
relationship between variables and meanings and motivation behind coefficients and standard 
errors.  
 
Two types of mixed method approach have been suggested by scholars. One approach is to start 
with preliminary large-N analysis and then use small-N analysis for model building or testing 
(Liberman 2005). Large-N analysis should provide a broader pattern between key variables and 
key ideas for case selection and in-depth analysis. The other approach is to start with small-N 
analysis using either a single case study or comparative studies to identify key independent 
variables or generate hypotheses and then use experimental tools to test these claims (Levy Paluck 
2010). Many scholars in this tradition use both small-N and large-N analysis and dynamically 
integrate two methodological approaches into multiple research projects. Large-n and small-N 
should iteratively build upon each other coherently. 
 
In the field of public management, one fine example of mixed method design includes Provan and 
Milward (1995) “A Preliminary Theory of Interorganizational Network Effectiveness”. This study 
integrates network structure data with in-depth interview data to further examine the effectiveness 
of mental health network. Another example is Carpenter (2020) “The Forging of Bureaucratic 
Autonomy.” This study seamlessly integrates large-N statistical analysis with archival data 
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analysis on federal agencies and key personnel for the development of bureaucratic theories in 
public management. 
 
Overview of Research Design 
 
In this dissertation I start with an initial qualitative analysis based on in-depth case study to build 
models and generate falsifiable hypotheses. I then use game experiment to test key hypotheses in 
controlled and simplified setting. Experimental game also provides qualitative data on how 
participants interact with one another, and this data will be analyzed in Chapter 6. Thus, this 
dissertation sequentially builds on various components to investigate the relationship between 
uncertainty, collaborative process, and outcomes. 
 
While good qualitative case studies have built conceptual frameworks and theories about the 
drivers, processes and outcomes of collaborative governance, fewer studies test these theories in a 
generalizable way, or are able to isolate individual variables to understand causal impacts on 
outcomes of collaborative governance. Recently, researchers have adopted rigorous research 
methods such as survey experiment (Lee and Esteve 2021) and large-N statistical analysis (Scott 
2015). Game experimental approach is another useful method to examine the complex relationship 
between institutional context, collaborative processes, and outcomes. 
 
Qualitative study offers several important benefits for experimental design. When the state of 
literature still falls short of formulating concrete hypotheses and the large-N observational data is 
absent, case study approach is useful in refining concepts and further develop hypotheses. In-depth 
case study can specify abstract concept into multi-dimensional construct and in turn refined 
conceptual dimensions can enrich existing concept and framework. As researchers gain more 
understanding about how and why things work in practice, these ideas provide a useful leverage 
in designing treatment conditions in public administration policy research. Qualitative studies 
make researchers engage in thought experiment which in turn can be developed into a controlled 
laboratory experiment. 
 
Upper San Pedro Watershed Partnership (USPP) case study offers a robust foundation for the 
overall mixed method design because USPP is considered as a critical case in which it has a long 
tradition of watershed policy and politics over multiple decades and serves as a microcosm of 
many watershed politics and management across the states. This case study was carefully selected 
based on the literature review and expert opinion in Arizona. Given the state of the literature about 
uncertainty and collaborative governance lacking concrete hypotheses and the difficulty of 
collecting large-N watershed data, this case study should provide critical insights about what has 
been and will be a major issue in watershed governance when it comes to uncertainty and 
collaboration. Thus, San Pedro case fits into the overall research design by providing practical 
knowledge about what is important on the ground and helping us to develop relevant hypotheses. 
It also provides concrete and policy relevant ideas about the treatment design in the context of 
game experiment. 
 
Based on the critical case study analysis, this study uses experimental game framework and tool 
developed by scholars in the study of common pool resource and social ecological system (Ostrom, 
Gardner, Walker 1992; Janssen et al. 2010; Janssen, Lee, and Waring 2014). Ostrom and 
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colleagues have used various experimental tools to isolate independent variables of interest to 
estimate causal impact of such variable on various outcome variables in social ecological system. 
Findings from case studies were vast and insightful to make counter arguments against top-down 
governmental coordination and market-based governance (Ostrom 1990). However, case study 
was not a fitting tool to isolate causal factors in complex social ecological system. Thus, this study 
also follows the research path of Ostrom and Colleagues. 

Controlled experiments have been used to test hypotheses on self-governance of the commons that 
were inspired from the field. The pioneering laboratory experiment was first done by Ostrom, 
Walker, and Gardner (1992) to explore the independent and interactive effects of communication 
and sanctioning on levels of cooperation. They found strong evidence that repeated face-to-face 
communication significantly improved the group outcomes. They also found that although 
sanctioning alone slightly improves the resource outcomes, it is not enough to replenish the shared 
resources. This experiment suggests that communication shows positive effect and the best 
conditions for sustainable resource management are communication with an internal monitoring 
system chosen or made available voluntarily by participating members. 

Subsequent experiments tested the effect of communication and sanctioning using different 
samples and locations. They based their experiments on Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner (1992). 
These experiments allowed us to see how experimental knowledge has accumulated over time. 
They also revealed empirical variations and conceptual nuances in different social and ecological 
contexts. Cardenas and Ostrom (2004) identified the important role of face-to-face communication. 
This research also found that external regulations made improvements initially, but the effect 
tended to vanish gradually. Using post-experimental survey, they also showed that the reciprocity 
hypothesis is confirmed, and people make their harvesting decisions in relation to other player’s 
reduction in extraction. Keser and Gardner (1999) found that most subjects in the game did not 
behave in accordance with desirable social outcomes. Meinzen-dick et al. (2016) also identified 
little effect of communication on cooperation. Authors argued that, in the Indian farmer 
community, people in the sample already know each other very well thus communication itself is 
not the most important factor in resource decision making. But overall, scholars consistently find 
the effect of communication in different institutional settings (Ahn, Ostrom, and Walker 2010) and 
in spatial and temporal resource dynamics (Janssen, Lee, and Ostrom 2010). 

Based on the rich tradition of behavioral experiment, this study modifies and builds on 
groundwater game experiment developed by Mendez-Dick et al. (2016). While San Pedro case 
study involves complex interaction of institutions, behaviors, and policy problems, groundwater 
game experiment simplifies the essence of social dilemma observed in the field and provides a 
platform to locate key variables of interest in the setting of repeated interactions which is a key 
feature of collaborative governance and common pool resource management. By using game 
experiment, we can explore how multiple actors with shared and individual goals in water 
governance respond to and strategize actions to balance different needs and take into account the 
sustainability of shared resources in their strategy. 

In sum, sequential case study-experimental design is an approach that integrates in-depth 
interpretive study and game experiment to strengthen descriptive and causal inference in the study 
of public administration and environmental governance. One thing to note is that integration is 
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different from triangulation. While triangulation is the research strategy to test validity by 
identifying the convergence of results from different methods, integrative methods are 
multimethod designs in which two or more methods are carefully combined to support a single, 
unified causal inference (Seawright 2016). Integration is the mutual development of multiple 
methodologies to form unified inference. In the integration framework, each method should feed 
and develop other method and enable stronger inference (Seawright 2016). 

Case Study 

Case study is a methodological approach that focuses on the explanation of variations within a 
single case. Given the costliness of having large-N observational data in study of collaborative 
governance, case study is one of the most used and effective approaches. Case study design also 
enables researchers to systematically compare cases to advance theory building.  

Sampling strategy involves various sampling steps for wholistic and fair understanding about the 
case. Primary data used in the case study is 22 in-depth interviews conducted from Jan 2021 to 
June 2021. Other critical data sources are also used for descriptive and inferential purposes 
including news articles, reports, meeting minutes, peer-reviewed journal articles. I first contacted 
everyone based on the participant roster by the city of Sierra Vista. Then, to avoid sampling bias, 
I also reached out to major NGOs and citizens who have been involved in the USPP. Finally, I 
reinterviewed three interviewees to increase the accuracy of the data and further discuss watershed 
management issues. Despite this sampling strategy, there must be untold stories that are important 
for understanding San Pedro River and Upper San Pedro Watershed Partnership. Future research 
should be able to capture those untold stories. 

Based on the rich sources of data, I used an abductive case study approach which explicitly 
combines and harnesses the power of inductive and deductive approach to qualitative data analysis. 
Details of the method will be explained in Ch.4. 

The case study develops a richer understanding and specification of ambiguous concepts and 
suggests empirically testable propositions. The case study first focuses on describing and 
unpacking key concepts such as different types of uncertainty and performance in the context of 
watershed partnership. After that, the case study suggests a theoretical model of collaborative 
performance under uncertainty and offers propositions based on diverse sources of empirical 
evidence. 

Case Selection 

Case is selected depending on the purpose of the overall mixed method design. In some situations, 
researchers are interested in examining a “deviant” case to identify how and why certain cases 
behave differently than the overall pattern of the data. In other circumstances, researchers may 
examine “typical” case to verify if the large-N statical analysis pattern holds in those cases. 
Researchers conclude that extreme cases – particularly extreme independent variable X that is 
distanced from fitted regression line – are the most useful ones for discovering new causal 
pathways, capturing measurement error, and finding omitted variables because it increases the 
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chance to find measurement error and the existence of omitted variables in causal pathway (King, 
Keohane, and Verba 2021; Seawright 2016). 

Following systematic case selection method, I examined the U.S. southwest watershed partnership 
data from a total of 66 respondents from 46 watershed partnerships across 5 U.S. states including 
AZ, CO, NM, TX, UT (Hullinger 2016). The key independent variables in this study are 
uncertainty and collaboration process. I sought the case where two variables are far from the 
average cases. 

Table3.1: Descriptive data from 46 watershed partnerships 

  

Table 3.1 shows the descriptive statistics of 46 watershed partnerships in U.S. southwest. As of 
2016, partnership members have on average 3.92 years of experience with the min 1 and max 6 
years of experience. Years of engagement can be a good proxy variable for the collaboration 
process. Compared to the average engagement years, San Pedro partnership members have over 
15 years of experience on average as of 2021. San Pedro partnership also have experienced more 
uncertainty in social and political system due to its years of conflict in 1990s and political issues 
around borderlands. There is more uncertainty in the ecological system as well because this 
watershed is in the Sonoran Desert where semi-arid regions have experienced much hotter and 
drier climate conditions over the decades. In sum, San Pedro watershed partnership case is a 
deviant and extreme on X case in which I can discover new variables, causal pathways, and ways 
to measure key variables in collaborative governance. 

Aside from the methodological reason, theoretically, it is important to meet the criteria of being 
collaborative governance case. Not all interactions between multiple actors are collaborative 
governance. But I also don’t want to be too restricted in what is and is not collaborative governance. 
Thus, I take a broader approach. First, collaborative arrangement should incorporate actors from 
different sectors and organizations including public, non-profit, private and community 
participants. By definition, collaborative governance is all about convening participants from 
different sectoral logics and cultures. Second, collaborative arrangement should operate relatively 
a long period of time to observe the development of collaboration processes and outcomes. Finally, 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

effectiveness 64 3.531 .835 1 5 

years of experience 66 3.924 1.62 1 6 

elected official 66 .242 .432 0 1 

watershed 66 .803 .401 0 1 

leadership 65 3.723 .781 1.667 5 

cooperation 64 3.856 .833 1.2 5 

communication 62 4.484 .864 1.5 5 

cohesiveness 62 4.113 .842 1 5 
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there must be a key challenge – in other words, a policy problem or puzzle – that key actors have 
grappled with.  

The Partnership case meets this conceptual eligibility criteria. The Partnership has been in 
operation for over 20 years since 1998. And it includes a range of public, private, and non-profit 
organizations, each with different institutional norms and decision rules. The Partnership also 
experienced social, political and ecological challenges which will be described in the analysis. 

Based on the case selection, Table 3.2 shows the characteristics of the sample. The sample includes 
a range of participants with different organizational affiliations, years of participation, and 
professional background. Among 22 interviewees, 6 of them are affiliated with local governments 
and 7 of them are affiliated with federal agencies. In addition, I interviewed a rancher, developer, 
university researcher, community member, and environmental organization to ensure that the 
sampled data is balanced. Finally, I also include 4 members who participated in the past but not 
currently to examine the history and development of the Partnership.  The informants’ years of 
experience vary from 0~5 years to over 20 years. The sample also represents a diverse array of 
working experiences. The informant’s professional background can be important information 
about their value orientation and interests. As shown in Table 3.2, those include local governance 
and politics, scientific interests, environmental advocacy, among many others.  

Table 3.2: USPP Informants’ Characteristics 

USPP Informants’ Characteristics (N=22) 

Organizational affiliation 
 

Local Government: 6 
Federal Agencies: 7 

Private Sector: 3 
Non-profit: 3 

Community Member: 1 
State: 1 

University: 1 

When participated Current: 18 
Past: 4 

Years of experience 

0~5: 4 
5~10: 4 

10~15: 2 
15~20: 4 

Over 20: 8 

Previous professional background that is related to 
the interests about the Partnershipi 

Local governance and politics: 4 
Scientific interests: 5 

Advocacy: 4 
Environmental attorney: 2 

Federal government: 2 
State government: 3 

Ranching: 1 
Commercial and residential development: 2 

Water company: 2 
Others: 1 
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Behavioral Experiment 

Experiment is an increasingly popular methodology in public management research in recent 
decades following other adjacent disciplines such as Economics and Political Science. In theory, 
one of the key benefits of experimentation is that samples are randomly assigned into control and 
treatment condition thus eliminating any possibility of alternative explanations by omitted variable 
bias. In practice, random assignment ideal is not easy to achieve because of the complexity in 
social and political situations around research subject. Depending on the research subject, 
researchers employ various ways to make sample’s treatment assignment as random as possible. 
It is even more challenging in field settings where researchers should apply treatment and control 
conditions to samples nested in various community and organizational layers. Despite such 
difficulties, there is an increasing amount of experimental research in public management and 
policy in different field and laboratory settings. 

While different experimental methods have been used in environmental policy research including 
survey experiment and field experiment, game theoretic experiment has been used in the research 
program of common pool resource and public good game studies (Ostrom 2005; Janssen, Lee, and 
Waring 2014). A series of game theoretic experiments have tested some of the key assumptions 
towards the effective governing of common pool natural resources. These games have tested the  
effects of communication and sanctioning on levels of cooperation (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 
1992), replicating and expanding the laboratory experiment using field experiment (Cardena and 
Ostrom 2004), testing hypotheses using samples from different cultural background (Ahn, Ostrom, 
and Walker 2010), taking into account spatial and temporal dynamics of ecological and social 
interactions using 2d resource game (Janssen et al. 2010; Janssen 2013), testing the effects of 
cognitive capacity on cooperative outcomes (Baggio et al. 2020), and taking into account the 
effects of relational quality (Brugnach et al. 2021). These games are designed in different resource 
context such as computerized foraging game (Janssen et al. 2010), irrigation (Janssen 2013), 
fishery (Castillo et al. 2011), forestry (Janssen et al. 2013), and groundwater (Meinzen-Dick et al. 
2016; Mendez-Dick et al. 2018). 

Behavioral research programs have been rising in the last couple of decades with significant 
development in research tools and robust experimental design. This study builds upon these 
previous studies in general but more specifically upon groundwater game developed by Mendez-
dick et al (2016). The key contribution of the dissertation is that this study creatively 
operationalizes scientific uncertainty in the simplified game context in which case study’s key 
insights are tested in an online laboratory. The other contribution is to automate so called pen and 
pencil method by using relatively simple computational tools. I call this game as San Pedro River 
game. This game is replicable and not burdensome to researchers and practitioners and thus can 
be widely used and further developed in the future. 

Game Overview 

I use a computer-assisted game experiment framed as a groundwater governance situation based 
on Meinzen-Dick et al. (2016)’s field experimental framework. A computer-assisted game 
operates the game in the Zoom environment. The game also uses Qualtrics and Python to simulate 
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various components of the game including individual decision making, remaining groundwater, 
communication, and exit survey. In this game, participants make decisions about which crop to 
plant in the setting of repeated interactions. They must make a choice among two crop options in 
10 rounds. One crop is rice.  Rice is a high-water intensity crop that offers higher economic gains. 
The other crop is corn, a low-water intensity crop that yields small economic gains (Cooley et al., 
2015). We intentionally choose rice and corn to mimic the real-world irrigation and groundwater 
issues. 

Objective of the Game  

Participants are instructed that there is an individual goal where participants can grow as many 
profitable crops as possible in multiple rounds of the game. But they are also instructed that there 
is limited shared resources that individuals can take advantage of for their individual profit. It 
becomes a question of sustainable resource use in which participants must balance short term and 
long-term benefits in the limited shared resources. This simple social dilemma setting can be 
applied not only to common pool resource studies but to collaborative natural resource governance. 
The key difference between San Pedro game and other previous games is that San Pedro game 
does not vary communication as the main treatment variable. Instead, communication is allowed 
to all groups for every round. Rather, because collaborative governance takes collaboration process 
seriously, this study design intends to collect qualitative communication data as the proxy for 
collaboration process. While this study does not use face-to-face interaction to follow the 
communication mode that was used in previous resource games, allowing face-to-face interaction 
will be a suitable communication setting where we can observe intricate collaborative processes 
that resemble real-world stakeholder interactions. 

Game Play 

Participants will earn income from the amount of rice and corn units they plant during the game. 
Participants are given a farmer's role and must choose one unit of rice or corn in every round. Each 
round is assumed to be an annual season that farmers need to make a crop choice. The 1 unit of 
corn will consume 1 unit of water and benefits farmers by 2 dollars of the income. 1 unit of rice 
will consume 3 units of water and benefits farmers of 5 dollars. The 1 dollar in the game is worth 
50 cents in the real world. Thus, if one participant reaps a total of 30 dollars in the game across 10 
rounds, this person will be compensated with 15 dollars after the game. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show 
the graphical image of the crop choice and earned income for game participants. 
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Figure 3.1: A comparison between corn and rice in terms of water consumption and earned income 
(Left) 

Figure 3.2: Participant’s earned income and used water after crop choice (Right) 

Once they have finished individual crop choice, they are instructed to return to the Zoom room 
and see the graphical image and numerical units of remaining water-level in the aquifer. They can 
also see which round they are playing for currently. On the bottom of the screen, the 
communication instruction tells participants that they can communicate with each other for 65 
seconds using text chat. 

Figure 3.3: Participant’s shared screen that shows the remaining groundwater and other relevant 
information after individual extractions in each season 

 

When participants enter the Zoom room, which is a simulated online laboratory, they are instructed 
to change their name into a random animal name and turn off their camera and voice in the entire 
time of the game to ensure that the game is run anonymously. Each group of 4-5 participants plays 
10 rounds of the decision game (Players are not told how many rounds they will play). To avoid 
biases that are based on human heuristics about the numeric number of rounds, we instead used 
alphabetical order to minimize the chance that participants easily guess the number of rounds in 
the game. The group shares a groundwater resource of 50 units when 5 participants play a game, 
and they share 40 units when 4 participants play a game. Participants are told that some unit of 
groundwater will be regenerated after each round. Participants will read the game instructions and 
rules at the beginning for four minutes. Before beginning the game, a facilitator will operate two 
practice rounds to ensure that every participant understands the game well. In each round, 
participants are asked to choose the crop in private on a participant’s decision form in Figure 3.1. 

Participants are allowed to discuss their strategies with other players between each round in Zoom. 
Players are anonymized and they can only interact using Zoom text chatting. All of an individual 
income should belong to only that person, and participants cannot exchange gained income after 
the game. A facilitator will monitor the chat traffic, and if any violation of these rules is detected, 
the games will be stopped. After the game, participants need to complete survey questions about 
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their demographic information and perceived outcome satisfaction. Two researchers play the role 
of game facilitator and game operator. [See Appendix A for the survey question]. For the 
consistency of the game, a facilitator follows the script and minimizes unexpected interruptions 
during the game except for the situation where participants experience technical difficulty 
following the game instructions. 

Participant Recruitment and Sampling 

Participants are recruited from the University of Arizona student pool. This study runs about 33 
number of games from July 2022 to Nov 20221. Student participants were recruited from across 
the campus to have a wide variety of students. Students can earn up to $25 depending on their 
earned income in the game. On average, students will be paid about $15. Some students will also 
receive extra credit for participating in this game. Participants will spend about an hour playing 
the game and answering survey questions. After the game, students will be paid using the mobile 
payment service Venmo or Zelle. Students were instructed that they could withdraw from this 
study at any time they wished.  

Students can schedule their game voluntarily using the Calendly system. The game is only run 
when 4 or 5 players are present in the Zoom meeting room. Once the game is scheduled, a random 
number generator is used to assign treatment or control condition to each convened group. 
Individual enrollment using the Calendly system can mitigate the concern of sampling bias when 
student participants take part in laboratory studies as a chunk. By anonymizing the game, it also 
prevents potential biases that can be introduced by being in the same group with friends. In addition, 
a balance test is performed to compare the demographic characteristics of groups in three 
conditions. While this process will ensure some level of randomness and thus comparability 
between different groups, it is not free from selection bias issues. But I believe that the above 
measures along with the fact that this study uses undergraduate student samples, allow me to have 
a robust comparison of groups between treatment and control conditions. 

Operationalization of Key Independent and Dependent Variables 

Performance 

While outcomes of collaborative governance should be understood as multi-dimensional construct, 
for this simplified collaborative game, outcomes indicate various individual and group level 
perceived and objective outcomes. For the primary analysis, the model will include both the 
individual and group level income earned in 10 rounds of the game. Total Individual earnings can 
range from 20 rewards to 50 rewards after 10 rounds. Group earnings is the sum of individual 

 
1 This study has had fantastic undergraduate research support from Dylan Girone who co-designed and ran games 
with me in Summer and Fall 2022. I also had two other undergraduate students Cindy Hu from Economics and 
Phillip Tran from Environmental Studies for the recruitment management and game design. This research has been 
generously funded by the undergraduate research challenge grant by University of Arizona, Dr. Emerson’s research 
funding, and the University of Arizona’s GPSC research grant. In the recruitment process, both Dr. Baldwin and Dr. 
Lien generously helped recruit undergraduate students. Dr. Dow also has supported the student recruitment as a 
SGPP lab manager. 
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earnings. Total group earnings should range from 100 to 250 rewards. Previous games show that 
group earnings tend to decrease over time (Meinzen-Dick et al. 2016). 

Equity outcome in environmental governance is recognized as a critical gap in literature and 
practice (Araos et al. 2021; Ahn and Baldwin 2022). Equity is operationalized as the distributional 
equity of payoffs in each group. It is measured by the standard deviation of earning distributions 
within each group. Another way to measure the distributional equity is to take the difference 
between the highest and lowest payoffs within a group and average it by the size of the group.  

Groundwater sustainability outcome measured by the remaining groundwater units is structured in 
such a way that if all participants choose to plant the corn every round, the game can run 
indefinitely. If everyone chooses to plant rice for every round, the groundwater resource would be 
depleted after round 4. Thus, we could expect that most groups’ performance will vary between 
these two extreme estimates. In fact, most previous game experiments show that a chance of game 
failure is very unlikely. This outcome variable assesses the group’s ability to balance profits and 
sustainable use of shared water resources. 

Additionally, perceived satisfaction with earned income and collaborative process will be included 
in descriptive and regression analysis. Qualitative answers about why they respond to these 
questions in such a way are also used to further understand and complement the quantitative 
findings. Perceptual measures along with other outcome measures examine different dimensions 
of outcomes at individual and group level. 

Scientific uncertainty 

In this study, based on an epistemological view of scientific uncertainty, participants’ perceptions 
and the use of scientifically uncertain information can be identified and measured by assigning 
participants to different types of scientific uncertainty. In general instructions, participants are only 
told that there will be a natural recharge of groundwater after completing each round. Scientifically 
uncertain information about groundwater regeneration will be presented to the treatment groups.   

The control group will receive information about the true water regeneration rate, which is 5 units 
of water per round. This group receives precise information that is matched with the actual water 
regeneration amount (“Based on the calculations of our hydrologists, 5 units of water will be 
replenished after each round of the game.”). Treatment group 1 receives the water regeneration 
information with estimated uncertainty (“Based on the calculations of our hydrologists, 0 ~10 units 
of water will be replenished after each round of the game.”). Treatment group 2 receives diverging 
information about the rate at which the groundwater units regenerate (“Our hydrologists disagree 
about the groundwater recharge. Based on the calculations of hydrologist 1, there would be 1 unit 
of recharge per round for the group. In contrast, hydrologist 2 suggests that there would be 10 units 
of water recharge per round for the group.”). 

Survey 

Survey questionnaire includes a set of questions that asks different aspects about individual, group, 
and the game itself. First, it includes participant’s key demographic information including race, 
political affiliation, gender, family income, age and major. Some of these variables such as major 
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and age were included in previous experiments (Janssen 2013). But other variables were also 
included to match sample characteristics across different treatment conditions. Additionally, the 
survey asks questions about perceived effectiveness of earned rewards and social interaction in the 
game. These questions will be used to examine deeper meanings around their crop choices and 
social interactions. The survey also asks questions about interpersonal trust and general trust. 
Interpersonal trust has been recognized as the key process variable in collaborative governance 
(Leach and Sabatier 2005). Generalized trust is also important as it is often correlated with 
collaborative behaviors (Baggio et al., 2015). Finally, we include questions about risk perception 
and environmental attitude. Risk perception may have an impact on participant’s behavior because 
they engage in choices with different levels of risk and uncertainty (Tanner, Escobedo, and Soto 
2021). Environmental attitude may correlate with participant’s choices and behaviors in the game 
since the key purpose and rules of the game is about how to balance environmental and economic 
needs in limited shared resources. The full survey questionnaire can be found at Appendix A. 

Post-experimental Qualitative Data and Methods 

To examine collaborative processes among game participants, this study collected transcribed text 
data from Zoom chat. The total of 30 group Zoom chatting data were collected, transcribed, and 
analyzed. Communication data was coded within MAXQDA, a qualitative data analysis software 
package. 

Qualitative data is coded in three main areas. First, this study codes whether leadership emerges 
within a game. Leadership is defined as someone who frames the problem, provides direction, and 
structures deliberation (Page 2010). Given the time constraints of social interactions within a game, 
we will code the group as 1 if the leader frames the problem, actively lead the conversation, and 
provide direction about what a group must do in the game. If the leadership does not emerge, I 
code it as 0. Second, this study codes different types of collaboration strategies. Collaborative 
strategy is a plan of implementation to navigate dilemmatic situations in collaborative natural 
resource governance. I code three types of strategies: universal strategy, rotation strategy, and 
optimization strategy. Universal strategy is coded as 1 if participants have consensus on rule 
enforcement that everyone should pick corn for the long-term sustainability. If this strategy does 
not exist, I code it as 0. Rotation strategy is coded as 1 if participants have consensus on the 
enforcement of rule that sequentially alternate who picks up corn and rice in the current round and 
the next subsequent rounds. Optimization strategy is coded as 1 if there is any reasoned 
mathematical calculation about water recharge in reflection of balancing the needs of individual 
and group. If it does not exist, it is coded as 0. Finally, I code the level of collaborative engagement. 
First, I quantitively measure the volume of communication as the number of statements in the text 
chat by distinctive speakers. This measure shows how many collaborative interactions exist in a 
game. I also measure active cooperation as the number of participants engaging in communication. 
Active cooperation means that one should exchange critical information with other participants, 
ask questions to others, make arguments about what the group should do, etc. 

There are two ways to use qualitative data. First, I will include these process variables – leadership, 
strategy, engagement – in regression models to estimate the impact of processes on various 
outcomes. I will first isolate these variables and examine the separate impact of collaborative 
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processes on multi-level outcomes. Then, I will examine the joint effect of collaborative processes 
and scientific uncertainty on collaborative outcomes. Secondly, I will descriptively examine if 
collaborative strategies are systematically different between treatment and control group. Multiple 
comparison ANOVA test will be employed to compare significant differences between different 
conditions. I will highlight exemplary quotes to illustrate key strategies and engagement patterns 
in different groups. 

In sum, communication data is useful in both quantitative and qualitative analysis. This dataset is 
important to explain why we see such quantitative results from main models. Previous studies 
show that depending on how scientific uncertainty is understood and communicated, collaborative 
outcomes are affected significantly (Bijlsma et al. 2011). This study should be one of the first 
studies in collaborative governance using game experimental large-N analysis. 
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Chapter 4. Managing Uncertainty in Collaborative Governance: The Case of Upper San 
Pedro Watershed Partnership 

 

“It takes a village to save a desert river, including partnerships and persistence.” 

(Richter 2021) 

 

Introduction 

As a result of rapid social and environmental changes, governing “turbulence” is one of the key 
challenges of public management (Ansell and Trondal 2018). Turbulence 2  is defined as “a 
situation where events, demands, and support interact and change in highly variable, inconsistent, 
unexpected, or unpredictable ways.”ii Within the framework of governing turbulence, uncertainty 
is one of the most important dimensions of managing complex governance. Uncertainty is the 
created outcome of turbulence (Ibid). A fitting empirical context to apply the conceptual 
underpinnings of turbulence and uncertainty is the water management in the U.S. Southwest. 
Especially, natural resource governance that encompasses the U.S.- Mexico borderlands face 
increasing uncertainty in natural, social, and political environment due to sustained drought, border 
politics, and increasing population and development (Browning-Aiken, Varady, and Moreno 2003; 
Baldwin, Emerson, and Lopez-Hoffman 2017; Bassler 2022).  

In times of uncertainty, collaborative governance is seen as a problem-solving mechanism that 
transcends traditional ecological, social, and political boundaries (Ansell and Gash 2008; Ansell 
and Gash 2018; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). Theoretically, the relationship between 
uncertainty and collaborative performance is mixed. On the one hand, increased uncertainty in 
governing environment will have a positive impact on collaborative performance through new ties 
and innovations (Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). On the other hand, certain types of 
uncertainties are negatively associated with collaborative performance (Bijlsma et al. 2011). As 
both positions are supported by empirical evidence and justified by previous literature, the 
ambivalent relationship between uncertainty and collaborative performance constitutes one of the 
important puzzles in public management and collaborative governance. 

While collaboration and stakeholder engagement are popularly adopted to address complex water 
problems (Mott Lacroix and Megdal 2016), we still need systematic theory building efforts to 
associate uncertainty factors with governance outcomes. If stakeholders participating in a 
collaborative group lack knowledge about a range of expected or unexpected uncertainties in 
managing long-term collaboration and thus unprepared, they may experience costly mistakes – 
unnecessary frictions, misunderstandings between people, and thus degrading environmental 
outcomes – that can in some cases pose irreversible damage to collective endeavor. Previous 

 
2 While some authors use turbulence and uncertainty interchangeably, I agree with Ansell and Trondal (2018) that 
turbulence is a pre-condition to create uncertainty. While turbulence captures the dynamic and fluid events that 
shift the ground of governance, uncertainty is the descriptive state of information and knowledge. 
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studies identify an array of different sources or objects of uncertainty: strategic uncertainty, 
institutional uncertainty, managerial uncertainty, and interpretive uncertainty in the development 
of collaboration (Koppenjan, Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004; Bijlsma et al. 2011; Ulibarri et al. 2019; 
Zandvoort et al. 2019). By specifying the concept of uncertainty in the context of watershed 
partnership, I aim to offer rich empirical evidence on three types of uncertainty – scientific, 
managerial, and relational – and develop the theoretical propositions drawing from this case and 
the broad literature.  

Through an abductive case study approach combined with the data structure technique, I use 22 
in-depth interviews and archival resource from the Upper San Pedro Partnership (hereby, USPP or 
the partnership), located in Arizona, U.S. I contextualize the underspecified concept of uncertainty 
using concrete examples from qualitative sources (Dubois and Gadde 2002; Timmermans and 
Tavory 2012; Deterding and Waters 2018; Corley and Gioia 2004; Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton 
2013). A case study approach link empirical evidence to existing theories put forth by prominent 
frameworks as well as generate new theoretical directions. I explore the diversity of meanings 
attached to perceived uncertainty in collaborative watershed arrangement. This study also 
identifies the ways in which uncertainties interact with each other and have an impact on 
collaborative performance. This section also discusses managerial implications of governing 
collaborative arrangement in crisis and uncertainty. 

San Pedro River and Upper San Pedro Watershed Partnership 

San Pedro river is the beloved river by various forms of life. People walk along the beautiful trails. 
It is a great shelter for 350 rare bird species (The Nature Conservancy 2022). Bird watchers bring 
high quality cameras to capture the beautiful moment of nature. Every year, people across the 
states come here and enjoy peaceful time along the stretches of San Pedro River located in 
southeastern Arizona. It is often called the last remaining free-flowing river in Arizona because 
other prominent rivers – Salt and Verde in Phoenix and Santa Cruz in Tucson – almost completely 
dried up in the last decades. San Pedro River is substantially and symbolically important to protect 
for various lives in Southeast Arizona. 

San Pedro River is the last free flowing river in Southern Arizona, U.S. known for its biological 
diversity which provides important habitat for a wide array of species. The river and adjacent 
riparian area have been a refuge for many endangered species thus been protected from the impacts 
of economic development (Stromberg and Tellman 2009). The San Pedro corridor is one of the 
most important migratory flyways in the United States. Millions of songbirds use the river each 
year during their migrations between Central America and Canada. It provides shelter for more 
than 400 species of birds, 100 species of butterflies, 83 species of mammals and 47 species of 
amphibians and reptiles (The Nature Conservancy 2022). This area has also been a water lifeline 
for human use and animal grazing for hundreds of years.  

Furthermore, the river cuts across the U.S.- Mexico international border and is under control by 
different federal and local authorities and jurisdictions. In addition, water and wildlife are regulated 
under different laws (Upper San Pedro Partnership 2012). Those complex natural, social, political, 
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and administrative conditions make it a ‘fitting’ case to explore the uncertainties that people and 
organizations can face at different phases.  

Hydrologic conditions of the river have worsened in the last few decades. The quantity of both 
surface and ground water has slowly declined in some areas along the U.S. side of the San Pedro 
River. Regional aquifer water levels decline near the U.S. Army’s Fort Huachuca beginning in at 
least the mid 1990 (Gungle et al. 2016). Historically, the causes of water level decline have been 
debated – whether it be anthropogenic vs natural forces. The causes include a series of large floods 
(Hereford 1993), riparian transpiration and direct evaporation from the stream channel (Leenhouts 
et al. 2006), population increase and land use change, agricultural irrigation, cattle ranching, 
mining, and groundwater pumping. But it is getting clear that the water-level tends to decline more 
rapidly in certain areas than others. Meanwhile, hydrologic research has evolved. For example, the 
early research (Pool and Coes 1999) showed that the withdrawal of groundwater will result in 
reduced discharge from the basin through reduced base flow and evapotranspiration, however, the 
rate and location of reduced discharge were uncertain. But recent research recognizes that the cone 
of depression is centered on the Sierra Vista and Fort Huachuca pumping centers, and it continues 
to deepen (Gungle et al. 2016). Researchers acknowledged that groundwater pumping along the 
portions of the binational San Pedro River has depleted aquifer storage that supports base flow in 
the river (Richter et al. 2014). 

The USPP was formed to make scientific and evidenced based decisions about the changing trends 
of water, potential causes of water decline, and potential policy options to respond to these 
challenges (https://uppersanpedropartnership.org/). The partnership is a consortium of 21 local, 
State, and Federal agencies, private, and non-profit organizations whose collective goal is to ensure 
an adequate supply of water to meet the reasonable needs of both of Sierra Vista Sub watershed 
residents and the river (Upper San Pedro Partnership 2005). Initial goals of the Partnership 
included explicit policy recommendations using measurable actions since many of the members 
were owners and managers of the land. But the goal of the Partnership has narrowed over time in 
which the group has focused on the scientific understanding and technical tools to optimize the 
management of the complex, interconnected groundwater-surface water system (Richter et al. 
2014; for more details of historical and institutional context of the Partnership formation, check 
out Browning-Aiken, Varady, and Moreno 2003). 

While people recognize the social and ecological significance of this river, studies have shown 
that the wells are drying up and the river has become more like an ephemeral stream in 1990s. The 
average depth of new wells drilled since 2010 in the Sierra Vista subbasin is about 150 feet deeper 
than wells drilled in the 1970s (James 2021). In the early 20th century, wells were drilled along the 
river to provide water resources to farms, the Fort Huachuca Army base, growing city of Sierra 
Vista and other community uses. Even before the systematic study of hydrology in San Pedro 
River basin, anecdotal evidence was amount and convincing that the water-level decreased 
significantly over the decades. The number of wells drilled changed from 3592 in 1987 to 8765 in 
2017 (ibid). Hydrologists and concerned stakeholders have found that there is a “cone of 
depression” in which certain portion of aquifer is hollowed and thus the impact has expanded to 
other parts of the underground geology and to the overall structure of aquifer (Gungle et al. 2016). 

https://uppersanpedropartnership.org/
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In sum, mounting evidence has suggested that human beings relying on these water sources needed 
to act. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Geographic location of Sierra Vista Sub-watershed 
(https://uppersanpedropartnership.org/) 

Concerned citizens, various resource users and managers formed USPP and other kinds of 
voluntary organizations to address this issue and maintain the sustainability of water. Back then, 
there was little agreement and action plan about what to do as a group to live with San Pedro River 
and the future of the river was uncertain. To overcome this uncertainty, in 1998, 21~23 entities 
formed the Upper San Pedro Watershed Partnership (USPP) to develop robust science and 
information system as well as mitigation strategies to manage water resources. Organizational 
representation in the USPP included local agencies (e.g., Cochise County, Sierra Vista), Arizona 
state agencies (e.g., Department of Water Resources, Department of Environmental Quality), 
Federal agencies (e.g., U.S. Geological Survey, Fort Huachuca, Bureau of Land Management), 
and Non-governmental agencies (e.g., Nature Conservancy, National Audubon Society). 

Major players’ interest in water resources varies. The city of Sierra Visa and Cochise County are 
the major actors interested in sustainable use of water resources and how to balance developmental 
needs and environmental sustainability. Fort Huachuca is also the major resource user in the sub-
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basin under heavy legal and institutional constraints, different than local agencies. Non-
governmental agencies play a significant role in achieving their core missions. Nature 
Conservancy is a major player working with governmental partners to preserve water resources 
through various collaborative policy tools. National Audubon Society also represents interests to 
protect birds and maintain sustainable environment for endangered species. Federal agencies tend 
to have different interests in the area. Bureau of Land Management is mainly concerned with the 
designation of the congressionally designated San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area 
(SPRNCA) and coordinate with stakeholders regarding land use and protection of natural 
resources around San Pedro River. USGS and USDA are the key actors conducting scientific 
research and producing important results that affect management decisions for key stakeholders. 
Arizona state agencies play roles related to state-level statutory requirement and technical support 
for the watershed stakeholders, but their role is relatively minor compared to other players. In sum, 
watershed partnership depicts complex picture of overlapping jurisdictions and authorities with 
multiple organizations from public, private, and non-governmental sectors.  

There have been multiple institutional drivers for the formation and development of USPP. In 1988, 
San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area (SPRNCA) established the federal water rights in 
this area to maintain the riparian ecosystem. After that, there was an interdisciplinary study of 
Upper San Pedro Basin to protect a transboundary watershed (Varady, Moote, and Merideth 2000). 
In 1999, then Governor Jane Hull established the Rural Watershed Initiative to address critical 
water resource issues in rural Arizona (Richter, Goodrich, Browning-Aiken, and Varady 2009). 
Based on these institutional drivers, the partnership was formed voluntarily by 21 private, public, 
and non-governmental organizations by signing up a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 
Initiators and leaders were the Nature Conservancy and the City of Sierra Vista. While the goal of 
the partnership has adapted along the 20-year development, initial agreement states that the 
purpose of the group is to coordinate and cooperate in the identification, prioritization, and 
implementation of comprehensive policies and projects to assist in meeting water needs in the 
Sierra Vista Sub Watershed of the Upper San Pedro River Basin. 

This partnership was also partly developed in response to the competing hydrological models 
advocated by different factions that provided widely varying estimations and predictions about the 
current state and future of groundwater and San Pedro River (Richter et al. 2014). Key interviewees 
also describe the contentious mood around water use and management in early to mid-1990s 
around San Pedro River (15.n.a., 19.b.a). 

Based on both institutional driver and a need for more integration in competing hydrology, USPP 
has provided key advantages. First, it became a forum that is nationally recognized for its 
significance. Thus, it became an important funding stream and decision-making venue in this 
regional governance. Second, the partnership had a leverage and was in a unique position to 
develop mutual interest between various water users and policy makers and build agreed-
upon/high quality scientific studies. Third, USPP has identified institutional complexity 
surrounding watershed management and set up short- and long-term strategic plans to mitigate 
concerns identified by scientific studies. 
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The MOU indicates that this partnership is based on voluntary agreements between parties. There 
are three committees under the partnership structure. The Advisory committee elects a chair and 
vice chair and makes various management decisions despite its lack of legal authority. Technical 
committee cooperates with the advisory committee in the identification, development, and use of 
scientific information to assist the set goals. The administrative committee is involved in budgeting 
and financing collaborative works and other administrative coordination activities 
(https://uppersanpedropartnership.org/committees/).  

A federal driver indeed became significant with Section 321 of the National Defense Authorization 
act of 2004, Public Law 103-136 that encourages sustainable resource management through the 
watershed partnership. The incentive of the bill is to develop conservation projects, scientific 
research, and monitoring needs using federal funding. The stick is the annually required report to 
congress that should include the measurable annual goals for the water usage reduction, 
identification of water use management and conservation measures to achieve stated sustainability 
goals and identification of institutional barriers to achieve such goals. Federal funding and 
subsequent research have culminated in scientific reports, systematically collected data and web-
based wet dry mapping (uppersanpedropartnership.org). 

While the group made progress in developing scientific studies and policy actions, they have also 
identified uncertainties related to the management of watershed system. Scientific understanding 
about underground water system and making people onboard on the same understanding were a 
major concern and uncertainty for the stakeholders. Since the inception of USPP, historic drought 
and climate change discourse added more uncertainty on the San Pedro ecosystem. The group’s 
2016 scientific reports identify key sources of uncertainty in measuring and quantifying aquafer 
health including flows from adjacent mountains and the reasons why some areas have better water 
conditions than others.  

Scientific debate is also closely intertwined with personal and interorganizational relationships 
because, for many stakeholders, these issues are not simply scientific issues but personal and 
emotional ones. Thus, the way in which stakeholders interpret and use scientific information and 
thus plan and implement measurable actions partly dependent upon the degree to which 
stakeholders are ready to move forward as one team. Several sources suggest that there were 
factions and conflicts between different groups whether SPRNCA and San Pedro River system has 
sufficient water for the future (Glennon 2002; Richter et al. 2009). 

Institutional barriers and uncertainty in political systems have been identified as a major gap in 
addressing the watershed problems. Institutional barriers are identified in conservation measures, 
recharge/reuse measures, and augmentation/importation measures. Partnership has made progress 
in changes that local authorities can make including various water saving measures within local 
authority (e.g., turf restrictions, goal course related measures, code changes limiting density around 
San Pedro River). But these 321 reports in general point out a lack of legislative and other policy 
support from the state level. In 2007, local stakeholders proposed a bill outlining the establishment 
of the Upper San Pedro District to address institutional barrier, but the referendum was not 
approved by the voters in the district. While Upper San Pedro stakeholders have identified and 
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pursued various ways to go around current institutional barriers, they have worked closely with 
federal actors (Fort Huachuca, BLM) to continue their efforts. 

Despite scientific, institutional, and relational uncertainties and challenges, USPP cohered and 
made progress in various issues. Their main contribution to the watershed is to develop reliable 
and agreeable scientific research with the support of the federal government. Scientific research 
shows a complex picture of watershed and aquifer health along the river. On the one hand, various 
progresses have been made to enhance the health of the watershed resulting in about a 5,100 acre-
feet reduction in net human use from 2002 to 2012, but the limitations have also been clear that 
base flow was in decline along the entire river reach. Research also found that conditions in the 
area around the municipal pumping center of Sierra Vista and Fort Huachuca northeast to the river 
were more commonly in decline than in regions further south (Gungle et al. 2016). 

When science has evolved significantly by USPP’s efforts over two decades, institutional or policy 
change has not kept up with scientific efforts. While stakeholders have identified potential 
institutional barriers to implement mitigation measures, a lot of those barriers require new 
legislations at local level, funding sources, and state-level coordination. When legislative and 
executive parts of governance are stuck, some interest groups have challenged the status quo 
through judicial actions. Two developments have sparked lawsuits. One case ended with most 
justices backing a state water regulator permitting the Sierra Vista development with nearly 7000 
new homes. More recently, environmental groups sued federal government for permitting another 
development project called Villages at Vigneto by accusing that the development would threaten 
the river and federal agencies have not taken appropriate actions to prevent it. As of July 2021, the 
development permit was suspended by the federal government (James 2021). In sum, although 
scientific discourse has evolved to a mature level, the rules of the game have not changed much in 
the last couple of decades. Thus, many mitigation measures by different stakeholders rely on 
voluntary reduction of water usage. 

In recent years, after the use of federal funding related to 2004 Defense Authorization act, 
stakeholders focus has narrowed down to the use of scientific information in the USPP. Instead, 
some of the major actors in the USPP has formed Cochise Country Recharge Network in 2015 to 
specifically focus on the implementation of tangible water management projects that will increase 
the water availability to meet current and future water demands in the region 
(https://ccrnsanpedro.org/). USPP launched web-based hydrologic information portal to 
accumulate and deliver a wealth of water information gathered from the Upper San Pedro Basin 
by local, state, and federal agencies and other organizations over several decades.  

In sum, San Pedro River presents a fascinating example of collaborative governance and collective 
action for above reasons including overlapping authorities, a variety of interests, scientifically 
complex issues, legally and politically complex structure to resolve the issues. In the backdrop of 
scientific and institutional complexity, USPP has made progress in producing robust science and 
management plans of the Sierra Vista Watershed, but it also faces challenges about how to manage 
and change the rules of the game and implement tangible projects including funding issues. 

Conceptual Framework 

https://ccrnsanpedro.org/
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Collaborative partnership inevitably entails varying levels of uncertainty faced with complexity 
and unpredictability of social ecological system. Taking uncertainty factors seriously in planning, 
managing, and evaluating collaborative arrangement is important for policy makers and public 
managers because uncertainty and the way stakeholders respond to uncertainty can significantly 
impact the performance of collaborative governance in the short- and long-run. 

Despite the importance of uncertainty, it is a difficult concept to incorporate in the analysis due to 
its ambiguous nature. Uncertainty can mean different things to different people. And it varies by 
policy context (Meinhardt, Junge, and Weiss 2018). In this chapter, uncertainty refers to a 
perceived lack of knowledge about certain parts of collaborative governance system whether it be 
technological, scientific, relational, and functional (Abbott 2005). Different typologies of 
uncertainty have been suggested. One study identifies scientific, strategic and administrative 
uncertainty (Ulibarri 2019). Other studies similarly identified substantive, strategic, and 
institutional uncertainty (Bijlsma et al. 2011; Koppenjan, Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004). Another 
study delineates state, effect and response uncertainty in school administration (Milliken 1987). 
Based on previous studies, I focus on scientific, managerial, and relational uncertainty, as they are 
most likely to have an impact on the performance of collaborative natural resource governance. 

Scientific Uncertainty 

Scientific uncertainty refers to a lack of knowledge about the causes or consequences of an 
environmental problem or decision (Abbott 2005; Ulibarri 2019). It can be also understood as a 
lack of complete information, as well as incomplete knowledge or disagreement on what is known 
and knowable (Kunreuther et al. 2014). In some cases, scientific uncertainty means diverging 
scientific results (Knaggard 2014). This type of uncertainty is prevalent in many social-ecological 
systems. For example, some popular press claims that there is scientific uncertainty about causal 
linkage between twentieth-century greenhouse gas emissions and global temperature increases.  
Elsewhere, scientific uncertainty was observed in the Dutch water management context (Bijlsma 
et al. 2011; Koppenjan, Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004), U.S. hydro relicensing context (Ulibarri 
2019), and also in global climate change context (Zehr 2000). 

Despite the proliferating discussions about scientific uncertainty, there is a relative paucity of 
studies examining the effects of scientific uncertainty on collaborative performance. Scientific 
uncertainty tends to be perceived differently between scientists and policy makers, and thus 
translated and handled differently (Knaggard 2014). Scientific uncertainty may create incentives 
for scientists and policy makers to act strategically (Jamieson 1996). But systematic empirical test 
about the impact of scientific uncertainty on collaborative performance has not yet been done, to 
my knowledge. 

Managerial Uncertainty 

Managerial uncertainty refers to a lack of knowledge about formal competences, procedures, and 
conventions (Bijlsma et al. 2011). It is the direct result of actors belonging to different 
organizations, levels of governance, and networks in collaborative governance arena. Managerial 
uncertainty is particularly important and salient in a multi-actor/jurisdictional/organizational 
system where both vertical/horizontal and formal/informal governance are intertwined in natural 
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resource management. As a result, collaborative systems need to respond to more diverse ideas, 
concepts, norms, and rules than traditional single entity organizations. Further, in the U.S. – 
Mexico border area, there is considerable managerial uncertainty due to both complex 
intergovernmental policies and their implementation as well as changing  federal policy context 
(Range, B.M.G. 2018). 

Managerial uncertainty tends to have a negative impact on collaborative performance (Bijlsma et 
al. 2011). This type of uncertainty is handled differently in participatory approach and expert-
based approach to collaboration (Ibid). In addition, managerial uncertainty in complex governance 
can overburden less resourceful actors and can lead to the difficulty in capacity building, burnout 
and eventually dropout (Chen and Sullivan 2022). Not being certain about different dimensions of 
managerial issues can incur excessive costs for marginalized groups and prevent them from active 
involvement and participation. 

Relational Uncertainty 

Social dimension of collaboration is also important for managing successful collaborative 
arrangement. Relationships are what tie people together in a social group. Through relationships, 
people are linked to each other and organize their actions. Relationship building has proven to be 
a defining feature of collaborative engagement (Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). Thus, 
relational uncertainty is viewed as the uncertainty that one influences other actors and is being 
influenced by others’ behaviors (Brugnach et al. 2021; Baggio et al. 2019). Other scholars label it 
as strategic uncertainty and emphasize actions and behaviors that other actors may take due to 
different perceptions and understandings about risks and opportunities (Ulibarri 2019; Koppenjan, 
Koppenjan, and Klijn 2004).  

The general effects of relational quality on collaborative performance are well-documented in the 
collaborative governance literature primarily based on case studies (Emerson and Ahn 2021). 
Laboratory studies from common-pool resource management literature also suggest that 
communication alone can improve decent amount of collective performance (Ostrom 2006; 
Janssen et al. 2010). In addition, more recently, studies have found that social intelligence and 
relational quality are particularly important for the group’s ability to overcome rapid social and 
ecological change and uncertainty (Baggio et al. 2019; Brugnach et al. 2021). Overall, studies 
suggest that when relationships are stable among participants, collaborative arrangement tends to 
perform better particularly in time of crisis and uncertainty.   

Based on theoretical literature, I will identify multiple dimensions and empirical nuances about 
how these different types of uncertainties are experienced by diverse stakeholders, and how they 
handle them in the USPP. In addition, I offer empirically and theoretically informed propositions 
to offer managerial implications in governing collaborative arrangement under uncertainty. 

The Performance of Watershed Partnership 

In the United States, performance and performance management is one of the key developments 
of public management in scholarship and practice since early 1990s after the inauguration of 
Clinton government (Dunleavy et al. 2006). Elsewhere in the world, notably New Zealand, U.K., 
South Korea, also rapidly adopted and developed performance regimes in their public 
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organizations (Dunleavy and Hood 1994; Kim and Moon 2002). Over time, especially in the study 
of network and collaborative governance, scholars have recognized the complexity and difficulty 
of measuring performance and thus having consensus on measuring performance. Slowly though, 
one thing becoming clear among public management scholars is that performance is multi-
dimensional construct and thus the specification of performance in each policy context matters for 
scholars and practitioners. 

There are four different dimensions that scholars have identified and thus these dimensions are the 
organizing framework to understand the performance of cross-boundary collaborative governance 
(Emerson and Nabatchi 2015). First, there is a distinction between perceived and objective 
performance. This basic notion has been recognized for a long time, but still, it is an important 
distinction when we debate performance. These two measures may converge or diverge in different 
contexts and explaining such convergence and divergence should be an important task for 
partitioners and scholars. Second, the distinction of process, outputs, and outcomes has been 
advocated and emphasized by the literature (Koontz and Thomas 2012; Koontz, Jager, and Newig 
2020). Third, there are substantive differences between different types of measures. Effectiveness 
of a program typically refers to the net benefit of the program based on cost-benefit analysis. 
Equity is concerned with the procedural and distributional fairness among participating 
organizations. Sustainability is also an important goal of natural resource governance. 
Sustainability is a multi-dimensional concept involving social, economic, and ecological aspects. 
Finally, the level distinction matters in performance measurement. Program benefits may have 
heterogeneous effects on individual organizations, groups or networks, and community. The 
benefits will vary at different levels of governance. 

While this study recognizes the complexity of performance, it focuses on policy outputs and 
watershed outcomes (Sabatier et al. 2005). While policy outputs involve plans and projects by 
watershed partnership, outcomes are perceived and actual changes to hydrological and 
socioeconomic conditions. Policy outputs are operationalized as joint management plans and 
actual projects that may or may not be implemented. Watershed outcomes are operationalized as 
perceived goal achievement (effectiveness), perceived legitimacy of the partnership, and changes 
of hydrologic and ecological condition. A key advantage of a longitudinal case study is that 
stakeholders can actually reflect on the changes of sustainability components. Sustainability 
involves both environmental and social dimensions of the overall Sierra Vista Subwatershed Basin. 
This study opens to inducive input from in-depth interviews. The goal is to identify variations 
among stakeholders about how they view the performance of the partnership through 
heterogeneous perspectives. I also examine policy-relevant reports, legal documents, local news 
articles, and scientific studies including peer-reviewed articles and agency studies to describe and 
measure various dimensions of collaborative performance.  

Data and Methods 

This study collected the data by conducting 22 in-depth interviews with the Partnership’s 
concurrent and past participants from Jan 2021 to June 2021. I recruited participants by directly 
contacting the Partnership’s leadership. I also acquired the membership roster from the City of 
Sierra Vista through a public information request. Finally, I recruited interviewees by asking the 
initial round of interviewees if I missed important personnel in the study sample. The sampling 
from multiple sources enabled me to interview both key and periphery actors surrounding the 
Partnership. By doing so, the Partnership is examined from different angles. After obtaining the 
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informed consent from interviewees, I conducted interviews using Zoom and/or a phone call. I 
gathered video files, audio files, and automated transcripts and stored them in a safe place. 
Interviews range from 40 minutes to 2 hours. I also reinterviewed three interviewees to increase 
the accuracy of my data. I assigned pseudonyms for the names of the Partnership participants to 
protect their privacy. This study was approved by the University of Arizona’s Institutional Review 
Board in Fall 2020.  

Abductive Case Study Approach 

This study uses an abductive case study approach to examine a given phenomenon and explore 
proposed concepts and possible theoretical mechanisms (Dubois and Gadde 2002; Timmermans 
and Tavory 2012; Deterding and Waters 2021; George and Bennett 2005; Gerring 2004; Yin 2009). 
The abductive approach is defined as the ‘systematic combining’ of the framework, the empirical 
world, the case, and the theory (Dubois and Gadde 2002). This tradition of case study approach 
recognizes the merits of moving back and forth between frameworks, data sources, and analysis. 
Robust research relies upon the ability to “match” existing conceptual framework with empirical 
realities and redirect the research in a creative way with the aim of theory development (Dubois 
and Gadde 2002). The abductive approach is also being open to surprising research evidence 
(Tammermans and Tavory 2012). The openness in one’s mindset and the research practices are a 
key element to prevent researcher ‘suppressing’ unexpected findings. 

Abductive approach assumes that case study research is non-linear, moving back and forth 
between concepts and emerging data, open to surprising data, and deep probing. Yin (1984) and 
Eisenhardt (1989)’s approach, however, is a positivist and linear approach to case study in which 
they care more about multiple comparison of cases and generalizability (Dubois and Gadde 2014). 
Abductive approach thus uses the power of single case study for theorizing based on ‘tight and 
emerging’ framework. Abductive approach is also differentiated from purely inductive approach 
where researchers identify the ‘loose and emerging’ framework in the spirit of grounded theory 
(Dubois and Gadde 2014; Glaser and Strauss 2017).   

Interview Procedure 

The questionnaire was piloted with two people who have had experience participating in natural 
resource management partnerships to receive feedback and revise the questions. Interviews were 
conducted from Mar 2021 to June 2021 either by Zoom meeting or phone call due to the SARS-
CoV-2 travel restriction. The semi-structured interviews cover a range of topics, including how 
and why they were involved in the USPP; what were the standing issues at the beginning of the 
partnership; how they resolve those difficult issues. I asked participants about their feelings on 
difficult water issues, relationship building, science and public policy, and the legal aspects of the 
water issues. Respondents were also asked to describe other organizations that they have worked 
with and how policy issues and responding collaborative arrangements change over time. I 
obtained the informed consent from each interviewee to record the conversation and transcribe 
interviews. Throughout the data analysis process, I maintain interview transcripts and original 
audio files in the MAXQDA. Interview protocol is included as Appendix B. All responsibilities 
are on me if there is misleading information and errors. 

I want to note here that talking and getting information about uncertainty is not a straightforward 
and linear task. Interviewees often cannot articulate what uncertainty means in their situations. 
Thus, instead of asking all the detailed questions in the interview protocol, I ended up posing many 
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open ended and broader questions regarding their experience and thoughts about collaborative 
activities. Then, after the wholistic conversation, I tried to capture the elements of uncertainty in 
the analysis stage. 

Analytic Procedure 

Being consistent with the abductive case study approach, I began the analytic process with a line-
by-line reading of transcripts (Dubois and Gadde 2002; Timmermans and Tavory 2012; Deterding 
and Waters 2021). Next, I color-coded the raw qualitative data based on the broad categories of 
uncertainties and performance. Initial coding category is intentionally broad to be inclusive of and 
open to the specification and contextualization from the inductive analysis. Next, I allowed 
subcategories or new categories to emerge from the raw qualitative data based on the ‘systematic 
combining’ approach (Dubois and Gadde 2002). I discuss the meaning of the raw data with my 
colleague to bring in different perspectives on the same data.  

To organize my findings and explicitly link empirical evidence to conceptual categories. I follow 
the Gioia methodology in which it presents qualitative evidence with explicit logic and 
transparency to ensure a ‘qualitative rigor’(Corley and Gioia 2004; Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton 
2013). The core of their analytic technique is to construct the ‘data structure.’ The data structure 
is “a systematic presentation of both a 1st-order analysis (informant-centric terms and codes) and 
a 2nd-order analysis (researcher-centric concepts, themes, and dimensions) (Gioia, Corley, and 
Hamilton 2013: 18).” Taken together as the data structure, the tandem reporting is a qualitatively 
rigorous demonstration of the links between the data and emerging concepts and is the defining 
hallmark of high-quality qualitative research (Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton 2013). The data 
structure generating process is a “recursive, process-oriented, analytic procedure (Locke 1996; 
Corely Gioia 2004)” that continues until a researcher has a clear link between different levels of 
themes. 

Results 

Concept identification and specification is a non-linear process. Peer reviewed qualitative papers 
are often seen and read like a linear process because of the existing peer review publication 
sequence and structure. But in reality, qualitative research process is an iterative process. While 
Table 4.2 and 4.3 shows the data structure of key concepts and conceptual typology that I 
eventually ‘arrive’ at the end of the research process, I started with the typology in Table 4.1. based 
solely on the literature review. 

In the beginning, I started from perceived state uncertainty in a broad sense. Through numerous 
interviews and other empirical data, scientific uncertainty emerged as the main construct of the 
conceptual framework. How stakeholders’ access and understand scientific information is a crucial 
story of this case study. Similar process of abduction also occurred in two other types of 
uncertainty. At the beginning, this study figured that the compatibility between home organization 
and collaborative group should be an important source of uncertainty. During the interview, I 
realized that it is true that this type of uncertainty is important for a few stakeholders, but it is only 
a small part of the larger issues that stakeholders deal with. Thus, I framed it with a broader and 
larger scope and named it as ‘managerial uncertainty.’ Finally, perceived across-actor uncertainty 
is also renamed as ‘relational uncertainty’ for the similar reason to broaden the boundary of 
conceptual framework. 
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Table 4.1 Initial conceptual typology based on the literature review 

Locus Type(s) Description 

External to 
CG Arena 

Perceived state 
uncertainty 

Actor’s perception and interpretation on noticeably uncertain change in 
governing conditions 

Internal to 
CG Arena 

Perceived 
within-actor 
uncertainty 

Actor’s perception and interpretation on compatibility between collaborative 
group and home organization’s expectation about actor’s accountability and role  

Perceived 
across-actor 
uncertainty 

Actor’s perception and interpretation on the tensions with other actors with 
respect to unpredictable and unknown nature of how other partners would 

behave 

 

Table 4.2 shows the data structure of key concepts. Data structure is comprised of three types of 
uncertainty and perceived goal achievement (or effectiveness of the partnership). First order 
concepts are deductively drawn by the researcher from the literature – scientific uncertainty, 
managerial uncertainty, relational uncertainty, and perceived goal achievement. Based on the 
broad thematical categories, I collected and organized qualitative excerpts of interviewees based 
on these four broad categories. Then, I started to analyze and tried to figure out patterns or clusters 
among interviews. As a result, I identified 2nd order themes that link 1st order evidence and broad 
conceptual categories. In scientific uncertainty, I identified definition, measurement, and 
evaluation dimension. In managerial uncertainty, I identified mission, personnel, funding 
dimension. In relational uncertainty, I identified identity, membership, trust dimension. Within the 
outcome category, I show varied perceptions about goal achievement and the reasons why one 
thinks that way. While majority of partnership members recognize the success of the partnership 
in developing reliable science for the regional stakeholders, convening important stakeholders in 
the same table, they also point out clear limitations of the partnership regarding decision making 
authority and fundings. It was also noted that some non-governmental stakeholders have starkly 
different perceptions about the partnership’s effectiveness and criticized their lack of willingness 
to take bold actions to protect the river and regional aquifer.  

Table 4.2 Data Structure3 

  Empirical Evidence 

Scientific Definition What is sustainability? 

• “The primary goal was to achieve sustainable yield. That was the big 
question whether that was going to be possible. But there was the 
secondary which was never satisfactorily answered. That was what does 
the sustainable ground water use looks like. It was never really well 
defined. There was a lot of controversy in the partnership as to what that 
meant.” (3.g.a) 

• the evolvement of sustainability definition is documented. Ultimately, 
they think that the “critical limits view” and the “competing objectives 
view” are compatible. (Gungle et al. 2017, p8-10) 

 
3 When citing interview data, I reference pseudonyms to protect interviewee’s anonymity. 
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• Due to the uncertainty in defining sustainability, the group develops the 
suite of criteria on what they mean by sustainable yield (Richter et al. 
2014, read table 1). They specify environmental needs and social and 
economic needs.  

 Measurement • “One of the key things earlier is they had to come together and define 
exactly what the problem was. Everybody said there was a problem. But 
what was the scope of the problem? What could be done about the 
problem? What were the solutions? And then how do you measure your 
progress? So, all those were key questions that had to be worked through 
for a couple, basically a couple of years.” (2.s.b) 

• “When I came on board, the focus was on the water budget. Some people 
never changed. It was a long slow drown out process of heating on this 
point over and over again…. Water budget is really easy to understand 
which is why people often use it. … it is one tool. Eventually, what we 
came up with was a number of indicators of sustainability.” (3.g.a) 

• Groundwater-budget values calculated for 2002 and 2012, uncertainty in 
groundwater-budget values for natural aspects of the system, groundwater 
pumping, active-management measures, and unintentional recharge for 
2002 and 2012 (Gungle et al. 2017, Table 2) 

 Evaluation • “To be able to make compromises [preservation vs development], there 
might be some aspects of the river impacting in some ways and they might 
be some aspects of the community impacting in some ways, but nobody 
can know that everybody can live with those.  To do that, you have to 
understand those, what impact might happen at what point in time by 
doing some particular management…” (11.g.b) 

• “The thing that I eventually understood to be the main question when I 
got in there was how you go about evaluating sustainability across the big 
area in a number of ways rather than just a single one number called water 
budget.” (3.g.a) 

• “The amount of water recharge from the mountain is pretty much 
unknown” (3.g.a) 

Managerial 
Uncertainty 

Goal/Mission • Uncertainty experienced due to the change in partnership’s focus “The 
focus of the partnership shifted to the work of the technical committee in 
coordinating and cooperating …” (Uppersanpedropartnership.org/history 
041122) 

• It was a very contentious thing to go through and rank the projects and 
say we support this project, we don’t support this one. And the bottom 
line is there was no money for any of them. And so it was kind of an effort 
in futility and… nothing was materializing. The group kind of realized 
that maybe this is not the way to go, this isn’t what we should be doing, 
why are we spending  all this time and effort.” (9.s.c) 

• The partnership really didn’t’ have a focus anymore [from 2016 to 2020]. 
There is no report. There is no drive to achieve sustainable groundwater 
use. The purpose of the partnership came into question to some degree. 
(3.g.a) 

 Personnel • “If a newly elected person doesn’t care what happens to the 
partnership,...” (13.b.b) 
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• “A changeover in personnel can pose barriers… it’s not just an 
organization, it’s a person. … you get a new person and you’re like 
wirelessly reinventing the wheel here or wires going in different 
directions. (12.h.a) 

• Potential turnover of major funders of the partnership (4.c.a) 

 Funding • “I told you we got a million dollars out of the Interior Department 15, 20 
years at 15, 16 years ago. We have been getting money sparingly from the 
different agencies federal agencies since then…. some of the agencies 
have hustled up cash that was extra and funneled it down here so that we 
can still have a federal commitment down here. So, it's the finance side is 
a very interesting side. And portraying that to our senators in our 
representative has been tricky because we don't have a lot of people on 
natural resources committees in DC that represent us. (2.s.b) 

• “The money piece of it is also important. My suspicion is if Congress 
continues to give a million dollar per year for the partnership, I think it 
would be a pretty active group. Pushing through developing new models 
and answering questions and refining how we can predict what the 
riparian system is gonna do. … I think there is a level of frustration. Here 
is all these kind of things we don’t fully understand, we still need answers 
but there is not money to address.” (11.g.b) 

• “Over the years, as we lost funding from Congress, because they stopped 
doing earmarks and then we didn’t have someone after Gabby Giffords 
we didn’t have someone who was able to get us some money.” (19.b.a) 

• “After congressman Colby out, funding ran away. It was difficult to 
gather data because of it.” (1.s.a) 

Relational 
Uncertainty 

Identity • Group identity: Partnership maintained key members for a sustained 
period in which it reduces relational tensions between different 
organizations. 

o “There start to be personal relationship built, right between these 
stakeholders… It was those key individuals, some of who were 
at that table in 98 are still at the table today who. started to realize 
the power and leverage of working together.” (15.n.a) 

o “I think there has been a really close relationship between the 
Army, the city, the county, local decision makers. I think there 
is a pretty good synergy between the two on coordination and 
you know working through things that I mean at times we’ve had 
differences, but in general, we collaborate on about everything, 
not just environmental.” (12.h.a) 

• Role identity: unlike other partnerships, scientists have unique identity as 
a neutral arbiter of contentious issues and respected by other stakeholders. 

o “The USGS is very specifically unbiased in scientific research… 
we pride ourselves in that and makes us valuable… The unbiased 
part is what’s really important to this story…. They can rely on 
as being completely unbiased so that the people on far 
environmental fringes turn to use when they need scientific data, 
monitoring data, conclusions about those data. (3.g.a)” 
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o “Science leads the way. The group is built around science. 
AZWR and USGS are independent arbiters, which makes us to 
have a consensus. (1.s.a)” 

 Membership • By and large, membership has been insulated from the public and policy 
makers, public managers, and scientists are the main actors. 

• “It was relatively insulated. There were some questions to ask about 
should there be rules about the tech committee and everybody should have 
a PhD, for example. There was a play by some members to try to get 
others off of that committee by saying it at a Ph.D. In the end, it didn’t 
happen. That was where some of the agendas particular parties try to 
influence the membership.”(11.g.b) 

• “Number one, There wouldn’t be a lot of NGOs to bring on board. 
Number two, when the partnership was formed, the requirements for 
membership were structured so that NGO’s for the most part couldn’t 
qualify it required about the ownership and management of land and its 
water. They left out most NGOs but there is no Sierra Club. There is not 
any longer an Audubon Society. There is only Friends of the San Pedro 
River. And they are not free or independent to express their opinion to 
protect the river. They are supportive of BLM.” (16.c.a) 

• “All the meetings are open to the public, so she could always show up as 
a member of the public, she doesn’t technically have to represent any 
specific group. But then the question is who is she here representing really 
both formally and informally. I have found that other members of the 
group are not willing to tackle that question. That is not an issue they want 
to confront because again it is a public meeting.”(9.s.c)  

" Trust • “There has been times where you are just like oh my god I can’t believe 
that person said that or are they really thinking that? But having nature 
conservancy to mediate has been really helpful because people like *** 
are really good at saying like oh that is really interesting but isn’t that 
different than what we’ve been hearing here about what the scientists are 
saying and they said these studies have shown this. Where do you get your 
information for that? Instead of rejecting that person outright oh come on 
get out of here like you are stupid. They are an inclusive environment…. 
They will say something but they begin to trust people built in the room. 
They didn’t trust *** and *** initially (10.a.b.). 

• “For me personally, I showed up. I was a new guy…There was one person 
who was on the partnership at that time for some reason. I was a little 
unclear about it. But she was antagonistic toward me initially when I first 
came on…Eventually, she and I sit down and get to work on something. 
Just happened that way. I came up with the way to do it. It was a very 
specific event and all of a sudden she was on my side. It was the point at 
which trust occurred. … you build a human-to-human bond. Our points 
of views are not necessarily identical but we can get along and work 
together and she had my back. The rest of the time she was in partnership 
for a few more years. It was really remarkable.” (3.g.a) 

• “We would normally hold the meeting over our library. We do it in the 
morning during the week when everybody could get there. They would 
normally be about 15,20 minutes ahead of time, where people get together 
and talk about issues, etcetera… building relationships and understanding 
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where and who those people are, what their personal as well as 
professional interests are was critical…” (2.s.b) 

Perceived 
goal 
achievement 

 • Issues will not go away. The important thing is perseverance. USPP 
showed adaptability and sustainability (1.s.a) 

• The main goal of the partnership is to achieve sustainable use of the 
groundwater. They have not achieved that. The last time we calculated 
the water budget… it was 5000 acres of deficit. They were losing 5000 
feet a year from pumping. They brought it down quite a bit from where 
its worst, but they had not zeroed it out in terms of water budget. … They 
are not there. But they are making progress. They continue to finding out 
solutions and actually put those proposed solutions into the fact on the 
ground. Various recharge facilities try to get going along near the river. 
To make more available water during the dry period of year. Jobs not 
done. But they continue to make progress.(2.s.b) 

• Whether or not we have achieved our goals is way down the road, but I 
think that partnership has been very instrumental in getting us this far 
down the road towards sustainable yield providing water for the river and 
for the people. I really think that if it wasn’t for the Upper San Pedro 
Partnership pulling together all of those entities to agree on projects and 
direction. Individual organizations might not have been able to 
accomplish them on their own, or most likely would not have 
accomplished them by themselves. (4.c.a) 

• It is a work in progress and as long as there are threats to it, it is never 
safe and we could see that in the political climate. (5.f.a) 

• I think they are achieving their objectives, it may not be the way that was 
sent out originally, but they are still and there is nothing wrong with 
changing tactics and changing how you are doing that. (7.b.a) 

• The means for achieving that goal, I don’t think currently resides within 
the Upper San Pedro Partnership, if you asked members I think they 
would say yes there is still a goal. Not just for the partnership, but of their 
agencies in general, but the problem is the partnership lacks the means to 
do that. (9.s.c) 

• I actually don’t think that sustainability has been achieved, but it beast the 
alternative. I am not sure we can ensure sustainability with the way we 
currently do things. … but at least it’s mitigated. [USPP] mitigated the 
problem for sure and then also I think it opened the door for science to be 
more relevant. (10.a.b) 

• Partnership itself was never more than like a collaboration, right? It is a 
group of entities. Partnership really never had the ability to do things other 
than how the entities would proceed with her actions. It was partnership 
science. It was mutually supported science that led to developing tools 
that helped inform. .. it was then up to the individual entities like the 
Country to start doing those things. … The partnership, there was not 
really a way to put a product on the ground. 

• Sadly, I think most politicians are insecure about speaking the truth or 
facing the truth. One possible reason for their insecurity is that they know 
they are not on a winning trajectory. The issue continues to be a bigger 
and bigger problem because they are not dealing with it. … kicking the 
can down the road putting it off letting it be someone else’s problem in 
the future and people have been doing that for 20 30 40 years and it keeps 
being a problem. (16.c.a) 
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As a crosscheck on the coding process, I present subcategories when those categories are 
consistently found by multiple informants. I also rechecked the validity of sources by requesting 
additional interviews, reading various policy reports, and meeting minutes. Finally, I discussed my 
findings with academics, consultants, and the Partnership coordinator who has long experience in 
watershed governance in Arizona. Therefore, my analyses are supported by multiple sources to 
meet the qualitative ideal of the ‘thick description.’ Nonetheless, there is still room for other 
interpretations and new evidence because of the complicated nature of multi-actor and multi-level 
water governance.  

Managing Uncertainty in Practice 

Based on the data structure, I present table 4.3 as a summarized form of table 4.2. The analysis 
shows how each type of uncertainty – scientific, managerial, relational – is perceived and 
experienced in practice. I elaborate on each empirical situation using selected quotes from 
informants. Table 4.3 shows the multiple dimensions of scientific, managerial, and relational 
uncertainty along with major issues associated with the specified uncertainty. In addition, I 
describe general level of uncertainty that has changed over time. Exemplary quotes from 
interviewees are included in the data structure. 

Scientific Uncertainty 

Findings around scientific uncertainty point out three major areas where scientific uncertainty is 
perceived, discussed, and managed. When stakeholders engaged in the pre- and beginning phase 
of the partnership, defining key characteristics and boundaries of shared problem was an elusive 
task. 

Tensions and conflict in 1990s around San Pedro River have been described by previous studies, 
news articles, and interviewees. One group of stakeholders believed that San Pedro River should 
be protected even by restricting residential and commercial use of the lands. This group tended to 
be environmental groups, academics, and citizens who wanted to preserve the area. The other 
group of stakeholders opposed this idea and reasonable development should be allowed and the 
river is not in danger unlike opposing group’s argument. They include local politicians and real 
estate developers (Glennon 2002). Tensions had risen from 1994 to early 2000s regarding the 
scientific studies of hydrology in San Pedro. University of Arizona Professor Maddock concluded 
that groundwater pumping significantly reduced the river’s flow and continued pumping can make 
river dry. The city of Sierra Vista, however, invalidated this study and claimed that most people 
reviewing the hydrologic model do not have much confidence in its results. Many stakeholders 
had been divided into two camps by the late 1990s. 

To reduce tensions and make consensus for the common political will, there had been different 
attempts by different stakeholders. Although USPP started in 1998, there had been different types 
of partnership including the Water Issues Group, the County Comprehensive Plan, and a federally 
sponsored water rights negotiation (19.b.a; Glennon 2002). USPP had been shaped and influenced 
by the environment where dueling science and contentious politics had intertwined in complicated 
way. 

Defining “sustainability” inherently involves different viewpoints and interests due to its multi-
dimensional characteristic. While some stakeholders are interested in balancing different needs 
and use of water resources (competing objectives view), the other stakeholders care more about 
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ecological limits of water resources (critical limits view) (Gungle et al. 2016). One of the key 
members of the partnership described this earlier problem: 

One of the key things earlier is they had to come together and define exactly what the 
problem was. Everybody said there was a problem. But what was the scope of the problem? 
What could be done about the problem? What were the solutions? And then how do you 
measure your progress? So, all those were key questions that had to be worked through 
for basically a couple of years. (2.s.b) 

USPP’s efforts to define sustainability were documented in their congressional report. First, they 
recognized that sustainability involves complex evaluations of society’s values, environmental 
consequences, and economic concerns (Upper San Pedro Partnership 2005; referencing Alley and 
Leake 2004). The partnership adopted the definition by Alley and others (1999) for sustainable 
yield, stating “…the development and use of groundwater in a manner that can be maintained for 
an indefinite time without causing unacceptable environmental, economic, or social consequences.” 
(Upper San Pedro Partnership 2005, 4).  

They explicitly differentiate their definition of sustainable yield from the State of Arizona’s safe 
yield. Safe yield was used by the State of Arizona attempting to “maintain a long-term balance 
between the annual amount of groundwater withdrawn… and the annual amount of natural and 
artificial recharge.” (A.R.S. 45-562 (A)). Sustainable yield, however, considers the water 
requirements from both human population and the ecological system. They also recognize a spatial 
aspect of groundwater development in the San Pedro area by suggesting that pumping adjacent to 
the river has a bigger impact than pumping far away from the river. 

Overall, their approach to hydrologic science was open and adaptive from the beginning. Although 
definitions based on social consensus takes more resources for stakeholders and susceptible to 
change and disputes, the group support the idea that sustainability is multi-dimensional and ever-
changing parameters based on varying social and ecological conditions. Thus, they also accept 
some level of goal uncertainty and focus on the adaptability of goals. 

While the group was figuring out common ground in defining sustainability, they faced another 
closely related “measurement” uncertainty. USPP worked hard to operationalize the specific 
concept based on a broad common understanding of the sustainability definition. In collaborative 
engagement, this was where social learning needed to occur. The process of social learning may 
vary by that person’s existing knowledge about ecological and social conditions of water resources. 
One of the key members described the atmosphere of the period when stakeholders strived for 
devising new measurement: 

When I came on board, the focus was on the water budget. Some people never changed. It 
was a long slow drown out process of hitting on this point over and over again…. Water 
budget is really easy to understand which is why people often use it. … it is one tool. 
Eventually, what we came up with was a number of indicators of sustainability. (3.g.a) 

After a couple of major studies were completed, the group still found a bigger question regarding 
the evaluation of the watershed. Despite perceived and objective success in defining, measuring, 
and quantifying the groundwater system, the group faced continued uncertainty in evaluating a 
large area where the watershed is located in. This large area often includes unknown factors 
contributing to water deficit and recharge. In addition, there has been uncertainty regarding 
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existing indicators. Evaluating the performance of the large watershed area is extremely 
challenging given the financial conditions of many watersheds’ governance. The USPP is not an 
exception. Despite scientific challenges, the group has continued their innovation. The group 
recently launched a Web-based Hydrologic Information Portal where anyone can access water data. 
This project shows some hope for the future through open data initiative, information sharing, and 
community engagement. 

Together, these examples illustrate how the use of scientific information is unfolding over a long 
period of time and how stakeholders address different scientific problems in different phases. The 
USPP had a high scientific uncertainty at the beginning due to the prehistory of conflict since late 
1980s after the SPRNCA4 designation. Despite the conflictual history, the partnership has been 
able to mitigate the key concerns around water quantity issues by focusing their efforts on 
developing scientific studies commissioned by USGS and USDA. As noted earlier, the group still 
has many unresolved issues in measuring and evaluating aquifer health in this area. 

Table 4.3. Identification of Uncertainties in Upper San Pedro Partnership 

Uncertainty 
types Dimensions Major Issues/Components Evolvement 

Scientific 

Uncertainty 

Definition • What is sustainability? High scientific uncertainty at 
the beginning. Over time, 
partnership was able to 
mitigate key scientific 
concerns. But they still have 
unresolved scientific issues. 

(High to medium) 

Measurement • How to measure sustainable 
yield? 

Evaluation • How to evaluate performance in 
complex system? 

Managerial 

Uncertainty 

Mission • Why are we here? Low managerial uncertainty at 
the beginning. As partnership 
gets formalized, managerial 
uncertainty increases. 

(Low to medium) 

Personnel • What if we lose key people? 

Funding • Where, how and who to secure 
funding? 

Relational 
Uncertainty 

Identity 
• Group identity 

• Role identity 
High relational uncertainty at 
the beginning. Over time, key 
members persevere, and they 
get close to each other with a 
common goal. 

(High to low) 

Membership 

• Structure 

• Power 

• Framing 

Trust 
• Cohesion 

• Leadership 

 
4 San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area contains public land in Cochise County, Arizona, between the U.S. 
and Mexico international border. This riparian area was designated by U.S. congress as a conservation area on 
November 18, 1988. BLM manages this area with the purpose of protecting and enhancing the desert riparian 
ecosystem (blm.gov/visit/san-pedro). 
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Managerial Uncertainty 

Managerial uncertainty entails organizational and administrative unpredictability and unknown 
that governance actors need to navigate to further develop collaborative projects. Many 
participants point out the mission of USPP as the source of uncertainty. In the beginning, the group 
primarily focused on concrete actions for water conservation by reducing water consumption, 
reclaiming used water resources, and augmenting existing water resources (2001-2005).  Since 
2004, through federal funding, the group focused on quantification of overall water system and 
water conservation by working with scientists. But after about 2013, the collaborative mission 
became ambiguous as the volume and scope of scientific studies shrank. One participant described 
the time when the group’s mission did not match with realistic financial conditions: 

It was a very contentious thing to go through and rank the projects and say we support this 
project; we don’t support this one. And the bottom line is there was no money for any of 
them. And so, it was kind of an effort in futility and… nothing was materializing. The group 
kind of realized that maybe this is not the way to go, this isn’t what we should be doing, 
why are we spending all this time and effort. (9.s.c) 

Despite the perceived and continued success of the partnership, the mission uncertainty due to the 
funding cut questioned the very purpose of the group and had a domino effect on less participation, 
potential personnel turnover, perceived mission ambiguity, and further deterioration of fundings.   

The partnership really didn’t’ have a focus anymore [from 2016 to 2020]. There is no 
report. There is no drive to achieve sustainable groundwater use. The purpose of the 
partnership came into question to some degree. (3.g.a) 

In response to the domino effect of the funding cuts, the group have adapted to this change first by 
refining organizational mission, changing working structure, and reorienting its focus. The 
partnership underwent a major restructuring that changed the purpose of the Partnership, refreshed 
the roles, and in one case renamed the three committees in May 2019. The focus of the Partnership 
moved to the work of the Technical Committee.  There has been less emphasis on the work of the 
Partnership Advisory Commission in which it used to provide the leadership and direction to other 
committees and information to the public, legislative leaders, and the partnership members 
(uppersanpedropartnership.org).  

On the other hand, managerial uncertainty created new opportunities for some actors who have 
been interested in the implementation side of the water management. They form another 
collaborative organization, called Cochise Conservation and Recharge Network. Based on the 
USPP's accumulated scientific expertise, the Cochise Conservation and Recharge Network has 
focused on implementing “tangible water management projects that will increase water availability 
to meet current and future water demands in the region” (https://ccrnsanpedro.org/). As a result, 
the USPP currently functions as the support and research organization, while the Cochise 
Conservation and Recharge Network focuses on the implementation of the water recharge projects. 

Relational Uncertainty 

One of the key reasons for perceived effectiveness and success of the partnership was attributed to 
the shared group identity among key members for a sustained period. Unpredictable crises and 
resulting uncertainty tend to unfold in a protracted manner. In that circumstance, key members 
with a strong group identity have been important for USPP. 
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There start to be personal relationship built, right between these stakeholders… It was 
those key individuals, some of who were at that table in 98 are still at the table today who 
started to realize the power and leverage of working together. (15.n.a) 

The other key aspect of the USPP’s perceived effectiveness has been widely attributed to the 
unique role identity in the partnership. Structurally, the partnership is comprised of technical, 
advisory, and administrative committee. Among these committees, the technical committee took 
an important role in studying and debating hydrologic science of the area and reporting the 
confirmed results to the advisory committee for the decision making. Scientists involved in the 
partnership have been widely respected as a neutral knowledge provider. One of the participants 
explained their unique role in the partnership: 

The USGS is very specifically unbiased in scientific research… we pride ourselves in that 
and makes us valuable… The unbiased part is what’s really important to this story…. They 
can rely on as being completely unbiased so that the people on far environmental fringes 
turn to use when they need scientific data, monitoring data, conclusions about those data. 
(3.g.a) 

While cohesive group members and the protection and deference for science have been a key 
managerial strategy of the group, it comes with costs. One of their success factors is to insulate 
core groups from other non-governmental and less powerful stakeholders. By and large, the 
insulated group has been isolated from non-governmental organizations, community members, and 
outside inputs. 

Number one, there wouldn’t be a lot of NGOs to bring on board. Number two, when the 
partnership was formed, the requirements for membership were structured so that NGOs 
for the most part couldn’t qualify. It required the ownership and management of land and 
its water. They left out most NGOs and there is no Sierra Club. There isn’t any longer an 
Audubon Society. There is only Friends of the San Pedro River. And they are not free or 
independent to express their opinion to protect the river. They are supportive of BLM. 
(16.c.a) 

On the one hand, the insulation enabled the partnership to focus on a clear goal of conducting 
science and accumulating evidence for future policy measures. On the other hand, non-
governmental organizations did not have enough opportunities to engage in collaborative 
processes with non-governmental stakeholders and public participants due to the membership 
characteristic and narrow goal. 

The other key component of relational dimension of uncertainty is trust and trust building over 
sustained period. USPP has enjoyed high levels of trust between stakeholders due to the 
membership structure and group identity. Trust is the cause and outcome of collaborative 
governance and serves as a lubricant for prolonged constructive relationships. One participant 
explained the way in which the partnership has built trust over time. 

There have been times where you are just like oh my god, I can’t believe that person said 
that or are they really thinking that? But having nature conservancy to mediate has been 
really helpful because people like *** are really good at saying like oh that is really 
interesting but isn’t that different than what we’ve been hearing here about what the 
scientists are saying and they said these studies have shown this. Where do you get your 
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information for that? Instead of like rejecting that person outright oh come on get out of 
here like you are stupid. They are an inclusive environment…. They will say something, 
but they begin to trust people built in the room. They didn’t trust *** and *** initially. 
(10.a.b.) 

Building trust between stakeholders has been largely possible due to integrative and collaborative 
leadership in which they bridge different groups, cultures, and norms with little judgement and 
blaming. Collaborative leaders’ mediation skills have played a large role in building relationship 
and continuing engagement. 

Overall, relational uncertainty entails structural dimension (membership, organizational structure) 
as well as individual and interpersonal dimension (identity, trust). One of the key takeaways from 
the empirical results is that the relational dimension of uncertainty is complicated and have 
multiple interpretations about the state of the relationship based on their organizational interests 
and personal experience. Furthermore, there is a trade-off between sub-dimensions in that pursuing 
cohesion with key members can undermine the inclusivity and openness of the group.  

Implications for the Design and Management of Collaborative Governance under 
Uncertainty  

This section lays out propositions based on the USPP case and the broad literature on collaborative 
governance. The goal is to propose theoretically informed relationship between uncertainties and 
collaborative performance. Here, collaborative performance is broadly defined as individual and 
group level performance in reference to the sustainable use of water resources. I use both 
perceptual data and objective environmental data using interview and archival resources. In the 
interview questions, I ask questions about perceived goal achievement, process and outcome 
satisfaction, and participation efficacy. For objective measures, I examine outputs (e.g., long term 
management plan) and outcomes (aquifer water levels, aquifer storage change) (U.S. Department 
of Interior 2006; Gungle et al. 2016). Synthesized results are presented as Figure 4.1.. 

Figure 4.1: A Preliminary Model of Collaborative Performance under Uncertainties 

 
Proposition 1. When scientific uncertainty creates prolonged disputes between stakeholders, 
the uncertainty can negatively impact collaborative performance. 
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Science war is becoming a salient challenge to building robust and sustainable collaborative 
governance (Borgias 2020). The information revolution, changing media environment and 
polarizing political environment in the last two decades have allowed many of the existing 
scientific and information gaps to grow larger and sustain conflicts. The increased levels of 
conflicts can in turn increase the scientific uncertainty of an issue at hand. The USPP was able to 
avoid this negative cycle of prolonged disputes through the inclusion of federal scientists and 
funded projects on the issue. The group also avoided a science war partially because they first 
formed the partnership before the digital era when scientific information is less controversial. 

When scientific uncertainty and information war was rampant in the Partnership at the beginning 
phase, loosely connected stakeholders could not develop collaborative capacity (Glennon 2002). 
Building joint capacity necessitates mutual respect between stakeholders. Social capital 
development through stakeholder engagement is not built overnight. It is only slowly possible 
when experienced leaders with strategic minds work with relevant stakeholders with respect and 
authenticity. In the USPP, the group had a competent leader with vast experience in both ecological 
science and public management. In addition, key members were able to pull resources from 
member organizations and federal agencies at the right time. When prolonged disputes stemming 
from scientific uncertainty cannot be mitigated, it is likely that scientific uncertainty can 
undermine collaborative performance.  

Proposition 2. Managerial uncertainty –mission, personnel, funding -- will negatively impact 
collaborative performance, especially for collaborative(s) in the institutionalization stage. 

Unlike environmental scientists’ major concerns about the reliability of science in watershed 
governance, many public management scholars have reported that effectively governing 
managerial uncertainty is also critical for the development of collaborative arrangement (Imperial 
et al. 2016; Ulibarri et al. 2020).  In USPP, identified dimensions of managerial uncertainty – 
mission, personnel, funding – tend to have a negative impact on collaborative performance. These 
dimensions are related to one another and have a domino effect. Mission uncertainty creates 
uncertainty in personnel retention and organizational participation in the USPP. Uncertainty in 
mission and personnel retention can undermine the group’s ability to apply for the grants and 
fundings. 

In the USPP, managerial uncertainty was salient in the institutionalization phase5 of collaboration. 
As the partnership gets formalized over time, the group needed more financial support and expert 
consultation to develop scientific studies and take measurable actions. Once the major funding 
source started to dry up, the group experienced a prolonged delay in developing projects and taking 
action. Indefinitely delayed projects led to low morale levels among some members, increased 
costs for participation, and a doubt about their collective capacity. As a result, USPP members 
adapted to this reality and created alternative collaborative venue to continue their projects. 
Managerial uncertainty tends to incur bigger costs for member organizations in institutionalization 
phase because stakes are higher than other phases of collaboration.  

Proposition 3. A high level of trust between stakeholders can mitigate the negative impact of 
scientific uncertainty on collaborative performance. 

 
5 Developmental phase of collaborative governance is described as activation phase, collectivity phase, 
institutionalization phase, and stability, decline, re-orientation, or re-creation (Imperial 2016). 
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In time of crisis and uncertainty, existing information gaps around the science of policy issue could 
be felt much bigger. Science war can deteriorate inclusive environment and inject hostility among 
stakeholders. In the USPP, high levels of trust built between key stakeholders for a sustained period 
helped the group navigate scientific uncertainty. One interviewee explained it by comparing the 
USPP with other partnership in a very similar setting with different outcomes: 

The partnership we built around this concept of everybody accepting the science and 
coming together and accepting the decisions. *** group was on the face of it, built around 
the same concept. But they didn’t really practice it quite the same way…It is very hard to 
explain uncertainty. For practical terms, you don’t use words like error…. [there is] no 
comfort with what the numbers might mean…When I am in the San Pedro, the group was 
accepting of that. ***, not so much. If you talk about uncertainty, then some people would 
just throw it out. They are expecting certainty not uncertainty. They are going to make a 
public policy decision; they want a definite answer you can give. You can’t give a definite 
answer. If you think you can, you just misled them. In San Pedro partnership, there was a 
higher level of trust. In ***, there was a lower level of trust. I think the same kind of 
messaging happens differently in two different places. (11.g.b) 

A group with high trust tends to be more tolerant about scientific uncertainty than the group with 
low levels of trust. When there is a reservoir of social capital accumulated over time within the 
group, stakeholders tend to accept uncertain information because they know that other stakeholders 
will not use this information for their own strategic benefits. Tolerance for uncertain scientific 
information and willingness to figure out uncertainty are possible when the group has a high 
interpersonal trust and resilience. A recent study also suggested that different dimensions of trust 
are essential to the implementation of adaptive management on public lands (Lien et al. 2021).  

Proposition 4. A cohesive group with personal relationships can mitigate the negative impact 
of managerial uncertainty on efficiency and effectiveness aspects of collaborative 
performance, but this approach may undermine equity aspects of collaborative performance. 

In USPP, one of the key ways for the group to navigate prolonged uncertainty is strengthening 
group cohesion through personal relational building. Cohesion has had positive impacts on the 
USPP because the group often needed to address multiple uncertainties simultaneously that can 
easily shake up the group from multiple vintage points. The cohesion built among key members 
in the partnership increases the compliance of group recommendations and the adherence to the 
group norm. Cohesion particularly helped this group tie together when managerial uncertainty was 
salient and thus negative outcomes were expected in the near future. USPP members have 
supported and endorsed each other’s work and collaborative projects. The group also takes 
advantage of the nature of funding structure that requires peer approval among stakeholders. One 
interviewee explained that the group cohesion became a good strategy to improve their financial 
situation: 

There start to be personal relationship built, right between these stakeholders… It was 
those key individuals, some of whom were at that table in 98 are still at the table today 
who. started to realize the power and leverage of working together. And I’ll give you some 
examples. So far, what we needed to do was make sure that there was funding for the USGS 
to continue the regional hydrological monitoring work. So, we would go back to 
Washington DC and request funding through different agencies and stuff at that time of 
year when the federal agency budgets were getting set. What was so interesting about that, 
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though, is when the nature conservancy and the city of Sierra Vista and Cochise County 
walk into a congresswoman’s room together and say we all believe this is important 
funding. They would be like you guys agree. It really was powerful in leveraging resources 
because of the diversity of interest that came to make the request together. So, it started to 
get traction where we got this. (15.n.a) 

Despite the benefits of group cohesion within a small group, this study also found that group 
cohesion can undermine certain values and interests that are not included in the cohesive group. 
As the cohesive group insulates its functioning from NGOs and community participants, there 
have been grievances and frustration among environmental NGOs and other community 
participants. While cohesion is a powerful way to navigate uncertainty and crisis, it can sacrifice 
some important perspectives and values from marginalized stakeholders at the expense of 
compliance and efficiency. The results correspond to previous research on small group 
performance (Evans and Dion 1991; Flache and Macy 2013). 

Proposition 5. Collaborative leadership that can bridge different cultures in different small 
groups in collaborative arrangement can mitigate the negative impact of scientific 
uncertainty and managerial uncertainty.  

In USPP, over 20 different organizations have been a member of the partnership and there have 
been many participants who are not formal members. In this large group with varying 
organizational interests, collaborative leadership is an essential element of collaboration 
development. A leader’s skill that can bridge cultural differences among stakeholders has been 
one of the most important characteristics. When leaders can talk with scientists, irrigators, 
environmental NGOs, policy makers at their levels with their own language, a leader facilitates 
information flows with little friction and builds trust across these different groups. 

*** is definitely a collaborative leader. She is very good at connecting with political 
leaders at their levels to make human connection. She was not confrontational. … she had 
things in common with them. She understood rural concern. Big constituencies in Cochise 
County. This allowed her to connect with people. Somebody like me coming down from 
Tucson could not certainly. It was interesting to see gaining people’s trust and support 
when I first started. (3.g.a) 

Conclusion 

In this paper, I have explored literature on collaborative governance and offered a theoretical 
puzzle on the relationship between uncertainty and collaborative performance. This study uses 
case study analysis for concept specification and theory building. Findings suggest that each 
theoretical construct of uncertainty has multiple dimensions and elements within that construct. 
Scientific uncertainty entails definition, measurement, and evaluation dimensions, and managerial 
uncertainty includes mission, personnel, and funding dimensions. The results also show that 
relational uncertainty entails identity, membership, and trust elements. I also identified some 
propositions about the relationship between uncertainties and collaborative performance. Notably, 
relational dimension moderates the impact of scientific and managerial uncertainty on 
collaborative performance. One of the key stories of the USPP case is that relational dimension is 
an important tool of collaborative management in the face of crisis and uncertainty. I also note that 
although group cohesion and trust building are important to developing collaborative arrangement, 
the insulation of the group poses a tradeoff between inclusivity and efficiency. 
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Uncertainty is a persistent gap in collaborative governance theory and practice. Crisis and 
uncertainty are becoming normalized in collaborative management and understanding them in 
relation to collaborative performance is a critical step for theory building. I join a growing number 
of researchers pursuing theory building in public management and collaborative governance to aid 
our understanding on navigating complexity in fragmented governance. Methodologically, this 
study shows that case study is a useful tool for theory building especially in collaborative and 
network governance literature. Careful case study analysis with multiple data sources allow 
researchers to delve into the conceptual specification and offer testable theoretical propositions. 
Substantively, despite the importance of collaborative governance under various uncertainties, 
theoretical and empirical work in this area has been limited. This study identified various factors 
that are important for managing collaborative governance under turbulence and uncertainty. A set 
of propositions and a simple model reduces the complexity around collaborative governance and 
provides an avenue for further empirical studies. 

The water governance in arid areas is increasingly complex and fragmented with decision making 
shared between different governance actors that span ecological, social, and political boundaries. 
In this chapter, I explored one aspect of collaborative management – scientific, managerial, and 
relational uncertainty – and found that scientific and managerial uncertainty have negative impact 
on collaborative performance, but cohesive relationship building can mitigate those negative 
impacts with some costs. 
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Chapter 5. The Effects of Scientific Uncertainty on Collaborative Performance: A 
groundwater Game Experiment 

Introduction 

Uncertainty underlies many scientific issues. For example, climate change debates entailed 
scientific uncertainty about the causal linkage between greenhouse gas emissions and global 
temperature increases in the 1980s and 1990s (Zehr 2000). Scientific uncertainty is one of the most 
prevalent types of uncertainty in environmental governance and politics (Bijlsma et al. 2011). 
Scientific uncertainty refers to a perceived lack of knowledge about environmental problem or 
decision (Abbott 2005; Ulibarri 2019). 

Groundwater management is a scientifically complex issue and evaluating groundwater involves 
great amounts and kinds of uncertainty (Gungle et al. 2016). Collaborative governance and 
collective action approaches help address such challenges. Collaborative approaches in general 
facilitate information exchange and promote deliberation among affected stakeholders facing 
scientific uncertainty.  

Collaborative governance approach emphasizes the design of processes and structures for 
sustained engagement and performance of the collaborative regime. Stakeholders are assumed to 
be autonomous and actively engage in conversations to agree on problem definition, joint strategy, 
and resource plan (Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). Collaborative leadership, trust, power 
balance, and capacity building are emphasized to improve collaborative performance (Bryson et 
al. 2015). Studies show that different collaborative engagement and strategies are used when faced 
with scientific and managerial uncertainty (Bijlsma et al. 2011). Scientific uncertainty opens room 
for the interaction of strategic interests among stakeholders in collaborative governance (Ulibarri 
2019).  

The Collective Action approach takes into account social-ecological and institutional context in 
conceptual frameworks and empirical analysis (Ostrom 2000). A key theory of collective action is 
that repeated interactions between resource users for sustained period should form social norms 
and those norms are found to be effective in sustaining and maintaining natural resources. Rules 
of the game and its enforcement are also emphasized to incentivize resources users for sustainable 
development (ibid). Self-governing is possible under certain conditions particularly in natural 
resource management. Studies show that environmental variability reduces the ability of resource 
users to solve collective action problems. (Andries and Janssen 2011). Informational and relational 
uncertainty of participants also affects their behavior significantly (Janssen 2013). 

Research on the effects of the use of scientifically uncertain information on collaborative behaviors 
and outcomes has yielded a mixed bag of results. On the one hand, scientific uncertainty can 
undermine collaborative efforts to solve collective problems due to strategic interests and thus 
conflicts (Knaggard 2014). On the other hand, scientific uncertainty can lead to new research and 
innovation in sustainable development (Newman 2005). In addition, other conditioning variables, 
such as relational quality, tend to moderate the effects of scientific uncertainty on collaborative 
performance (Brugnach et al., 2021). Thus, the relationship between actors’ use of scientifically 
uncertain information and collaborative performance needs further examination. 

This study examines four different types of outcomes of collaborative crop choice game. First, this 
study examines participant’s earning in the game as an indication of how much profit one gains at 
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the expense of shared groundwater units. Second, this study examines shared groundwater 
availability after each season to measure resource sustainability. Third, earning distribution of each 
game group is included to examine distributional equity of the resource game. Finally, this study 
examines perceived satisfaction of rewards and interactions. 

This study uses a game experiment approach using a groundwater game framed as a crop choice 
under limited resources (Meinzen-Dick et al. 2016). It is a group-based game where 4~6 
participants take on the role of resource users harvesting limited groundwater units similar to the 
groundwater system across the world. This experiment tests the hypotheses that the groups with 
perceived scientific uncertainty will have diminished collaborative performance compared to the 
groups with clear scientific information. This experiment includes two treatment groups and one 
control group, and different forms of scientific uncertainty and certainty are treated to each group.   

The game experiment will replicate a challenge that is common , where a group of groundwater 
users must determine how to sustainably use their water usage in the absence of full and certain 
scientific information. For instance, recent groundwater reform in California has prompted every 
irrigation district in the state to form a collaborative group that will negotiate reductions in water 
use levels to ensure the long-term sustainability of groundwater use (Kiparsky et al., 2017). 
Scientific uncertainty can stymie these efforts. In addition, this research uses a groundwater game 
experiment that is common in one research community – those that study common-pool resources 
– and applies it to the study of collaborative governance, a field where experimental work is not 
yet common. This study brings the new research methodology into the study of collaborative 
governance . 

Theory and hypotheses 

Scientific Uncertainty6 

Scientific uncertainty and the use of uncertain information have been important topics of interest 
among environmental scholars for decades with the rise of environmental disruptions and climate 
change (Ulibarri 2019; Koontz and Thomas 2021). As environmental modeling demonstrates 
increasing ecological and human complexity and unpredictability, scientists and policy makers 
have been concerned about the consequences of increasing uncertainty to various governance 
outcomes. Recently, there has been an increasing number of studies about how public perceives 
and responds to climate change uncertainty. Studies show that uncertainty frames tend to confuse 
the public about the state of the science and reduce their propensity to engage in mitigation 
behavior (Boykoff and Boykoff 2007) with experimental evidence (Dixon and Clarke 2013; Clarke 
et al. 2015; Dixon et al., 2015; Koehler 2016). 

While we have increasing evidence about how public perceives and interprets uncertain 
information about climate change, studies examining stakeholder’s perceptions and responses in 
collaborative governance context have been scant in the literature. In collaborative stakeholder 
interaction, not only how people respond to scientific uncertainty but how they communicate 
uncertain information with other stakeholders and how to act strategically by balancing different 
demands and goals become important. 

 
6 Suggested hypotheses are derived from existing literature and Ch 4. San Pedro case study. But not to mix case 
study and literature review in one section, case study will be only drawn on when the literature review’s 
expectation differs from the case study knowledge. 
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Theoretically, there are different approaches to understand scientific uncertainty and how human 
beings respond to uncertainty. One view on scientific uncertainty tends to suggest that it can be 
understood objectively with the development of scientific methods. In this view, scientific 
uncertainty is largely created by insufficient information on a given topic. People with this view 
believe that scientific uncertainty can be diminished by conducting more research and obtaining 
more information.  

The other view on scientific uncertainty suggests that science interpretation is an epistemological 
problem rather than an informational problem (Jamieson 1996). In this view, scientific uncertainty 
is not necessarily diminished with more information. Because the way in which scientific 
uncertainty is recognized is a social and political process, more information may not necessarily 
alleviate the concerns around scientific uncertainty and its use of it. From this view, other 
conditioning variables become important. If one has complete trust in the institution, person, or 
dataset that is being studied, uncertainty will be minimized (ibid). In other instances, people may 
form their scientific judgment through various social and political processes such as mimicking, 
reputation, social reference, and political sorting. Social psychological studies have reported 
various theoretical mechanisms –existing attitudinal position and individuals’ environmental and 
political values – affecting people’s perceptions about climate skepticism and uncertainty 
(Whitmarsh 2011; Corner, Whitmarsh, Xenia 2012). 

In this study, I adopt the epistemological view of scientific uncertainty. It is defined as “a perceived 
lack of knowledge about the causes or consequences of an environmental problem or decision 
(Abbott 2005; Ulibarri 2019).” Regardless of the true nature of underlying scientific facts, actors’ 
perceptions and recognitions, as well as social interactions that develop scientific opinion, are 
important in their decision making.  

From this view on scientific uncertainty, there are two ways in which scientific information and 
uncertainty are presented. First, scientific uncertainty can be expressed as a range of values where 
the best estimate of the model is presented along with the margin of error. Scientists are more or 
less confident about their models depending on the quality of data, target precision, and the model 
fit. For example, in a recent IPCC report, each finding has different levels of confidence that is 
expressed using five qualifiers to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome (IPCC 2018). 

Diverse actors understand scientific estimations expressed in probabilistic terms and the margin of 
error in different ways due to their use of heuristics and biases (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; 
Kahneman 2011). From collaborative governance context, on the one hand, different 
interpretations of scientific studies should be normal and expected in a collaborative group where 
different actors across sectoral boundaries get together to solve complex problems. On the other 
hand, heterogeneity in interpreting scientific studies concerns many actors in collaborative 
governance due to costly negotiation processes and potential conflicts.  

One study suggests that scientific information with some level of uncertainty can worsen a problem 
when political stakes are high and scientific and institutional players are many (Sarewitz 2004). 
Another study shows that despite the scientific evidence regarding the causes and potential 
consequences of climate change, the majority of farmers in the Upper Midwest, U.S. reported that 
there was too much uncertainty for them to justify adaptive management to mitigate climate 
change impacts (Morton, Roesch-McNally, and Wilke 2017). Thus, scientific uncertainty tends to 
impact collaborative performance negatively, but the relationship can be moderated by the actor’s 
existing beliefs, experiences, information networks, and trust in other members. Increased 
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scientific uncertainty tends to create strategic incentives for scientists and policy makers to act in 
a less-cooperative way (Jamieson 1996). Resource users have vested interests in using those 
resources in which they have incentives to interpret and use scientific studies for their interests. 
When different interests clash over collective resources, it is difficult to act collaboratively without 
the proper rules of the game.  

Collaborative Performance 

In this study, following Chapter 2’s definition of collaborative performance, collaborative 
performance is broadly defined as multi-level outputs and outcomes in relation to the sustainable 
use of groundwater resources. In the simplified groundwater game, behavioral experiment 
operationalizes performance in four ways. First, game experiment operationalizes performance by 
total individual and group rewards (Janssen et al. 2010; Andries et al. 2013; Meinzen-Dick et al. 
2016; Freeman, Baggio, and Coyle 2020). Second, collaborative performance is operationalized 
as water resource sustainability by measuring the remaining groundwater of each group at the end 
of the game (Meinzen-Dick et al. 2016). Third, collaborative performance is operationalized as the 
equitable distribution of rewards in each group. Equity is one of the key social outcomes of 
collaborative governance (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015; Ahn and Baldwin 2022). Finally, this 
study operationalizes perceived effectiveness as individual’s perceived satisfaction in 
collaboration process and individual rewards. 

One study shows that environmental variability operationalized as varying levels of shocks to 
resources and infrastructure affect people’s investment decisions significantly in irrigation game. 
(Anries et al. 2013). High variability of water supplies decreases earnings significantly and levels 
of cooperation. By citing Konow’s (2001), Andries et al. (2013) further states that “the difference 
between stable and variable environments may be related to the capacity of participants to assess 
the proportionality between investments and water allocation. It becomes too difficult with 
variability, and participants may the focus on the more reliable, easily observable variable to 
generate some notion of distributive justice.” (174). Another study shows that environmental 
variability operationalized as risk level in investing in the resource has little effect on individual 
investment and extraction levels (Baggio et al. 2015). In this chapter, treatment conditions do not 
vary the objective levels of environmental variability or levels of risks, but it varies the types of 
scientific information participants receive in the game, holding actual levels of groundwater 
recharge as constant. This treatment strategy tests the wide-spread problem of environmental 
disputes around groundwater governance and other types of collaborative governance where 
science is contested by multiple parties through differing information to pursue their own interests.  

Thus, the first hypothesis is as follows: 

H1: Individuals under scientific uncertainty (T1:“a range of estimated recharge rate”) will display 
lower game earnings than individuals under certain scientific information (C:“X units are 
recharged.”). 

The other type of scientific uncertainty is expressed as diverging scientific results (Corner, 
Whitmarsh, Xenias 2012; Knaggard 2014). In many environmental issues, competing scientific 
studies are presented in popular news media and advocated by different groups. Public discourse 
on the issue of climate change tends to involve conflicting information, although recent study 
found that major news media frames covering climate change debate as contending have been on 
the decline (Stecula and Merkley 2019). In Arizona, stakeholders around the San Pedro River in 
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Arizona, U.S., had experienced prolonged uncertainty and conflict in the 1990s due to the multiple 
use of shared groundwater and a lack of systematic understanding of the groundwater system 
(Glennon 2002). 

Extant studies suggest that conflicting scientific information tends to undermine people’s 
engagement in climate mitigation (Dixon and Clarke 2013; Clarke et al. 2015; Dixon et al., 2015; 
Koehler 2016). We can reasonably infer that these findings can also be applied to the context of 
collaborative governance because many natural resource collaboratives have similar issues of 
competing scientific information. Diverging studies tend to generate conflicting interpretations, 
and those interpretations further reinforce the advocacy of scientific studies that align with one’s 
values and frameworks (Knaggård 2014). Thus, in the U.S., those cases tend to be determined 
through the legal institutions such as the U.S. Supreme Court (Sarewitz 2004). When the 
divergence of predictions and models is presented to a collaborative group, it can generate 
controversies and disruptions to the group, at least in the short term. Due to the heterogeneity of 
actors within collaborative arrangements, scientific uncertainty with controversial debates can 
create a chasm within and between resource users, policy makers, and scientists. Different actors 
tend to translate and handle scientific information and uncertainty very differently depending on 
their interests, norms, and values (Knaggård 2014). In groundwater management across western 
U.S., when two different hydrologic models exist in a policy arena, loosely coupled actors can go 
through a prolonged conflict without collaborative interventions (Glennon 2002). Even with the 
formation of a collaborative working group, conflicts can continue for a while if it is not 
professionally planned and operated. 

Hence, the quality of collaborative process may play an important role by mitigating negative 
impact of scientific uncertainty. Individual interpretations can be adjusted and corrected through 
social interactions in a collaborative group. Various process variables – leadership, joint capacity, 
resource availability – are important components for effective collaborative process. Thus, further 
development of a collaborative arrangement will depend on a group’s joint capacity to address the 
problems and a group’s versatile approaches to handling scientific uncertainty. One study shows 
that, in an expert-based approach, a collaborative arrangement tends to handle uncertainty 
passively by reducing the scope and anticipating opportunities in other policy venues. But, in a 
participatory approach, a collaborative arrangement tends to handle uncertainty more actively by 
broadening the problem frame and negotiation (Bijlsma et al., 2011).Based on the above, we 
expect that competing hydrologic information should affect individual and group behaviors in the 
game. Similar to hypothesis 1, the second hypothesis is as follows: 

H2: Individuals under scientific uncertainty (T2:“competing recharge rate”) will display lower 
game earnings than Individuals under certain scientific information (C:“X units are recharged.”)  

Following the definition of collaborative performance in Chapter 2, collaborative performance is 
multi-dimensional construct including resource sustainability, equity, and perceived effectiveness. 
This study also argues that different performance outcomes involve different underlying 
mechanisms. For strong environmental outcomes to be achieved, direct management activities are 
more effective than coordinating activities (Scott 2015). In another study, setting specific goals is 
important to achieve environmental goals (Biddle and Koontz 2014). To affect energy 
consumption behaviors of major stakeholders, it is important to have quality deliberation over 
sustained period of years (Baldwin 2020). These studies implicitly suggest that contextual or 
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process variables tend to affect different performance measures differently. Thus, the third 
hypothesis is as follows: 

H3:  Two different types of scientific uncertainty (T1:“a range of estimated recharge rate”, 
T2:“competing recharge rate”) affect collaborative performance differently. 

In the next section, the operationalization of theoretical constructs will be further explained in the 
context of groundwater game and statistical modeling. 

Data and Methods 

Game data used for the main model is described in Table 5.1. The main dependent variable is an 
individual’s total earning in 10 rounds of the game. While the main dependent variable should be 
able to capture the sustainability outcome as well, shared groundwater availability data is adopted 
to directly examine sustainability outcome. Two other dependent variables are also included in the 
dataset such as distributional equity and perceived satisfaction. 

Primary independent variables are two types of scientific uncertainty. One treatment condition is 
the water recharge information with a range of estimate. The other treatment condition is the 
information treatment in which participants receive competing recharge information from two 
hydrologists. 

Statistical models include individual and group level covariates that may affect decision-making 
under resource dilemma. I include education level variable to see if general knowledge level affects 
crop choice in the game. To control the effects of existing knowledge on crop choice, student 
majors have been included as well. Participants majoring in natural resource management have 
significant pre-existing beliefs and studied knowledge about natural resource governance. Group 
size variable is included to see the effect of group size on game results. Because this study uses 4 
or 5 participants in a group, we expect to see only a small effect on this variable. Following the 
previous game results, some models also include gender variable to see if the gender effect is still 
held in online game setting. Due to the anonymous game setting, it is unlikely that this study will 
capture the effects of gender on collaborative natural resource game. 

Table 5.1: Definition and operationalization of dependent and independent variables 

Variables Definition Operationalization 
Dependent variables 

Profit Participant’s total rewards Individual total earnings in 10 rounds 
Each Group’s total earnings in 10 rounds 

Sustainability Shared groundwater 
availability 

Each group’s Groundwater availability after the game after the 
recharge (Mendez-Dick et al. 2016) 

Equity Distributional equity of 
payoffs in each group 

Standard deviation of earning distributions within each group 
The square root of the average of difference between highest 
and lowest payoffs within a group 

Perceived 
satisfaction 

Process satisfaction 
Rewards satisfaction 

Participant’s satisfaction with the social interactions in the 
game (Janssen et al. 2010) 
Participant’s satisfaction with the earnings in the game 
(Janssen et al. 2010) 

Primary independent variables 
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Scientific 
Uncertainty 

A range of estimate Water recharge units between seasons are 0~10.  

Competing hydrological 
models 

 

One hydrologist argues that the recharge unit would be 1 and 
the other hydrologist argues that it would be 10. 

Other covariates 

Education level Graduate or undergraduate 
student {0,1} 

Major College major {0,1} 
Group size The size of the group {0,1} 

Gender Participant’s gender 
identification {0,1} 

 

This study varies how scientific information is presented to game participants when the actual 
recharge rates are the same across all conditions. The treatment design resembles many 
groundwater basins in the Western U.S. where they develop sophisticated models and quantify 
aquifer system, but studies tend to present different kinds and levels of uncertainty. Due to the 
unseen nature of groundwater, scientific studies can involve contentious scientific debate. They 
may see water levels dropping upon their eyes, but scientific studies present different types of 
uncertainties especially in a large-scale watershed in the Western U.S. Current game design 
captures how and to what extent resource users are affected by two different types of uncertainty 
in collaborative natural resource game. 

This study uses a multi-level linear model to identify correlation between individual and group’s 
earnings and the presence (or the absence) of scientifically uncertain information. This study 
includes about 130 individuals in 30 groups. The unit of observation is the individual-group. Since 
individuals are nested within groups thereby violating the normal OLS assumption that 
observations are independently distributed, mixed effect model in STATA 16 has been used to fit 
the nested data. To account for relatively small sample size and potentially skewed error 
distribution in game data, this study uses bootstrapped clustered standard error with sufficient 
number of computational resampling (Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller 2008; Baggio 2016; Freeman, 
Baggio, and Coyle 2020).  The primary model is listed below: 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑈𝑈1 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ 𝑈𝑈2 + 𝛽𝛽3 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 (1) 

In equation (1), 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is game rewards from individual i in group j. 𝑈𝑈1 is the treatment condition 1 
dummy variable that operationalizes scientific uncertainty as a range of estimates. 𝑈𝑈2  is the 
treatment condition 2 dummy variable that operationalizes scientific uncertainty as competing 
hydrological models. 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is a vector of individual and group level demographic variables. 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is 
the error term which includes random and systematic error at individual and group level. 

Sample Characteristics 

Sample characteristics are presented in Table 5.2. While the models do not include race and 
political ideology variables in main models due to the anonymity assumption in the game, sample 
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characteristics including race and political ideology are presented in descriptive statistics. In the 
race category, 50 percent of participants are White, 27.5 percent Hispanic, 13.75 percent Asian or 
Pacific Islander, 4 percent African American or Black. In terms of gender, female participants 
make up of 73.75 percent while male participants and non-binary participants are respectively 
21.25 and 5 percent. College major category is divided into seven major sub-categories: Social 
Science, Psychology, and others. Many of the participants currently major in disciplines in Social 
Science with 61.25 percent. 12.5 percent of students major in natural resource management. Still 
other participants major in psychology (7.5 percent), Business (6.25), and Science. The sample 
consists mainly of undergraduate students with 88.75 percent. There is also 11.25 percent of 
graduate students. Political ideology is largely matched with typical college student ideology with 
more than 60 percent of students identifying themselves in the spectrum of liberal ideology. There 
are 26.25 percent of students with moderate identification and 7.5 percent of student with 
conservative identification. 

Table 5.2: Sample Demographic Characteristics 

 

Balance Test 

Ideal randomized design should provide a straightforward source of identification. This study is 
close to random despite the difficulty in recruitment. Roster based randomization would be 
straightforward way of ensuring randomization because if I have a full roster of participants that 
are not prescreened and am able to randomize among roster names, I can minimize various 
selection bias issues in the sample. While it was not possible to have a roster and run an experiment 
due to the scheduling difficulty, we took several steps to ensure the experimental design was as 
random as possible. First, because students schedule the game individually using our online 
scheduling system, different types of peer effects are largely avoided. In addition, this game runs 
with anonymity to further reinforce the idea of preventing peer effects in the student sample. 

Percent 
n=130 

Participant Characteristics    
Race  Major  

White 52.31 Social Science 61.25 
Hispanic or Latino/Latinx 27.5 Psychology 7.50 
Asian or Pacific Islander 13.75 Natural Resource 12.50 
African American or Black 4 Business 6.25 
Native American 1.25 Art and Music 2.50 
Middle Eastern 1.25 Humanities 2.50 
Other 1.25 Science 7.50 

Gender  Political Ideology  
Female 73.75 Very liberal 21.25 
Male 21.25 Liberal 28.75 
Other 5 Slightly liberal 16.25 

Education  Moderate 26.25 
Undergraduate Student 88.75 Slightly conservative 5 
Graduate Student 11.25 Conservative 2.50 
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Finally, once students sign up for the game, which treatment condition will be treated is decided 
by the random number generator. Balance test in Table 5.3 shows that differences in sample 
characteristics are small and insignificant. One-way ANOVA test indicates that the difference 
between three sub-samples in five key demographic variables is not statistically significant. 

Table 5.3: Balance Test 

Percent Control 
(n=39) 

Treatment 1 
(n=49) 

Treatment 2 
(n=42) 

Race 

White 55.56 53.57 40 
Hispanic 29.63 28.57 24 

Asian/Pacific 11.11 10.71 20 
Black 3.70 0 12 

Gender 
Female 77.78 71.43 72 
Male 14.81 25 24 

Others 7.41 3.57 4 

Major 

Social Science 66.67 60.71 56 
Psychology 11.11 10.71 0 

Natural Resource 3.70 10.71 24 
Business 7.41 0 12 

Art and Music 3.7 3.57 0 
Humanities 3.7 0 4 

Science 3.7 14.29 4 

Education Undergraduate 0 14.29 20 
Graduate 100 85.71 80 

Political Ideology 

Very liberal 14.81 25 24 
Liberal 48.15 14.29 24 

Slightly liberal 7.41 21.43 20.00 
Moderate 18.52 32.14 28 
Slightly 

conservative 7.41 7.14 0 

Conservative 3.70 0 2.50 
 

Results 

Difference in means between control and treatment groups 

One-way ANOVA test shows if the significant difference exists in various outcome measures. I 
used Boferroni correction to correct for the increased false positive rates in hypothesis testing that 
compare multiple conditions. This test is known to be more conservative than just ANOVA test. 
The results indicate that individual earnings are significantly lower in treatment 1 condition than 
are those in control condition (p=0.059). Individual earnings between treatment 2 and control 
groups have no statistically significant difference. Remaining groundwater after ten rounds of the 
game is compared between three conditions. Results suggest that there is significant difference 
between groups under three conditions in terms of how much water they maintain after the game. 
While control groups have 32 percent of shared ground water after the game, treatment 1 and 2 
have respectively 49 and 48 percent of remaining water. The difference between control and 
treatment groups is statistically significant (p=0.000). In terms of earning distribution, groups 
under Treatment 2 show a more inequitable distribution of earnings than Treatment 1 and Control 
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groups, but it has no statistical significance at a .05 level. Scientifically uncertain recharge 
information does not appear to lower levels of satisfaction in earning and social interaction.  

Table 5.4: The Difference in Collaborative Performance between Treatment and Experimental 
Conditions 

 Individual 
Earning 

Remaining 
water 

Earning 
SD 

(Group) 

Earning 
Satisfaction 

Process 
Satisfaction 

Control 
(“X unit of recharge”) 

M= 30.15 
SD=4.69 

M=0.32 
SD=0.14 

M=4.21 
SD= 2.00 

M= 6.12 
SD=0.92 

M=5.79 
SD= 1.28 

Treatment 1 
(“A range of estimates”) 

M=27.53 
SD= 4.74 
P=0.059 

M=0.49 
SD=0.16 
P=0.000 

M= 3.69 
SD= 2.57 
P= 0.939 

M=5.83 
SD=1.47 
P= 0.763 

M= 6 
SD=1.38 
P= 1.000 

Treatment 2 
(“Competing hydrologic 

models”) 

M=28.85 
SD=5.99 
P=0.785 

M=0.48 
SD=0.20 
P=0.000 

M= 4.64 
SD= 2.52 
P=1.000 

M=6.09 
SD=1.00 
P=1.000 

M=5.59 
SD=1.49 
P= 1.000 

 N=130 N=130 N=130 N=130 N=130 
 

Table 5.5: Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Observations Minimum Mean Maximum Standard 
Deviation 

Dependent variables 
Group Earning 130 92 126.27 160 20.73 

Remained Water 130 .05 0.44 0.8 0.19 
Earning SD 130 0 4.15 9.32 2.41 

Earning Satisfaction 130 1 6.00 7 1.18 
Interaction Satisfaction 130 1 1.39 7 1.39 

Treatment Variables 
Treatment (range) 130 0 0.37 1 0.48 

Treatment 
(competing models) 130 0 0.32 1 0.46 

Other Covariates 
Graduate student 130 0 0.10 1 0.31 

Natural Resource Major 128 0 0.18 1 0.39 
Group size 130 0 0.38 1 0.48 

Gender 130 0 0.72 1 0.44 
 

Table 5.5 shows descriptive statistics for dependent variables, treatment variables, and other 
covariates. These variables are used consistently across statistical models in Chapter 5 and Chapter 
6. 

Groups in general tend to choose less water intensive crops thus earn less money over time. Figure 
5.1 shows the comparison of individual earnings in 10 different rounds in control and treatment 
conditions. On average, as the rounds continue, groups in all three conditions harvest more corn 
than rice which results in decreased earnings. In the first round, control group harvests the most 
following by treatment 1 and treatment 2. From Season 7, control group earns more rewards than 
treatment group 1 and 2. Across all three groups, group earnings tend to flatten out after round 5. 
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Figure 5.2 also shows a similar pattern in group earnings over 10 rounds. Both control and 
experimental groups tend to have decreased earnings as the game continues.  

 

Figure 5.1: Average Individual Earnings in Control and Experimental Groups 

Figure 5.2: Average Group Earnings in Control and Experimental Groups
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Figure 5.3 and 5.4 show the remaining shared groundwater resources after each season. Figure 5.3 
is the raw number of units left after the extraction for different conditions. Figure 5.4 is the 
percentage of water left after each season’s choice is made. Figure 5.4 standardizes the remaining 
water between different group sizes by taking percentages. The results suggest that groups under 
treatment 1 and 2 tend to have more water than groups under control condition. All groups 
regardless of treatment conditions tend to behave similarly in crop choice, but from season 3 and 
4, groups tend to diverge. Treatment 1 and 2 tend to have flatter curves than control condition. 
After season 10, while control groups have 32 percent of shared water, treatment 1 and 2 groups 
have respectively about 49 and 48 percent of shared water resources.  

Figure 5.3: Remaining Groundwater (Units) (above) 

Figure 5.4: Remaining Groundwater (percentages) (below) 
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Regression Model Results 

Table 5.6 shows the effects of scientific uncertainty on four different outcomes: earning, water 
sustainability, distributional equity, and perceived satisfaction. Model 1 shows that the individuals 
in a range of estimated uncertainty earn 2.54 less rewards than the group with certain water 
recharge information. After controlling key individual characteristics, uncertainty treatment effect 
still holds and statistically significant. Competing hydrologic information tends to decrease 
individual earnings, but this relationship has no statistical significance. Thus, hypothesis 1 is 
supported by empirical results while hypothesis 2 is not supported. When participants are treated 
with competing hydrological information, they tend to select less profit and less water intense 
crops compared to the groups with relatively more certain hydrologic information. While the effect 
of competing hydrologic information is not statistically significant, but it still reduces individual 
earning. 

Model 2 examines the effect of scientific uncertainty on remaining water after the extraction. 
Results suggest that groups under both types of scientific uncertainty have significantly more 
remaining water than control groups. Groups with a range of uncertainty have 16.8% more water 
than control groups. Groups with competing recharge information have 14.4 % more water than 
control groups. 

Model 3 uses standard deviation of earnings in each group as the dependent variable and  regresses 
earning distribution on different types of scientific uncertainty. Results suggest that treatment 1 
increases distributional equity, but treatment 2 worsens distributional equity. Both effects are not 
statistically significant. Both competing hydrologic information and a range of recharge rate 
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information worsen the distribution equity, but they do not show statistical significance. Model 4 
and 5 use individual satisfaction data to estimate the effect of scientific uncertainty on perceived 
dimension of performance. Model 4 shows that a range of recharge rate information reduces 
earning satisfaction by 0.34 unit by Likert Scale compared to the control condition. Both types of 
scientific uncertainty tend to reduce the earning satisfaction. But they do not show statistical 
significance.  

Model 5 regresses social interaction satisfaction on two types of scientific uncertainty, controlling 
individual and group-level covariates. Results suggest that a range of uncertainty tends to increase 
participant’s satisfaction of social interaction, but competing hydrologic information decrease 
participant’s satisfaction of social interaction. Both effects have no statistical significance. These 
results provide weak support for H3 that two different types of scientific information affect 
collaborative performance differently. In many of these performance measures, two types of 
uncertainty affect performance differently. In addition, I ran ordered logistic regression to fit Likert 
scale survey data as dependent variables. Results show that there is no significant difference in the 
main treatment effect between mixed effect models and ordered logit models, but covariates such 
as group size and graduate student seem to have more significant effect in ordered logistic 
regression models. [See Appendix C] 

Table 5.6. The Effects of Scientific Uncertainty on Multiple Dimensions of Collaborative 
Performance 

     (1) 
Individual 
Earning 

(2) 
Remaining 

Water 

(3) 
Earning SD 

(4) 
Earning 

Satisfaction 

(5) 
Interaction 
Satisfaction      

Primary 
Independent 

Variable 

Treatment 1 
(“A range of 
estimates”) 
 

-2.545** 
(1.202) 

 
0.168** 
(0.0771) 

-0.826 
(0.918) 

-0.340 
(0.296) 

0.388 
(0.391) 

 

Treatment 2 
(“Competing 
hydrologic 
models”) 

 
-0.703 
(1.428) 

 

 
0.144* 

(0.0830) 
0.633 

(1.066) 
-0.0606 
(0.277)) 

-0.358 
(0.401) 

Covariates Graduate 
Student 

-1.976 
(1.579) 

0.0320 
(0.0578) 

0.486 
(0.754) 

0.206 
(0.272) 

-0.615 
(0.379) 

 

Natural 
Resource 

Major 
 

-2.945*** 
(1.124) 

 
0.130*** 
(0.0708) 

0.769 
(0.577) 

0.106 
(0.256) 

-0.179 
(0.224) 

 Group Size 
(5) 

0.829 
(1.172) 

-0.0002 
(0.0708) 

1.974** 
(0.793) 

0.0689 
(0.278) 

-1.009** 
(0.318) 

 Gender 
(Female) 

0.047 
(0.825) 

 
0.0042 

(0.0292) 

 
-0.398 
(0.331) 

 

-0.0652 
(0.215) 

0.0021 
(0.356) 

 Constant 30.378*** 
(41.193) 

128 

0.300*** 
(0.0292) 

128 

0.771*** 
(0.131) 

128 

6.117*** 6.267*** 
 (0.258) (0.426) 
 Observations 128 128 
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 Bootstrapped Cluster Standard errors are in parentheses 
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1   

 

Among covariates, students majoring in natural resource management earn significantly less than 
students with other majors. Their presence in the group also has to do with more remaining water. 
Groups with 5 participants have significantly higher distributional inequity than groups with 4 
participants. A bigger group size also decreases participant’s satisfaction with social interaction. 

Graduate students tend to earn less, and have higher levels of satisfaction, but they do not show 
statistical significance. Gender tends not to have any systematic effect on collaborative 
performance in groundwater game. 

Conclusion 

This chapter offers the quantitative analysis using groundwater game experiment to answer a 
question of growing importance: whether scientific uncertainty undermines or improves 
collaborative performance in different treatment conditions. This study examines four main 
outcome variables: individual earning, resource sustainability, earning distribution, and perceived 
satisfaction. The results suggest that a range of estimates significantly decreases individual 
earnings thus preserving more water in shared resources (H1). Groups under competing hydrologic 
information have weaker evidence supporting the hypothesis (H2) about decreased earning7.  

This chapter also finds that how scientific information is presented to participants (T1: a range of 
estimated uncertainty; T2: competing scientific information) tends to generate different attitudinal 
and behavioral responses. This finding should have relevant policy implications to the watershed 
communities that how scientific uncertainty is presented to the stakeholders can change 
stakeholder’s resource behavior. If some levels of scientific uncertainty are inevitable in 
collaborative watershed governance, it is important to provide scientific information with 
estimated bounds rather than information with competing models. 

To the author’s knowledge, this study is the first game experimental study to analyze the effect of 
scientific uncertainty on collaborative performance. Using common pool resource behavioral 
experiment that tests the effect of variability on the ability of collective action among resource 
users, this chapter modifies research design to test the effect of different scientific information on 
participant behavior (Andries et al. 2013; Janssen 2013; Baggio et al. 2015). This game design 
resembles the situations of real groundwater resource users in many watershed communities where 
they deal with varying degrees of scientific information availability. They face situations where 
they must make decisions under different information environments involving some level of 
hydrologic uncertainty. 

This study in general confirms the results from previous studies that scientific uncertainty tends to 
have a significant impact on people’s decision making in environmental issues, but this chapter 

 
7 Although scientific uncertainty is presented and treated to the participants, the extent to which uncertainty 
actually generate perceptions of uncertainty can be contested. Future work can provide a different way to present   
scientific uncertainty using various tools (e.g., visual images). 
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suggests a more nuanced picture about scientific uncertainty’s impact on behaviors as individual 
and group in the context of collaborative natural resource management. In the current era where 
uncertain scientific information is inevitably used in resource management and other 
environmental and climate change policy, both researchers and practitioners can gain insights 
about the use of scientific information in relation to the performance of collaborative governance. 
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Chapter 6. Post-experimental Analysis: Managing Uncertainty using Collaborative 
Management Tools 

Uncertainty and turbulence are on-going challenges of public management. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, various types of uncertainties – scientific, managerial, and relational – tend to disrupt 
and challenge existing systems, rules, norms, culture, and public managers. In the time of volatility, 
unpredictability and uncertainty, collaborative style of governance –not only as a governing 
framework of public affairs but as the tool of governance – has become even more important (Scott 
and Thomas 2017). 

Based on a tool perspective, this chapter will provide empirical analysis on whether and to what 
extent collaborative management tools – collaborative engagement, leadership, strategies – have 
an impact in mitigating the effect of scientific uncertainty on crop choice behavior, distribution of 
benefits, and perceived satisfaction. This chapter argues that collaborative management tools are 
especially important for ensuring distributional equity in collaborative groups.  

Theory 

Leadership 

Leadership is one of the most frequently analyzed concepts at all scales of application among 
system level factors in collaborative governance studies (Emerson and Ahn 2021). Leadership and 
consequential incentives are the two most important drivers of collaboration (Berends, Ritter, and 
Chalmers 2016). While leadership was conceptualized as system level factors, leadership also 
significantly influences nearly all stages of collaboration development. 

In the beginning, collaborative leadership is important to overcome structural barriers and manage 
negative history between participants (Eldridge et al. 2018). Initiating leadership should motivate 
preliminary engagement of participants that can potentially be developed into a high functioning 
collaborative governance regime. Once collaborative arrangement takes off, leadership is an 
important part to build joint capacity for action (Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012). Leadership 
is also important to respond to public crisis and deep uncertainty. 

There are different qualities of collaborative leadership. It is desired that the leadership does not 
belong to a single person, but it is shared among participants for building a coherent engagement 
system together. Given the public nature of policy issues, collaborative leaders do not have to be 
government organizations and it could be public, non-profit, and private actors. Public leaders are 
encouraged to take a role as supporter, facilitator, expert, resource, and participant as needed 
(Emerson and Nabatchi 2015a).  

Empirical studies suggest different roles of leadership in collaborative governance. One study 
suggests that the leadership role should be shared by multiple participants (Ulibarri 2015). Another 
study suggests that the leadership role should be limited to financial and technical resources 
(Biddle 2017). Still other study supports the need for “metagovernors to know when to allow for 
autonomy and dialogue, and when to use the ‘shadow of hierarchy’ (Voets, Verhoest, and 
Molenveld 2015). Leadership should be appropriate not to overly prescriptive and coercive on the 
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one hand, and to be flexible and adaptable on the other hand (Voets, Verhoest and Molenveld 2015; 
Lebo 2019). 

In sum, scholars have a broad consensus that effective leadership matters in initiating and 
sustaining successful collaboration, but there are differing opinions on which elements of 
leadership role should be emphasized and to what extent leadership should be engaged in different 
kinds of collaborative activities.  

This study focuses on the leadership’s role in mitigating concerns around distributional equity in 
collaborative governance. While studies examine the relationship collaborative governance and 
distributional equity, there is still a debate whether this relationship will hold in other policy and 
institutional context. A recent study found that the relationship between collaborative form of 
governance and distributional equity will be moderated by the strategy and quality of collaborative 
process (Ahn and Baldwin 2022). Leadership should particularly matter in figuring out 
uncertainties around policy arena and convene people to structure cohesive actions. In this vein, 
this study follows Page (2010)’s definition of integrative leadership in which leaders frame the 
agenda and problem itself effectively, convene stakeholders who are relevant and/or directly and 
indirectly affected and affecting policy problem, and structure effective deliberation to develop 
collaborative capacity and solutions. 

Equity outcome is one of the important goals of collaboration (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015b). 
Procedural and distributional equity are important for public management to improve all affected 
parties’ interests and benefits. Based on the analysis in Chapter 4, this study found that competing 
hydrologic condition is correlated with unequal distribution of rewards compared to control groups. 
One main reason for such disparity is that participants have more space to act strategically to 
pursue their own interests that are contrary to group interests. In such situations, collaborative 
leadership defined as Page (2010) should improve distributional fairness among participants by 
enhancing the environment that values trust and transparency. Based on the discussion above, the 
following hypothesis is presented: 

H1: Collaborative leadership mitigates concerns of distributional equity particularly for the groups 
under more scientific uncertainty.  

Engagement 

Based on the debate about flexibility and stability in collaborative and network governance 
literature, process-oriented scholars emphasize relational management to deal with paradox and 
uncertainty (Emerson and Nabatchi 2015a). The key idea is that, although flexibility and stability 
are always in debate on how to manage governing situations, relational management through 
principled engagement, shared motivation and building joint capacity is the foundation to help 
collaborative arrangement to balance different needs and goals and continue to develop 
institutional capacity. One study shows that principled engagement improves collaborative 
outcomes through thickening process despite the thin nature of complaint programs (Scott 2019). 
Other studies show that principled engagement, shared motivation, and joint capacity as a whole 
improve governance outcomes in hydro relicensing context (Ulibarri 2015). 
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Both the breadth and depth of engagement matters in collaborative governance. The breadth of 
participation should lead to innovative solutions to problems at hand and bring up more learning 
and experimentation (Baird et al. 2019). The depth of engagement will lead to the thickening 
process through deliberation, development of joint capacity, and increased trust and thus improve 
the quality and potential implementation of outputs and outcomes (Scott 2019). 

When it comes to the engagement’s effect on distributional equity, studies suggest varied findings. 
The increased breadth and depth of engagement should lead to more equitable distribution of 
benefits. As collaborative engagement entails broader inclusion and participation, the norm of 
equity should spread more widely. Under uncertain circumstances, the depth of engagement is 
particularly important to figure out complex problems. Thus, studies suggest that collaborative 
engagement combined as the breadth and depth of participation and interaction can improve 
equitable distribution of benefits by spreading the norm of fairness and by having more buy-ins on 
equitable strategies.  

Collaborative engagement naturally evolves into the development of strategies to achieve 
collective goals. Leaders and managers in collaborative governance need to deal with various 
dilemmatic or paradoxical situations (Vangen 2017). Public managers engage in both vertical and 
horizontal collaborative activities (Agranoff and McGuire 2003). While the usefulness of 
collaborative approach is popularly recognized and used, there is still a tension in managing 
collaborative governance, that is how and to what extent leaders and manager(s) should balance 
flexibility versus stability in collaborative management. 

Adaptability and flexibility have been valued in collaborative management under complex 
governance situations (Chaffin, Gosnell, and Cosens 2014). Stability and integration have also 
been found to positively affect public governance outcomes (Provan and Milward 1995; Siciliano 
et al. 2021). While different outcome variables and policy contexts may lead to such different 
emphasis and implications on collaborative management, it is recognized that collaborative 
management is essentially a tension management between contradictory components: the choice 
between stability versus change, anticipation versus resilience, tight coupling versus decoupling, 
integration versus disintegration (Ansell and Trondal 2018). 

Scholars in the field of institutional analysis and development framework have also emphasized 
the significance of collaborative strategy building as part of institution building to govern natural 
resources (Crawford and Ostrom 1995; Siddiki et al. 2022). One of the key hypotheses from 
scholars is that institutional diversity should improve the conditions of social ecological system 
based on the complementarity principle in which a diverse array of strategies, norms, and rules 
should strengthen the institution through reinforcement mechanism. Institutional diversity has 
positive impact on the collaborative group’s ability to engage with a broader set of issues and 
challenges, the flexibility in the ways problems and solutions are addressed, and the novelty in 
approaches in problem solving (Baird 2019). Based on the discussion about the general importance 
of collaborative strategy and the diversity of strategies in collaborative governance, the following 
hypothesis is suggested:  
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H2: The diversity of collaborative strategies mitigates distributional inequity particularly for the 
groups under more scientific uncertainty.  

Data and Methods 

This chapter uses both quantitative and qualitative data to identify correlations between scientific 
uncertainty, collaboration process, and earning distribution. This chapter primarily includes game 
choice, communication, and survey data from about 130 individuals in 30 games. Game choice 
data is individual’s crop choices and rewards. Communication data is derived from participants 
text chat between each round of the game.  

Text chat data is quantified because it allows us to model collaborative behavior in a rigorous way. 
Quantification of chat data enables us to see the interaction between scientific uncertainty, 
collaborative process, and outcomes in statistical models. This decision is also justified for the 
substantive reason because communication mostly happened through group chat and the volume 
of the chat is relatively small and the contents are straightforward. Thus, the quantification of data 
is more beneficial than a non-quantification strategy. 

Quantitative Methods 

The unit of observation is individual-group. Since individuals are nested within groups, violating 
the normal OLS assumption that observations are independently distributed, I use a multi-level 
model with bootstrapped cluster standard error to account for systematic error correlation at group 
level and potential heteroskedasticity.  

𝑌𝑌𝑗𝑗 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑈𝑈1 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ 𝑈𝑈2 + 𝛽𝛽3 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 + 𝛽𝛽4 ∗ 𝑈𝑈2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 + 𝛽𝛽5 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  (1) 

In equation (1), 𝑌𝑌𝑗𝑗 is the distribution of earnings in group j measured as the standard deviation of 
earnings. 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 is the vector of collaboration process variables. They include leadership, different 
collaboration strategies, and engagement. 𝑈𝑈1 is the scientific uncertainty operationalized as a range 
of water recharge prediction. 𝑈𝑈2  is the scientific uncertainty operationalized as competing 
hydrological condition. 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is the group and individual level covariates that are expected to affect 
𝑌𝑌𝑗𝑗. 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is the error term which includes idiosyncratic and systematic error. 

Control variables include group size, graduate student, major, and gender. Groups size is a binary 
variable equal to 1 if the group consists of 5 participants and 0 if the group consists of 4 participants. 
Graduate student is a binary variable equal to 1 if a participant is a graduate student and 0 if a 
participant is an undergraduate student. Major is a binary variable equal to 1 if a participant is 
majoring in natural resource management. Based on our observation and experience, those 
students are likely to have strong environmental belief and preexisting knowledge about water 
sustainability issues. Gender is equal to 1 if a participant is a female student.  

Qualitative Data and Methods 

To learn about how participant deliberation affects sustainability and equity outcome. Qualitative 
collaboration data is collected from participant’s group chat between 10 rounds. A total of 30 group 
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chat data that contains about 1500 separate messages are collected. Data is stored and analyzed 
using MAXQDA. 

Each group’s chat data has about 50 messages and these data were analyzed by the author and an 
undergraduate research assistant. Based on our game running experience, we discussed key themes 
that may have measurable impact on equity outcome. Then, we defined key concepts based on the 
literature review: collaborative leadership, strategies, and engagement. Table 6.1 shows the 
definition of key concepts, calibration, and statistical intercoder reliability test using Cohen’s 
Kappa score in STATA 16.  

According to Landis and Koch (1977), 0.61~0.90 is substantial agreement between multiple raters 
and 0.81 ~ 1 is almost perfectly matched intercoder reliability. In addition, Cohen’s Kappa score 
shows statistical significance test on whether two rater’s agreement is significantly different than 
random coding. Overall, two raters find that collaborative process coding should be reliable for 
the next step of analysis. 

Table 6.1 describes concepts, definition, calibration, and intercoder reliability for each concept in 
collaborative process. Leadership is defined as the presence of a leader who frames the problem, 
provides direction, and structures the deliberation (Page 2010). When a leader has all these 
qualities, a group is coded as 1. If there is no indication of any of the qualities from any participant 
in a group, it is coded as 0. We assigned 0.5 in case a leader has only partial amount of qualities 
in the described leadership trait. The agreement between two raters is 76.32% and the agreement 
is statistically significant (p=0.0236). 

Strategy is categorized into three components: universal strategy, rotation strategy, and 
optimization strategy. These categories are based on observations from the pre-testing of the game. 
It is equal to 1 if this strategy is discussed and implemented. It is equal to 0.5 when a strategy is 
only discussed but not implemented. It is equal to 0 when a strategy is absent.  

Universal strategy is defined as participants have a consensus that they all should pick corn to 
preserve groundwater. The agreement between the two coders is 85 percent (p=0.0417). 

Rotation strategy is defined as participants alternate two crops in organized sequence. The 
intercoder reliability is high and significant. The agreement of two coders is high with 88.33 
percent (p=0.0147). 

Optimization strategy is defined as the extent to which participants engage in reasoned 
mathematical calculation about water recharge rate to pursue their individual and group goals. The 
agreement between the two coders is 65 percent (p=0.2455).   

Engagement is defined as the number of actively engaging participants in a game who not only 
listen and comply with the rules but also ask questions and debate with others regarding the nature 
of the game and group strategies. The intercoder reliability is high with 90.67 percent and 
statistically significant. 
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In sum, we believe that the data quality and coding framework is reliable and replicable across a 
multitude of games. Although the group chat data cannot be open to the public, examples can be 
provided to help people understand the code and calibration. 

Table 6.1: Qualitative Coding of Process Variables: Leadership, Strategy, Engagement 

 Definition Calibration Intercoder reliability 
(Cohen’s Kappa) 

Leadership 

The presence of a 
leader who frames the 
problem, provides 
direction, and 
structures the 
deliberation (page 
2010) 

1: leaders who possess all 
qualities 
 
0.5: leaders who possess 
only part of those 
required qualities 
 
0: No leadership 

Agreement: 71.67% 
P= 0.0076 

Strategy Universal 
strategy 

Participants have a 
consensus that they 
should all pick up 
corn to preserve 
groundwater. 

1: strategy is discussed 
and implemented 
 
0.5: strategy is discussed 
but not properly 
implemented 
 
0: strategy is absent. 

Agreement: 85.00% 
P= 0.0147 

 Rotation 
strategy 

Participants alternate 
two crops in order. 

1: strategy is discussed 
and implemented 
 
0.5: strategy is discussed 
but not properly 
implemented 
 
0: strategy is absent. 

Agreement: 88.33% 
P= 0.0000 

 Optimization 
strategy 

Reasoned 
mathematical 
calculation about 
water recharge in 
reflection of balancing 
individual and group 
goals 

1: strategy is discussed 
and implemented 
 
0.5: strategy is discussed 
but not properly 
implemented 
 
0: strategy is absent. 

Agreement: 65.00% 
P= 0.2455 

Engagement Size 
The number of 
statements by 
distinctive speakers 

The total number of 
remarks from participants 
in a game 

M=57.96 
SD=27.99 

(26 groups) 

 Depth 
The number of 
participants engaging 
in active cooperation 

The number of 
participants who ask 
questions and discuss 
strategies 
0~5 

Agreement: 90.67% 
P=0.0000 

 

Results 

Overall, Table 6.2 shows descriptive statistics for dependent variables, independent variables, and 
control variables. Collaborative process variables take the average value of each variable by two 
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raters. For example, when rater A codes the leadership as 1 and rater B codes the leadership as 0.5, 
this group is coded as 0.75. Regression results are reported in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 shows the 
relationship between three process components and the distribution of earnings by including 
interaction term. 

Table 6.2: Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Observations Minimum Mean Maximum Standard 
Deviation 

Collaborative Process (group) 
Leadership 30 0 0.39 1 0.40 

Universal Strategy 30 0 0.85 1 0.29 
Rotation strategy 30 0 0.65 1 0.43 

Optimization strategy 30 0 0.27 1 0.31 
Engagement Size 26 6 57.96 104 27.99 

Engagement Depth 30 0.5 3.36 4.5 0.93 
 

Model 1 through 5 in Table 6.3 presents the effect of collaborative process on different 
performance measures. Model 1 and 2 suggest that collaboration process in general shows no 
significant effect on individual earnings and remaining water. Student major has a significant and 
measurable effect on individual earnings and group-level water availability among covariates. 
Model 3 suggests that various collaboration strategies – universal strategy and optimization 
strategy -- tend to reduce distributional inequity (p<.1) with a large effect size. Having female 
participants in a group reduces earning inequity significantly. Graduate students significantly 
increase earning disparity. Model 4 and 5 show that collaboration process does not seem to have 
significant effect on perceived satisfaction of earnings and social interactions. 

In sum, collaborative process alone does not affect various dimensions of collaborative 
performance. However, when the groups devise and implement universal strategy and optimization 
strategy, groups tend to have less earning disparity.  

Table 6.3: Correlation between collaboration process and outcomes 

      
(1) 

Individual 
Earning 

 
(2) 

Remaining 
Water 

 
(3) 

Earning SD 

(4) 
Earning 

Satisfaction 

(5) 
Interaction 
Satisfaction      

Primary 
Independent 
Variable 

Treatment 1 
(“A range of 
estimates”) 
 

-4.363** 
(2.200) 

 
0.314** 
(0.121) 

-1.653 
(1.489) 

-0.202 
(0.559) 

0.911 
(0.904) 

 

Treatment 2 
(“Competing 
hydrologic 
models”) 

-1.060 
(2.612) 

0.184 
(0.127) 

-1.354 
(1.456) 

-0.184 
(0.587) 

0.262 
(0.956) 

Collaborati
on Process Leadership -0.433 

(2.681) 
-0.003 
(0.151) 

2.385 
(2.045) 

-0.192 
(0.559) 

-0.052 
(0.960) 

 Universal 
Strategy 

0.0088 
(4.945) 

0.114 
(0.259) 

-6.659* 
(3.448) 

0.771 
(1.201) 

1.441 
(2.053) 
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 Rotation Strategy 1.948 
(2.150) 

-0.125 
(0.116) 

0.545 
(1.465) 

-0.341 
(0.593) 

-1.077 
(0.935) 

 Optimization 
Strategy 

-3.414 
(4.701) 

0.298 
(0.244) 

-5.647* 
(2.987) 

0.044 
(0.816) 

0.308 
(1.137) 

 Active 
engagement 

0.507 
(1.646) 

-0.077 
(0.080) 

0.107 
(1.084) 

-0.006 
(0.322) 

0.233 
(0.460) 

 Total Engagement -0.018 
(0.0401) 

0.0004 
(0.0023) 

-0.004 
(0.028) 

0.004 
(0.008) 

0.008 
(0.012) 

Covariates Graduate Student -1.331 
(1.598) 

-0.0262 
(0.0419) 

0.913** 
(0.404) 

0.014 
(0.294) 

-0.560 
(0.362) 

 Natural Resource 
Major 

-2.998** 
(1.330) 

0.106** 
(0.036) 

0.634* 
(0.359) 

-0.0818 
(0.256) 

-0.074 
(0.242) 

 Group Size (5) 0.809 
(1.801) 

-0.001 
(0.082) 

0.819 
(1.249) 

-0.228 
(0.382) 

-0.908* 
(0.513) 

 Gender 0.225 
(1.011) 

0.013 
(0.021) 

-0.693** 
(0.359) 

0.104 
(0.221) 

0.044 
(0.381) 

 Constant 
30.02*** 
(8.092) 

0.381 
(0.378) 

11.71** 
(5.388) 

5.611** 
(1.842) 

0.237** 
(0.102) 

      
 Observations 113 113 113 113 113 
Bootstrapped Cluster Standard errors are in parentheses 
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1 

Table 6.4 shows if the relationship between one type of scientific uncertainty (a range of 
uncertainty) and collaborative performance is conditional on the presence and magnitude of 
collaborative process. Results suggest that when groups are under a range of uncertain scientific 
information, collaborative process – leadership, strategy, and engagement – tends to increase 
distributional inequity, but the relationship has no statistical significance at typical p-values. Table 
6.5 shows if the relationship between competing hydrologic information and collaborative 
performance is conditional on the presence and magnitude of collaborative process. Results 
suggest that effective leadership and the diversity of strategy tend to mitigate distributional 
inequity. While the effective leadership has no statistical significance, the diversity of strategy is 
statistically significant (p<.05). Figure 6.1 presents the average marginal effect of the diversity of 
collaborative strategy on the standard deviation of group earnings. With each additional layer of 
collaboration strategy, earning inequity tends to decline steadily.  

In sum, the results provide no firm statistical evidence to support hypothesis 1, positing that the 
integrative leadership can mitigate distributional inequity. The hypothesis 2 is supported in that 
the diversity of collaborative strategy tends to reduce distributional inequity, but the effect is 
significant under competing hydrologic condition, not under a range of uncertainty condition. 
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Table 6.4. The Moderating Role of Collaborative Process in Groundwater Game (a range of uncertainty * collaborative process) 

  

  DV: 
Individual 
Earning 

 DV: Remaining Water DV: Earning SD DV: Earning Satisfaction DV: Interaction Satisfaction 

 (1)  
RU*L 

(2) 
RU*S 

(3)  
RU*E 

(4) 
RU*L 

(5) 
RU*S 

(6) 
RU*E 

(7) 
RU*L 

(8) 
RU*S 

(9) 
RU*E 

(10) 
RU*L 

(11) 
RU*S 

(12) 
RU*E 

(13) 
RU*L 

(14) 
RU*S 

(15) 
RU*E 

A Range of 
Uncertainty(RU) 

-4.442** 
(1.860) 

-4.557 
(8.522) 

-7.318 
(8.480) 

0.285** 
(0.109) 

0.163 
(0.496) 

0.135 
(0.428) 

-1.685 
(1.552) 

-0.538 
(5.341) 

-5.223 
(5.584) 

-0.221 
(0.449) 
 

0.046 
(1.571) 

-1.149 
(3.631) 

1.031 
(0.653) 

1.108 
(1.917) 

0.732 
(4.430) 

Leadership(L) -2.748 
(2.400) 

-1.294 
(2.198) 

-1.251 
(1.981) 

0.133 
(0.143) 

0.049 
(0.126) 

0.050 
(0.133) 

-0.879 
(1.592) 

0.583 
(2.012) 

0.676 
(2.068) 

0.027 
(0.572) 

-0.261 
(0.551) 

-0.232 
(0.473) 

0.983 
(0.712) 

0.509 
(0.680) 

0.522 
(0.683) 

Strategy(S) 0.0986 
(1.558) 

-0.432 
(1.639) 

-0.498 
(1.567) 

0.016 
(0.086) 

0.031 
(0.080) 

0.031 
(0.087) 

-1.225 
(1.414) 

-1.602 
(1.631) 

-1.877 
(1.422) 

0.171 
(0.330) 

0.307 
(0.343) 

0.192 
(0.247) 

-0.319 
(0.448) 

-0.141 
(0.553) 

-0.204 
(0.519) 

Engagement(E) 0.624 
(1.009) 

0.644 
(1.173) 

0.263 
(1.520) 

-0.102** 
(0.0384) 

-
0.108** 
(0.045) 

-
0.113** 
(0.052) 

0.565 
(0.654) 

0.631 
(0.724) 

0.135 
(0.742) 

-0.002 
(0.182) 

0.003 
(0.212) 

-0.082 
(0.268) 

0.164 
(0.248) 

0.159 
(0.249) 

0.156 
(0.316) 

RU*L 3.845 
(4.21) 

  -0.230 
(0.258) 

  3.963 
(3.720) 

  -0.744 
(1.372) 

  -1.249 
(1.441) 

  

RU*S  0.842 
(4.414) 

  0.019 
(0.254) 

  0.180 
(2.670) 

  -0.296 
(0.837) 

  -0.295 
(0.974) 

 

RU*E   1.272 
(2.385) 

  0.018 
(0.117) 

  1.480 
(1.491) 

  0.192 
(0.943) 

  -0.049 
(1.136) 

Constant 29.80*** 
(3.701) 

29.66*** 
(4.885) 

31.20*** 
(6.111) 

0.539*** 
(0.153) 
 

0.592** 
(0.190) 
 

0.610** 
(0.219) 
 

4.442* 
(2.444) 

3.858 
(3.355) 

6.167** 
(2.990) 

5.782*** 
(0.791) 

5.723*** 
(0.932) 

6.228*** 
(0.982) 

5.625*** 
(0.978) 

5.655*** 
(1.173) 

5.764*** 
(1.338) 

Observations 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 
Standard errors are in parentheses *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1  
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Table 6.5. The Moderating Role of Collaborative Process in Groundwater Game (competing hydrology * collaborative process) 
 DV: Individual Earning DV: Remaining Water DV: Earning SD DV: Earning Satisfaction DV: Interaction 

Satisfaction 
 (1)  

CH*L 
(2)  
CH*S 

(3)  
CH*E 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 
CH*L 

(8) 
CH*S 

(9) 
CH*E 

(10) 
CH*L 

(11) 
CH*S 

(12) 
CH*E 

(13) 
CH*L 

(14) 
CH*S 

(15) 
CH*E 

Competing 
Hydrology 
(CH) 

0.096 
(2.356) 

1.820 
(5.688) 

2.582 
(8.486)
) 

0.123 
(0.121) 

0.130 
(0.250) 

0.263 
(0.405) 

2.660 
(1.753) 

6.301** 
(3.039) 

2.713 
(6.209) 

-0.576 
(0.517) 

-1.008 
(1.004) 

-0.880 
(1.862
) 

-0.768 
(0.967
) 

-1.462 
(1.859
) 

-1.064 
(2.872
) 

Leadership(L) -0.955 
(2.309) 

-1.297 
(2.230) 

-1.260 
(2.160) 

0.057 
(0.140) 

0.049 
(0.126) 

0.052 
(0.130) 

1.409 
(2.283) 

0.664 
(2.070) 

0.612 
(2.069) 

-0.489 
(0.654) 

-0.260 
(0.525) 

-0.880 
(1.862
) 

0.696 
(0.616
) 

0.723 
(0.731
) 

0.755 
(0.657
) 

Strategy(S) -0.049 
(1.606) 

0.532 
(1.908) 

-0.441 
(1.541) 

0.042 
(0.082) 

0.043 
(0.107) 

0.025 
(0.084) 

-0.964 
(1.312) 

0.0523 
(1.588) 

-1.665 
(1.537) 

0.060 
(0.324) 

-0.040 
(0.393) 

0.285 
(0.298
) 

-0.067 
(0.507
) 

-0.256 
(0.790
) 

-0.022 
(0.549
) 

Engagement(E) 0.645 
(1.116) 

0.644 
(1.094) 

1.254 
(1.165) 

-0.108** 
(0.041) 

-0.107** 
(0.044) 

-0.079 
(0.067) 

0.523 
(0.607) 

0.524 
(0.636) 

0.918 
(1.273) 

0.018 
(0.193) 

0.003 
(0.201) 

-0.147 
(0.433
) 

0.232 
(0.490
) 

0.291 
(0.520
) 

0.143 
(0.549
) 

CH*L -1.838 
(4.759) 
 

  -0.042 
(0.210) 

  -3.993 
(2.886) 

  1.168 
(0.930) 

  0.262 
(1.729
) 

  

CH*S  -1.477 
(3.062) 

  -0.014 
(0.145) 

  -3.145** 
(1.672) 

  0.535 
(0.525) 

  0.476 
(1.012
) 

 

CH*E   -0.995 
(2.428) 

  -0.048 
(0.115) 

  -0.494 
(1.724) 

  0.235 
(0.544
) 

  0.126 
(0.848
) 

Constant 28.75**
* 
(3.843) 

28.17*** 
(3.783) 

27.75*
** 
(4.256) 

0.571**
* 

(0.169) 

0.570** 
(0.200) 

0.513*
* 

(0.249) 

2.944 
(2.617) 

1.728 
(2.687) 

3.067 
(4.179) 

6.147*
** 
(0.798) 

6.257*
** 
(0.870) 

6.235*
** 
(1.519
) 

0.674 
(1.985
) 

0.911 
(2.304
) 

0.818 
(2.110
) 

observations 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 87 87 87 
Standard errors are in parentheses *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1  
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Figure 6.1 Average Marginal Effect of the Diversity of Strategies on the Distribution of Earnings 
under Competing Hydrologic Condition [Table 6.5 Model 8] 

 

 

Conclusion 

Building on Chapter 5, this chapter focuses on the question of whether and to what extent 
collaborative management tools are effective in navigating scientific uncertainty in groundwater 
dilemma. This chapter specifically examines an increasingly important outcome of collaboration: 
distributional equity. Building on findings from previous studies and Chapter 5 that scientific 
uncertainty tends to undermine distributional equity among participants, this chapter models if 
collaboration process tools – integrative leadership, collaborative strategies, and engagement – can 
mitigate distributional inequity. 

The results suggest that while some collaborative process factors such as universal strategy and 
optimization strategy mitigate distributional inequity, but other factors such as integrative 
leadership and engagement do not have statistically significant effect. Collaborative process is 
particularly useful in mitigating distributional inequity under competing hydrologic condition. 
When the groups can devise and implement various collaboration strategies, these groups tend to 
have more equitable earning distribution. 

Two explanations can be provided for the leadership’s null effect. First, integrative leadership in 
real life collaborative governance is developed over a long period of engagement with stakeholders, 
but the game runs for an hour in an online environment. Thus, an emergent leadership in the game 
for one hour session may not have similar impact on outcomes we have observed in real life 
collaborative governance. Second, current operationalization and coding scheme of integrative 
leadership may not be able to capture the difference between ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ leadership. 
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Giving direction and structuring deliberation can improve the fair distribution of earnings among 
group members, but leadership can also have different effects when they are not effective. 

Collaborative process affects the distribution of earnings differently under two different scientific 
uncertainties. Collaborative process and the implementation of multiple strategies are even more 
valuable when two hydrologic models compete. While the applicability of such finding should be 
carefully considered, this research suggests that a combination of collaboration strategies along 
with good leadership is particularly effective when the tension is high between different groups 
with regards to dueling science. 

To examine collaborative process more deeply in behavioral experiment, future study can consider 
a research design that have different communication features than current study. We can extend 
the communication time in future study to observe collaborative process more carefully. 
Researchers can allow face-to-face interactions to capture the heterogeneous effect of demographic 
factors -- race and gender -- on collaborative performance. Studies can also designate different 
roles -- sponsor, champion, leader, facilitator – to participants and examine collaborative processes 
with more realistic scenarios.  
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Ch7. Discussion and Conclusion 

Summary 

This study asks three driving questions: 1) What is the nature and characteristics of uncertainty in 
collaborative governance? 2) How and to what extent does scientific uncertainty affect the 
performance of collaborative governance? 3) Do collaborative management tools have an impact 
on different types of collaborative outcomes particularly under the condition of scientific 
uncertainty? Based on the Upper San Pedro Watershed Partnership study in the field and 
experimental groundwater games in online laboratory, I find evidence for the following 
conclusions. First, this study specifies a preliminary model of collaborative performance under 
uncertainties and offers a set of propositions based primarily on the case study. While this study 
cannot specify all relationships within the model, the case study highlights propositions that are 
representative of collaboration experience in USPP. The case study also identifies variations of 
perceptions in different types of uncertainty and effectiveness among different stakeholders. 
Second, experimental game results show that both types of scientific uncertainty – a range of 
uncertainty and competing hydrologic model – significantly affect participant’s harvesting 
behavior in that they tend to reduce individual earnings and increase remaining resources. A range 
of uncertainty has more significant impact on resource behavior than competing hydrologic model, 
suggesting that participants tend to respond to and change behaviors to moderate amount of 
scientific uncertainty than seemingly more confusing and conflicting information. Finally, post-
experimental analysis shows that diverse collaboration strategies tend to reduce distributional 
inequity among game participants. Neither leadership nor engagement does not have such 
significant effect on the equity outcome. 

Findings from the case study and game theoretic experiment provide a space to compare 
assumptions in each research design and thus forge unified inference in multi method analysis. In 
terms of the effect of scientific uncertainty on collaborative performance, case study finding shows 
that at the beginning, scientific uncertainty with dueling models tends to undermine the ability to 
collaborate among stakeholders when scientific uncertainty creates strategic interests and/or 
conflict. However, as stakeholders develop ‘neutral’ scientific studies over time, studies still 
generated levels of uncertainty but with ‘a range of errors’ backed by rich and reliable evidence. 
San Pedro case showed that when stakeholders have a range of uncertainty, the intensity of conflict 
attenuated and less severe. Behavioral experiment also shows that a range of uncertainty condition 
tends to reduce individual earnings more significantly than competing hydrologic condition. Thus, 
both studies suggest that it is beneficial to provide a range of uncertainty than competing 
hydrologic models to mitigate strategic interests and conflict as well as to change behaviors for 
resource sustainability. 

In examining whether and to what extent collaborative process affects collaborative performance, 
case study findings suggest that cohesion, leadership, and trust have been important variables for 
sustainable management of the watershed partnership. Those variables are particularly powerful 
under various uncertainties – scientific, managerial, and relational. The effectiveness of such 
management results in varied perception of effectiveness of the partnership. In behavioral 
experiments, due to the difference in research setting and assumptions being made in such game 
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experiment, those variables such as leadership and trust have no significant effect on collaborative 
performance. But collaborative strategies have a positive impact on reducing distributional 
inequity. The key difference between case study and behavioral experiment is the degree of 
heterogeneity in a group. Under heterogenous environment like San Pedro River Basin, it is 
imperative and important to have integrative leaders who can bridge different factions and cultures 
and maintain cohesion between key stakeholders and find common ground using reliable 
information sources. However, devising and implementing collaborative strategies are integral for 
collective action and collaborative performance with the assumption of homogeneous actors 
including current groundwater game experiment. 

From unified inference perspective, this research suggests that comparing research design and 
assumptions in each method used is essential to make sense of research findings under different 
circumstances. In collaborative natural resource management, understanding the heterogeneity of 
actors, organizational interests, strategic actions is crucial for the further development of the theory 
of collaborative governance under scientific uncertainty. 

Revisiting Collaborative Governance and Collective Action 

This dissertation engages in the conversation between two similar but different traditions of 
research program by using collaborative governance case study and game theoretic behavioral 
experiment inspired by collective action research program. The way this research engages both 
research traditions is to examine the interaction between institutional context, collaborative 
process, and diverse outcomes. 

The case study in San Pedro focuses on scientific, managerial, and relational uncertainty and the 
role it plays in such collaborative system. Based on the case study of cross-boundary natural 
resource management system, this research brings field insights into the behavioral experiment 
framework. I simplify the complexity of real-world collaborative governance and emphasize 
scientific uncertainty in the setting where multiple actors need to balance individual and shared 
interests through collaborative interactions. 

The intersection of Collaborative Governance (CG) and Collective Action (CA) research program 
needs further attention to develop integrated scholarship. CG and CA have similarities. Both CG 
and CA focus on how multiple actors in the system of governance can sustain, maintain, and 
modify collective actions over time. CG and CA have developed our understanding on how to 
balance individual and shared interests. Balancing and harmonizing private interest and 
common/public interest have always been the main theoretical and empirical problem for both CG 
and CA. 

CG and CA also approach problems differently. Collaborative governance and collaborative 
governance regimes tend to focus on the creation of the structures and processes for sustained 
engagement and performance over time among highly diverse actors in complex system with 
multiple overlapping jurisdictions. Collective action tends to have an emphasis on a fairly narrow 
set of cases that meet specific assumptions – largely homogeneous resource users within specific 
resource system.  
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In collective action, ecological conditions that surround collaborative management regime is 
important. Rules of the game are crucial for structuring incentives for individual, group, and 
organizational behavior in environmental governance. These types of institutional context and 
rules affect the emergence of leadership, interaction patterns, strategy building, engagement, and 
the development of trust. Multi-method research design enables us to explore the relationship 
between institutional context and collaborative processes and outcomes. 

Collaborative governance theories, particularly the work on collaborative governance regime 
(Emerson and Nabatchi 2015a), tend to emphasize the improvement of collaborative outcomes 
through the strategic change of collaborative process by developing principled engagement, 
sharing collective motivation, and building joint capacity. Collective action literature, however, 
based on their rational-institutional tradition, tends to emphasize the collaborative outcome 
changes by introducing effective rules and institutions to change the incentive structure of actors, 
thus changing the behavior and improving outcomes in a social-ecological system (Ostrom 2005). 

In terms of outcomes, commons studies have tended to focus on long term sustainable resource 
use, but CG and CGR have focused on a more diverse array of outcomes in diverse policy areas 
that are beyond the natural resource governance. 

Two strands of studies have also started to converge and evolve together under social-
environmental governance. Ostrom tradition and CA work also recognizes multiple and 
overlapping jurisdictions in recent years and Ostrom and CA work also examines diverse actors 
and start to examine more diverse outcomes such as equity and legitimacy. While CG studies have 
more emphasis on multi-dimensional outcomes and collaborative processes, CG also increasingly 
pays attention to institutional context and the rules of the game. CA and CG will be drawing more 
concepts, theories, and methods from each other in the future. These two traditions have a lot to 
learn from each other and co-evolve as an integrated research program. 

In sum, this study finds that institutional context or environment, hereby uncertainty, is perceived 
by watershed management stakeholders and especially the perceptions of scientific uncertainty 
was prevalent at various stages of collaboration development. The types of scientific uncertainty 
also differ at different stages of development. This study proposes that institutional context directly 
affects collaborative outputs and outcomes with different theoretical mechanisms depending on 
the types of uncertainties (e.g., scientific, relational, managerial) and outputs (e.g., trust building, 
producing scientific and policy reports, garner institutional resources) and outcomes (e.g. 
environmental sustainability, perceived effectiveness, equity). Although the case study does not 
delve into every causal mechanism in detail in this dissertation, it highlights several causal 
processes, including scientific uncertainty’s indirect impact to collaborative performance through 
increased strategic interest and conflict, that are importantly observed in San Pedro case. 

Using both case study and behavioral experiment, this study also reveals mechanistic processes of 
collaborative governance and tests those causal mechanisms by taking randomized controlled data 
from online behavioral experiment. Key collaborative management tools including integrative 
leadership, strategy building, relationship building are found to be important to manage various 
uncertainties in case study. Multi-level statistical estimation based on behavioral experiment data 
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shows that the diversity of strategy can mitigate scientific uncertainty’s effect on inequitable 
distribution of benefits. Collaboration allows more transparency and democratic group decision 
making thus improving distributional equity in collaborative natural resource game.   

Theoretical Implication 

While this study joins the debate on a ‘paradox’ of collaboration that recognizes conflicting 
demands on collaborative governance and its elusive effect on multiple dimensions of 
collaborative performance (Waardenburg, Groenleer, de Jong, Keijser 2020; Vangen 2017; Siddiki, 
Kim, and Leach 2017; Ospina and Saz-Carranza 2010; Huxham, Vangen, Huxham, and Eden 
2000), this dissertation moves the literature forward by linking uncertainty with process and 
outcomes of collaborative governance. It is an important contribution to collaborative governance 
literature because many previous studies did not explicitly include or model uncertainty in their 
analysis. Although uncertainty is a fundamental predictor of human behavior in general, those are 
treated as ‘contextual’ variable and left out from the analysis. Thus, the focus of the analysis has 
been mostly on processes and outcomes. This study argues that various types of uncertainties 
interact with collaborative processes, and they will affect collaborative performance differently. 
For instance, behavioral experiments show the effect of diverse collaboration strategies on 
mitigating distributional inequity when groups are faced with competing hydrologic condition.  

This multi method design combining CG and CA analysis also suggests that there are important 
variables that need more attention in the current literature. Those are the degree of heterogeneity 
in collaborative groups and the degree of strategic interests of actors involved in stakeholder 
interaction. Findings from case study and game experiment show that perceptions of uncertainty 
and effectiveness are significantly affected by their strategic interests. It also means that as a group, 
understanding the heterogeneity of actors should be a major factor for how stakeholders as a group 
may respond to various uncertainties. Being explicit about these variables and variations in these 
key components may explain many puzzles and 'paradox’ we have in collaborative governance 
literature.  

This study also provides varied theoretical mechanisms that future studies can further develop. 
This study shows that different outcomes – equity, sustainability, perceived effectiveness – are 
achieved by different institutional and collaborative mechanisms. For instance, distributional 
equity appears to be achieved by the development of strategy and not by the increase of 
engagement itself. Individual behaviors to sustain resources, however, tend to be affected more by 
institutional context such as scientific uncertainty and threshold effect than by collaboration 
processes. Case study evidence suggests that past experience, the reputation of collaborative 
partnership, and future prospect of the partnership overall constitutes the perceived legitimacy and 
effectiveness of the partnership. 

Empirical Implication 

This dissertation builds on recent developments in multi-method design that emphasizes better 
integration between multiple methods (Seawright 2016). Continuing debate in mixed methods 
research is whether two different research methodology with different values, assumptions, and 
epistemology can be integrated in a unified framework (King, Keohane, Verba 2021; Brady and 
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Collier 2010; Seawright 2016; Cransnow 2019; Beach 2020). While the debate is often structured 
depending on where you stand epistemologically in designing political science research and what 
researchers want to achieve by doing specific research, this study is convinced that carefully 
designed mixed methods can strengthen causal inference in ways that the inference is properly 
delineated within clear scope conditions with relatively precise causal effects on well-defined 
sample. Common pool resource studies have long been combining case studies with laboratory 
and field experiment. Although multi-method is not a novel approach, this study shows how 
multiple methodologies are developed and used in a single study to strengthen robust inference. 
This study demonstrates that sequential case study-game experimental design is an effective 
approach to study collaborative governance and collective action that integrates in-depth within-
case analysis and game experiment. 

Although there is data project in collaborative governance by scholars (Douglas et al. 2020), the 
sample size and the types of variables collected are limited because the data collection relies on 
individual researcher reporting to the common data repository. Given the relative paucity of large-
N observational data in collaborative governance research, instead of relying on small-N case 
analyses, this study tries to maximize the strength of within-case analysis for model specification 
and hypothesis generation as well as the strength of causal effect estimation using controlled online 
game experiment. This study proposes systematic integration of case study and game experimental 
analysis by maximizing the usage of case study knowledge and field mimicking behavioral 
experiment design. 

Behavioral Implication 

Game participants values fairness more than any other values or goals in collaborative groundwater 
game. Although rational profit maximization self is now a dead straw man for many scholars who 
are against classic rational economic model of human being, it is indeed observed that people care 
more about equity and fairness than other values. This insight has been observed in previous games 
(Janssen 2015), but it is important to reiterate that social factors – reputation or peer effect – are 
important in environmental behavior. These social factors can help stakeholders overcome 
information problems – a lack of it or an asymmetry between stakeholders – through engagement 
and deliberation. The experiment in this study shows that many game groups could not solve 
relatively simple optimization problems instead they have focused their attention on the fair 
distribution of game rewards. 

Participants tend to act first and use various heuristics than calculating the cost and benefit while 
solving the collaborative problems. Most groups are optimizing not by plan and calculations, but 
by flexible adjustment and adaptation to the situations they face after each game round (Kahneman 
et al. 1982; Kahneman 2011). A lot of groups made wrong mathematical conclusions but despite 
their wrong calculations, they were still able to succeed in a game. Only one group among 30 
groups failed the game. 

One of the key aids to help groups successfully manage the social dilemma is the threshold effect. 
We observe that threshold – game failure water level – has been a key criterion to almost all groups, 
and participants have planned their actions based on the threshold. This cut-off point, on the one 
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hand, helps groups succeed not to exceed the critical point that is suggested in a game. On the 
other hand, threshold tends to blind participants and can give wrong signal that all consumption 
right above the threshold should be fine. Climate policy tends to focus on certain degree as a 
threshold for the international community for good and scientific reason, but from behavioral 
standpoint, stakeholders may take this cue to justify their strategic actions. 

Limitations and Implications for Future Work 

Several limitations of the study need to be carefully assessed for future studies. First, an issue of 
external validity exists. How do we make sense of a gap between clean laboratory environment 
and messy real-world collaborative natural resource management. While we recognize the value 
of within-case study and experimentation as it is, it is important to think about how we make 
unified inference based on the mixed methods. On the issue of scientific uncertainty and 
collaborative performance, experimental evidence shows similar findings from case study in that 
scientific uncertainty is a serious concern and people respond to different types of scientific 
uncertainty differently. Student sample also behaved similarly to the field experiment done in India 
in terms of the rate and slope of resource harvesting (Meinzen-dick et al. 2016). In terms of 
collaborative process, game experiment significantly differs from real world collaborative 
governance. Thus, we acknowledge that the interpretation of each study and unified inference 
should be done carefully by comparing assumptions being made in each study. 

Student samples have limitations in examining theories developed in real world collaborative 
governance and collective action. Experimental studies using student samples do not represent the 
real-world decision-making process shaped by political, legal, and administrative environment. In 
the real world, groundwater management involves the fierce politics between agri-business 
interests, local and state government, and civil society groups. Comparative case studies should be 
a promising method for further development of collaborative governance theories under 
uncertainties. 

In the field of political science and public administration, we have a few frameworks to address 
this issue of making inference from different research methodologies including integrative 
framework (Seawright 2016) and nested framework (Lieberman 2005), but a framework to 
organize case study and game experiment – two promising and prevalent ways of research in 
collaborative natural resource management – is still lacking with a few exceptions (Levy Paluck 
2010). In this regard, we need more context specific interpretations for mixed method research 
from various methodological traditions (Cransnow 2019), but we have not organized systematic 
ways to mix small N study with behavioral experiment to make robust inference. One study said 
that the only way to deal with this issue is to accept that the two are different (Beach 2020). There 
must be a configurational approach that people effectively combine case study and experiment in 
various contexts. Future work should specify and pattern those different configurations of method 
mixing and provide a framework for the case-experiment methods. 

Null findings of leadership and engagement in behavioral experiment may have to do with the the 
ability to observe and measure those process variables. Current theoretical development in the 
literature engages with these process factors very deeply (Scott 2019; Emerson and Nabatchi 
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2015b), but this study was not able to measure such variable in a way that resonates with current 
theoretical understanding about principled engagement and effective leadership. 

Above limitations of current study are related to the researcher’s strategic choice between 
experimental parsimony and institutional complexity when they design and implement research 
with limited resources. One critical issue is the sample size. It is a barrier for researchers when 
they introduce multiple treatment effects. If the research can have a larger sample than the current 
study, there are many other ways to design crop choice experiment with different design elements. 
One idea could be that I can add no communication group with no scientific uncertainty as the 
baseline group. Current data and analysis reported in this dissertation do not include this type of 
condition. We can also vary the existence and extent of threshold effect. The research findings 
from this dissertation show that threshold has a significant effect on group behavior. In that vein, 
we can introduce completely random and stochastic recharge to certain groups and compare it with 
more stable variation of uncertainty. Treatment design that incorporates different types of scientific 
uncertainty can also be applied to climate change policy context and experiment people’s attitudes 
and behaviors on climate adaptation. These different possibilities can be experimented with 
individual study, but also different treatments can be layered if I can scale up this experiment and 
have a larger and broader sample. 

While this study provides a single case study to focus on discovering detailed mechanistic 
processes in collaborative governance, derived propositions should be cautiously examined. While 
the purpose of this case study and case selection process have been clarified earlier, future studies 
may explore other watershed cases to strengthen the argument made in the case study. Careful 
comparative case study design harnessing the power of natural experiment logic can be a great 
way to advance the study of collaborative governance with different social and institutional 
conditions. Explicitly modeling the variation of heterogeneity among multiple collaboration 
groups along with performance will be of great interest for scholars interested in collaborative 
natural resource management and public management in general. 
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Appendix A: Experimental survey 

1. Please confirm you understand the instructions above by entering your real name followed 
by your chosen animal name below (ex. John Smith Fish) 

2. Please select which crop to plant for Practice Season 1 
3. Please select which crop to plant for Practice Season 2 
4. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season A 
5. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season B 
6. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season C 
7. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season D 
8. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season E 
9. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season F 
10. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season G 
11. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season H 
12. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season I 
13. Please select which crop to plant for Regular Season J 
14. Thank you for participating in this experiment. Please take a few minutes to respond to the 

exit survey questions in the next page. We would appreciate your input. Please enter your 
real name followed by your chosen name from the game in the box below (ex. John Smith, 
Fish) 

15. Please report your age in years. 
16. What is your college major or intended college major? 
17. Where did you grow up? 
18. What is the highest educational level that your parents have attained? 
19. What is your gender? - Selected Choice 
20. What is your gender? - Other - Text 
21. With which racial group do you primarily identify? - Selected Choice 
22. With which racial group do you primarily identify? - Other (Please specify) - Text 
23. "When it comes to your political views are you generally liberal conservative or 

moderate?" 
24. "Generally speaking would you say that you are a Democrat a Republican or an 

Independent?" 
25. Please indicate the number of individuals who you call close friends. Please exclude family 

members and mere acquaintances. 
26. "How many individuals are in your total social network (i.e. close friends plus family 

members plus acquaintances)?" 
27. Please write the typical number of individuals who lived in your home while you were 

between the ages of 5-17. 
28. Please estimate the median household income of the family with which you lived between 

ages of 5-17 
29. Did you understand the instructions of the exercises? - 1 
30. Do you have work experience? 
31. "If you have 
32.  please report the experience in months or years." 
33. Are you satisfied with the interactions with other players? - 23 
34. Why are you satisfied or not satisfied? 
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35. Are you satisfied with your earnings in the experiment? - 28 
36. Why are you satisfied or not satisfied? 
37. To what extent did the decisions from other players affect your own decisions? - 36 
38. Please provide three words that best describe the relationship dynamics with the other 

players in the game. - 1) 
39. Please provide three words that best describe the relationship dynamics with the other 

players in the game. - 2) 
40. Please provide three words that best describe the relationship dynamics with the other 

players in the game. - 3) 
41. Please answer the following questions about your perceptions of the other participants - 

How many of the participants are honest forthright and true to their word? 
42. Please answer the following questions about your perceptions of the other participants - 

How many participants have reasonable motives and concerns? 
43. Please answer the following questions about your perceptions of the other participants - 

How many of the participants are willing to listen and sincerely try to understand other 
points of view? 

44. Please answer the following questions about your perceptions of the other participants - 
How many of the participants reciprocate acts of good will or generosity? 

45. Please answer the following questions about your perceptions of the other participants - 
How many of the participants propose solutions that are compatible with the needs of other 
members of the partnership? 

46. "21. Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if given the chance or 
would they try to be fair? 

47. 22. Do you agree with the following statement: Most public officials (people in public 
office) are not really interested in the problems of the average person. - 52 

48. Please tell us how willing or unwilling to take risks you are on a scale of 1 (very unwilling 
to take risks) to 7 (very willing to take risks) - How willing are you to take risks in general? 

49. Please tell us how willing or unwilling to take risks you are on a scale of 1 (very unwilling 
to take risks) to 7 (very willing to take risks) - How willing are you to take risks when they 
affect your own personal life? 

50. Please tell us how willing or unwilling to take risks you are on a scale of 1 (very unwilling 
to take risks) to 7 (very willing to take risks) - How willing are you to take risks when they 
affect your friends and family? 

51. Please tell us how willing or unwilling to take risks you are on a scale of 1 (very unwilling 
to take risks) to 7 (very willing to take risks) - How willing are you to take risks when they 
affect society as a whole? 

52. Please tell us how willingness to act a certain way on a scale of 1 (very unwilling to do so) 
to 7 (very willing to do so ) - How willing are you to give up something that is beneficial 
to you today in order to benefit more from that in the future? 

53. Please tell us how willingness to act a certain way on a scale of 1 (very unwilling to do so) 
to 7 (very willing to do so ) - How willing are you to give to worthwhile causes without 
expecting anything in return? 

54. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - The environment is more important than the economy. 
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55. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - It is more important to keep taxes low than to invest in 
environmental protections. 

56. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - We should be doing everything we can now to maintain 
ecosystems the way they are even if it costs more. 

57. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - We should only invest in environmental protections if the 
benefits outweigh the costs. 

58. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - People should not modify the natural environment to suit 
their needs. 

59. Please rate your attitude toward the following statements on a scale from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) - It is our responsibility to address environmental harms 
caused by people. 

60. Do you have any suggestions for improving the game? 
61. If you signed up using the SONA system please input your SONA ID 
62. Are you enrolled in any of these classes offering extra credit for participating in this 

research study? 
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol 

This is an interview schedule for in-depth interviews. The following questions are meant to 
generate discussion about institutional environment of collaborative governance (CG), response 
and reaction of CG to the environment, internal tension and complexity of CG, and strategy to 
navigate uncertain future for sustainable management. In order for interviews to flow more 
organically, some informal conversation could precede the interview and the interview, once 
started, may deviate from this schedule as insights are made in response to answers given. This 
schedule, therefore, acts a general guide for questions to be asked and will no doubt be altered in 
the future in light of the results of the first wave of interviews. 

“Let me start by introducing myself. I am a researcher interested in how and to what extent 
uncertainty shape the way people engage in collaborative partnership. I want to ask you some 
questions about your own feelings and thoughts on collaborative experience. Before I begin, are 
there any questions about myself that I might answer for you?” 

1. Topic: introduction, generating rapport, and understanding professional and institutional 
backgrounds 

a. Aim: to establish interviewee’s professional background and the context of their 
engagement 

i. Question: When did you first get involved with the Upper San Pedro 
Partnership? 

ii. Question: How long were you or have you been involved?  (get dates) 
iii. Question: What got you interested in working with other people on the Upper 

San Pedro? (find out issue/problem focus) 
iv. Question: Have you been involved in watershed partnerships or other kinds of 

collaborative initiatives before?  --- Could you briefly describe your experience? 
(gets you background and experience info) 

v. Question: During your involvement with the USPP, were you representing a 
group or organization or network?  Please describe. (find out if it is 
formal/informal; what sector; mission) 

vi. What is/was your role in that group, organization or network? (formal and 
informal) 

2. Topic: overall experience, principled engagement, shared commitment, capacity 
a. Aim: to make interviewees remember collaborative activities and experiences (it is 

guided by Emerson Nabatchi Balogh 2012’s framework) 
i. Overall,  

1. How would you describe your experience working with other people in 
the USPP? 

2. Did your experience change over the time of your involvement?  How 
so?  Why? 

3. Did the partnership change during that time?  How so? 
ii. Principled engagement 
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1. During the time of your involvement with the partnership, how would 
you describe the way partners: 

a. shared information (can you give an example?) 
b. agreed on common objectives (can you give an example?) 
c. agreed on how to achieve those objectives (can you give an 

example?) 
d. solved problems together (can you give an example?) 
e. made decisions together (can you give an example?) 

iii. Shared Commitment 
1. During the time of your involvement with the partnership, how 

confident were you that: 
a. other members would follow through with their commitments? 
b. were fully sharing relevant information (or withholding relevant 

information? 
c. trusted each other? 

2. Did you trust the other participants in the group? 
a. Why or why not? 
b. Did your level of trust change over time? Why or why not? 

3. Did you feel that your contributions to the group were appreciated and 
respected by the other partners?  Why or why not? 

4. How would you describe your group/organization/network’s 
commitment to the USPP? 

a. Did this change over time?  Why or why not? 
b. Do you think other partners’ groups/organizations/networks had 

the same level of commitment to the partnership? 
5. Was your personal commitment to the partnership similar to that of your 

group/organization/network?  If not, how was it different? 
iv. Capacity for joint action 

1. Did the partnership have agreed upon ground rules and protocols?   
a. Were they followed? If not please give an example. 

2. Who were the leaders in the partnership? What role did they play?  
a. Did you think overall the leadership of the partnership was 

effective? (Can you give an example?) 
3. Was relevant information available when needed? 

a. Where those gaps in needed information existed? 
b. If gaps in needed information were identified, how did the 

partners go about addressing those gaps? (give an example) 
4. How would you describe the financial, technical and logistical support 

available to the partnership?  
a. Who were the main providers of this support? 
b. Was it adequate?  
c. Was it available to everyone? 

 

3. Topic: major and minor challenges in relation to uncertainties 
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“Now I would like to move to the second part of the interview questions that focus on uncertainty 
and the role it plays in collaborative partnerships.” 

a. General uncertainty: 
i. Were they any times during your involvement with the USPP, when you felt 

particularly uncertain?  (wait to prompt after they have thought about this 
generally)  

1. if they answer, ask them a) to describe those times, b) what specifically 
felt uncertain and c) how did this experience of uncertainty affect your 
relationship with the group (your actions, motivations, commitments?) 

b. State uncertainty 
i. Thinking about the context in which you were collaborating with USPP, were 

there any specific conditions or issues relevant and important to the 
partnership’s work that were unknown, unpredictable, unresolved or uncertain? 
(wait for undirected response) 

1. Could you describe this more and how it had a bearing on the 
partnership or on you in particular? (why was this important) 

2. How did this uncertainty affect you and your relationship to the 
partnership? 

3. How long did this uncertain situation go on?   
4. Was the uncertainty resolved?  How? 

ii. Just to probe a little more, were there any contextual uncertainties that related 
to: 

1. the science around the watershed – for example, the hydrology, the 
source and use of water (ground water pumping, role of agriculture), the 
ecology in the watershed (the condition of vegetation or animals), the 
effects of potential actions or interventions.. 

2. add the other types of state uncertainty and probe (e.g. political actions, 
decisions, changes in leadership, upcoming elections, etc); funding 
issues; actor issues (land purchases; development proposals, border wall, 
etc). Then if identified, ask them the above questions. 

c. Managerial uncertainty 
i. I would like to ask you a few questions about your role in representing 

________________ (group/organization/network) 
1. How would you describe your role in the partnership vis a vis your home 

organization? 
2. To what extent, do you think that your home organization understands 

what USPP is doing? 
3. To what extent does your home org support your participation in USPP?  

a. If Yes: ask them to explain the context in detail. 
4. Have there been any differences or tensions in terms of policy direction 

between your home organization and USPP? (please describe) 
5. If so, how does this affect your role in the USPP? 
6. Do you worry or have you worried that USPP’s policy direction could 

not be supported by your home org? 
7. How have you handled that? 
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8. How aware are your USPP partners of the potential differences in policy 
direction between USPP and ____ (name of home org)?  

a. If aware how has the partnership responded to this?  
b. Have they acknowledged the differences or the position you are 

in?   
c. Have they responded by changing their direction or practices in 

anyway?  
d. How has their response or lack of response affected your 

participation with USPP? (attitude, motivation or actions vis a 
vis the partnership)? 

e. If the partners are not aware, what do you think would happen if 
you were to share the difficulties you face in representing your 
home org? 

d. Relational Uncertainty 
i. I would like to ask you a few questions about your views and behaviors with 

regard to other partners, looking back over the time you have been or were 
involved with USPP (participating members). 

1. In general, how would you describe the predictability or certainty of 
other partner’s behavior around the function of USPP? 

a. Can you take an example or situation to describe your 
explanation? 

2. To what extent, do you believe that other partners were committed to 
the collective mission of USPP? 

3. To what extent, do you believe that their opinions and information were 
honest and reliable? 

4. Have there been any tensions that arose between partners because of 
their unpredictable attitudes and behaviors? Please describe. 

a. If so, how does this affect your attitudes and behaviors?  
5. Do you worry or have you worried that some of your partners would not 

behave the way in which you and the majority of partners reasonably 
expect them to behave?  

a. How have you handled those concerns? 
6. To what extent, do you think that the partners at the table were being 

consistent with the deciders in their organization? 
7. To what extent, do you think that the partners at the table were being 

transparent about their organization’s decision making in relation to 
USPP? 

8. In general, how has USPP as a group handled this type of uncertainty? 
a. What are their responses and reactions? 
b. Have they acknowledged the (potential) tensions between 

partners? 
c. Have they responded by changing the way partners engage in 

USPP or continued as business-as-usual mode? 
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d. How has their response or lack of response affected your 
participation with USPP? (attitude, motivation or actions vis a 
vis the partnership)? 

e. If a portion of partners are not aware, what do you think would 
happen if you were to share the difficulties you and some other 
partners face one another? 

4. Topic: Performance 
a. Do you think the USPP has accomplished or is accomplishing its mission? Can you 

give some examples of what USPP has accomplished during your time as a partner? 
b. How satisfied do you think your home organizations is with the work of USPP? 
c. How satisfied do you think your partners are with the work of USPP? 
d. How satisfied are you with your participation in the USPP? 
e. Do you think your participation was helpful? In what way? 

 

 

“Thank you for taking time for this insightful conversation. We have covered various important 
topics around the USPP. Do you have any questions or points you want to make before we adjourn 
the interview? 

If Yes, listen carefully and continue discussions on that topic. 

If No, finish the conversation. 

 

--The End-- 
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Appendix C: The Effects of Scientific Uncertainty on Participants’ Satisfaction 

* p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.001 

  

 DV: Earning Satisfaction DV: Interaction Satisfaction 
Treatment 2 -0.242 

(0.406) 
0.707 

(0.568) 
Treatment 3 -0.0195 

(0.455) 
-0.473 
(0.569) 

Graduate Student 0.0359 
(0.472) 

-1.066* 
(0.562) 

Natural Resource Major -0.0533 
(0.442) 

-0.413 
(0.337) 

Group Size 0.191 
(0.384) 

-1.351*** 
(0.380) 

Gender -0.0782 
(0.329) 

-0.306 
(0.490) 

 n=128 n=128 
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